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Chapter 4
4.1

Description of Proposed Development

Introduction
This chapter provides a description of the proposed River Suir Sustainable Transport
Bridge. It is based on the design and includes details of the engineering features, land
requirements and construction and operation requirements. A description of the
primary elements of the design is presented in the following sections.
It should be noted that surveys, assessments and information that form the basis of
this Environmental Impact Assessment Report (EIAR) are based on the design of the
project as described in this chapter, which has been developed to a stage that permits
a fully informed Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) to be carried out by the
competent authority. While further detailing will be required to fully inform procurement
and construction, no design changes will be permitted that have the potential to
undermine the basis of assessment of the environmental impacts undertaken in this
EIAR.

4.2

General Description
Bridge and Scheme Description
The bridge site location is approximately in line with Barronstrand Street and in front
of the existing Clock Tower, as presented in Plate 4.1. The bridge is a sustainable
transport bridge which accommodates pedestrians, cyclists and an electric bus shuttle
service between the north and south quays. The bridge also accommodates an
opening section which facilitates navigation of vessels along the River Suir.
The proposed 5-span, 8m wide bridge (inside of parapet to inside of parapet) will
accommodate pedestrians, cyclists and an electric shuttle bus service. The bridge is
also locally widened in two locations (approximately located at third points across the
bridge) to facilitate repose and look out areas. Cyclists and the electric shuttle bus will
be facilitated through a shared-space lane, whilst pedestrians will be provided with a
primarily segregated area of the deck cross-section. There are some locations at the
centre of the span and the south plaza where all the spaces are shared spaces
between pedestrians, cyclists and the electric bus.

Plate 4.1
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The proposed development also comprises a plaza at the South Quay landing point.
This plaza will be a paved and landscaped space for the streetscape around the Clock
Tower. There will also be lighting, flagpoles, street furniture and planting which will be
subject to detailed design and is indicatively illustrated in as presented in Plate 4.2.
Approximately 200 car parking spaces will be removed from the existing car parks
along Merchant’s Quay for the construction of the South Quay Plaza, of which
approximately 150 spaces will be permanently removed. An integral part of the
development of this South Plaza includes the provision of foundations and utilities for
two future buildings on the South Quays. The foundations and utility provisions for the
buildings are included in this Environmental Assessment Impact Report, but the
buildings about ground level are not included and will be the subject of a future
planning application.

Plate 4.2

Proposed South Quay Plaza

The sustainable transport bridge crossing point is approximately 550m downriver of
Rice Bridge. The river is in the region of 207m wide at this location, measured between
the edge of the south quay and the shore edge of the north side wharf and is part of
the Lower River Suir Special Area of Conservation (SAC).
The south quays area at the proposed bridge location currently consists of the Clock
Tower and car parks whilst the north quays is a former industrial brownfield site which
shall be developed as a Strategic Development Zone (SDZ). There is also an existing
marina located on the south quays which will be directly impacted by the proposed
bridge.
River Navigation
A 25m clear span navigational channel has been provided for river vessels. The
existing lifting span control building for Rice Bridge will also be used for the proposed
River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge as will be described below. Design vessel
characteristics and any independent ship impact protection required along the line of
the navigational channel have been discussed with the Port of Waterford. The design
of the proposed vessel collision protection system is presented in Figures 4.2, 4.4 and
4.5 of Volume 3 of this EIAR and the details of which are discussed later in this chapter.
The passing of small crafts will be feasible without opening the lifting span. The bridge
deck at this location will have an underside of deck level of approximately +5.22mOD
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(metres above Ordnance Datum Malin Head) which will provide vertical clearances of
7.42m (-2.2mOD) and 2.82m (+2.4mOD) at low and high tide respectively.
At the navigable channel, the river bed level is approximately -12mOD. The typical
water depths range from 10 to 14m for low and high-tide respectively.
Effect of Bridge on River Suir
The bridge deck elevation has been profiled to allow a freeboard for both the combined
1% Annual Exceedance Probability (AEP) fluvial and 0.5% AEP tidal flood level
(obtained from “Suir CFRAM Study, Hydraulics Report, July 2015”) and the design
flood level (200 year tide + 100 year fluvial flood) obtained by the hydraulic model
developed for the North Quays Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) by Roughan
& O’Donovan Consulting Engineers, “Waterford North Quays, Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment”, document no. 16.169.10/SFRA 001 Rev D, dated 6th October 2018. The
calculated 200-year tide combined with 100-year fluvial flood is +3.47mOD.
At the northern approach of the bridge, the deck elevation is flat, and has its highest
point at the North Quay abutment (+8.00 mOD, measured at the top of the deck). The
lowest point of the deck elevation is at the South Quay abutment (+4.42 mOD,
measured at the top of the deck). The proposed deck elevation over the majority of
the 207m span is significantly higher than the calculated extreme flood events. An
OPW Section 50 report, “Hydraulic Modelling of Proposed River Suir Sustainable
Transport Bridge for OPW Section 50 Approval”, prepared for Roughan & O’Donovan
Consulting Engineers by Hydro Environmental Ltd, dated December 2018, Report No.
HEL212203 v1.1, has been prepared for the proposed scheme based on the bridge
characteristics presented in the figures in Volume 3. The conclusions of that report
state: - “The effect of the proposed Bridge and support piers is found to have no
perceptible impact on flood levels and flood risk under a range of combined tide and
fluvial flood events”.
Marina Impact
There is a marina located as per Figure 4.6 in Volume 3 of this EIAR. The proposed
development, i.e., the bridge alignment, cuts through this marina and hence will require
the facilitation of these vessels at alternative locations and re-organisation of the
existing vessel berthing arrangements within the marina. It is likely that the alternative
locations for the displaced vessels will be approximately 470m downstream, adjacent
to Reginald’s Tower, and this will be finalised in consultation with, and agreement with,
the Port of Waterford and Waterford City and County Council (WCCC). Approximately
20 berths will be permanently removed, comprising 14 long term berths and 6 visiting
berths. The marina is currently at approximately 70% occupancy and receives
approximately 150 visiting vessels each summer, from April to October.
An approximate length of 70.4m of the existing marina and the associated gangways
of the current access to the south quays will be removed. This will incorporate the
removal of 5 piles and the provision of 4 new driven piles when reconfiguring the
marina. Two new access gangways will be required, one to the east and one to the
west of the proposed bridge. These new gangways will require two new openings to
be created in the flood wall with the existing opening being closed and made
contiguous with the existing flood defence wall. Re-wiring and re-plumbing will be
required for boat users during the construction phase in order to maintain their
services.
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Purpose of Providing the Proposed Development
The proposed bridge is required to stimulate the coherent development of the city’s
various quarters, in particular integrating the substantial housing areas in Ferrybank
and Bellfield and the proposed North Quays redevelopment with the city centre. The
bridge will be located in line with Barronstrand Street / the Clock Tower to provide a
continuous link connecting the city centre retail spine to the North Quays.
The proposed bridge across the River Suir will be a public amenity offering greater
appreciation and enjoyment of the river. In order to develop a transport facility that will
permit and encourage sustainable development, a user hierarchy of pedestrians,
cyclists and an electric shuttle bus service will be adopted. The proposed bridge will
be a sustainable transport bridge that connects into the existing road infrastructure in
a logical and safe manner. The development has been designed to take cognisance
of the cycling strategy for the city and also the National Transport Authority’s (NTA’s)
National Cycle Manual.

4.3

Proposed Bridge Structure
General
The River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge is an elegant, low level bridge which
provides access between both quays and has the following features:
•

The bridge is quite unique for such a long bridge (and an opening bridge) in that
the levels at the north and south quays are significantly different. The level at
the north quays is +8.00mOD whilst the level at the south quays is substantially
lower at +4.42mOD. This presented quite a challenging design constraint;

•

An architectural streamlined low-level painted steel deck (superstructure);

•

The structural deck cross-section incorporates vertical structural upstands,
which, when combined with parapets / wind-shielding, provides a comfortable
and safe setting for all bridge users;

•

The bridge piers (substructure) are minimised to four discrete supports within the
river channel. These consist of durable concrete marine construction;

•

The architectural bridge shape is highlighted by its clear lines which define the
deck and the piers;

•

Cantilevered platforms will be provided at central pier locations (east above the
northern central pier and west on the southern central pier) to improve the bridge
viewing experience, as presented in Figures 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5 of Volume 3 of this
EIAR; and

•

A combined structural deck and parapet / wind shielding will be provided over
the length of the bridge, which enhanced the users experience.

Span Arrangement
The bridge will be a 5-span bridge deck, laid out symmetrically and comprising a 70m
long central span with an opening section, two intermediate spans of 41m and two end
spans of 27.5m length. The 32.5m wide opening section of the central span is a
counterweighted, hydraulically operated double leaf bascule bridge which provides a
25m wide navigational channel in its open position.
Superstructure
The bridge deck will be of painted steel construction. On the south side, the deck will
have a half through configuration (U shaped) consisting of a shallow box girder over
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the 8m wide bridge (depth approximately 600mm) connecting to two main edge box
girders (varying depth between 1.6m to 0.9m deep) on either side protruding above
the top of deck level. A parapet / windshielding of variable depth will satisfy the
minimum requirement of 1.4m high protection parapet throughout. The comfort and
safety of bridge users (pedestrians, cyclists and electric bus users) have been carefully
considered and the proposed combination of structural solid upstand and parapet /
windshielding to a minimum height of 1.4m will be supplemented by further wind
studies during the detailed design development to determine the optimum height and
porosity of the parapets / wind shielding. This will be confirmed by both computational
fluid dynamics and wind tunnel testing to determine user comfort and the effect on the
electric bus (which would be considered to be a wind susceptible vehicle [WSV]).
The deck surfacing will be formed with a thin layer of resins or bituminous material
which also acts as a waterproofing membrane, has high resistance to the marine
environment and provides the required slip resistance for all bridge users.
At both bridge ends there is a gradual change of the deck cross section to a wider deck
over the last 12m of the bridge on both the North and South Quays, as presented in
Figures 4.2 and 4.5 in Volume 3 of this EIAR.
At the central piers location, two v-shaped steel legs (struts), connected over each pier,
will support the deck. The legs have a box section to provide adequate stiffness
without excessively increasing loads and effects to the foundations.
Substructure
The bridge piers will be of in-situ concrete construction. The main span piers will
support the deck by means of inclined steel struts which are integrally connected to
the steel deck and converge to a concrete diamond-shaped pier at their base. The
intermediate piers will have a slender form of tapering width (approximately 1.0m at
deck level and 3.0m at pile cap level) and heights of approximately 10.0m and 7.7m
for the north and south pier respectively. Both central and intermediate piers will be
constructed using in-situ concrete. The bridge deck is detailed as integral with these
piers and it will be articulated on bearings at the abutments only.
The bridge abutments will slightly differ at the north and south ends of the bridge. At
the southern end of the proposed bridge, the abutment will be of standard construction
with an access gallery incorporated to allow for bearing and movement joint inspection.
The southern abutment will be included in the end splay structure and will be supported
above a sheet piled structure protruding in plan from the existing south quay. The
northern abutment will be an isolated element from the existing north quay. It will
provide a gallery for bearing replacement and inspection and will be supported on piles.
Bridge Foundations
The main bridge piers (at gridline C and D – refer to Figures 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 of
Volume 3 of this EIAR) will be supported on pile caps with the upper surface of these
at a level of -3.40mOD, approximately 1.2m below the low water mark (-2.2mOD). Ten
number 1200mm diameter raking steel driven tubes with concrete rock sockets and
reinforced concrete infill support the bridge at these locations.
The intermediate bridge piers will be supported directly on three number 1200mm steel
driven tubes with concrete rock sockets and reinforced concrete infill.
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The south abutment will be supported on a concrete plug part of the sheet piled
structure. The north abutment will be supported on a number of 750mm diameter
raking steel driven tubes with concrete rock socket and reinforced concrete infill.
Based on the ground investigation borehole data, pile lengths will vary considerably
between the north and south bridge abutments. Pile lengths to rock at the north and
south abutments will be in the region of 12m and 25m respectively. Piles will be
socketed approximately 1-2m into competent bedrock.
Articulation Arrangement, Joints and Bearings
The proposed structure is structurally integral at the central and intermediate pier
supports and articulated (free to move) at the north and south abutment. Two number
mechanical bearings (one guided and one free) will be provided at each abutment
support to allow for the expansion and contraction of the deck under various
temperatures. Typical bridge movements which are expected are illustrated in Table
4.1 below.
Table 4.1

Bridge Movement Joint Range
Direction of Movement

Transverse joint
(bridge deck end)

Longitudinal

+/- 65mm

Transverse

Fixed

Vertical

Fixed

Opening Mechanism
General
As noted above, it is a navigational requirement of this crossing to provide a 25m wide
navigational channel to water traffic. The double leaf bascule is illustrated in Figures
4.2 and 4.4 in Volume 3 of this EIAR. It is proposed to use the existing control tower
on Rice Bridge in conjunction with additional plant rooms located on the north and
south quays to open the bridge. This is discussed in further detail below.
The existing control tower on Rice Bridge has good visibility of the navigational channel
and when combined with CCTV at the proposed sustainable bridge location, will
provide the optimum location for the control tower without the need for duplication and
further development (of this type of infrastructure). It can also be argued that not
having the control tower on the bridge adds to the low-lying sleek bridge aesthetics.
Proposed Mode of Operation of the Bascule Spans
The bascule spans will rotate about a pivot or trunnion located in the fixed spans north
and south. Each bascule span is counterweighted by a short back span which allows
the relatively short forward leaf to be balanced with a shorter heavier back span.
Both leaves will be operated using two hydraulic cylinders pinned to the counterweight
and the fixed portion of the bridge. The span shall be balanced under permanent loads
so that the cylinders are used to overcome inertial forces, friction and wind loads in the
opening and opened positions.
The hydraulic cylinders are designed such that under all operating and holding
conditions, the maximum static design pressure shall not exceed a certain lower
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pressure limit when two cylinders are operating or a higher pressure limit in the event
that only one cylinder is operating.
The hydraulic system shall meet the requirements of “The American Association of
State and Highway Transportation Officials” (AASHTO) for movable bridges in addition
to any Irish National Annexes to Eurocodes.
The hydraulic power unit (HPU) pump capacity shall be sized such that the span can
be opened or closed in no more than a specified value which shall be agreed with
WCCC and the Port of Waterford, (typically of the order of 120 – 150 seconds)
including acceleration and deceleration periods at the beginning and end of travel.
The HPU shall normally run using a minimum of two motor and pump units to provide
the necessary flow with provisions to run the system from one pump unit only if
necessary, for maintenance purposes. It is intended that a reservoir shall be provided
with sufficient volume to equal at least twice the total rated pump flow in litres per
minute or sufficient volume to store the complete volume of oil contained in the two
cylinders, whichever is greater.
Span locks shall be required to lock the two forward leaf spans together when the
bridge is in the closed position. These are designed as shear connections and
therefore are designed to resist all applied live loads and to prevent opening of the
span inadvertently using the hydraulic cylinders. A minimum of two span locks shall
be required consisting of guided lock bars driven into receiver sockets on the adjoining
span. The lock bars can be actuated using either electro-mechanical devices or
hydraulic cylinders. In either case the actuators themselves shall not resist any live
load once the lock bars are engaged and pedestrians, cyclists and the electric bus are
allowed on the bridge.
It is not intended to provide tail locks, however a mechanism for holding the bridge in
the open position, should this be required without using the hydraulic cylinders, will be
incorporated between the fixed and moveable span.
The control system shall be designed to interlock all the various components such that
it will not be possible for the operator to open or close the bridge out of proper
sequence. The hydraulic cylinders shall have the capability of being controlled using
an open or closed loop system with position feedback. This system shall work with
either cylinder operating or both. During operation, the system shall always monitor
position and pressure as well as temperature and incorporate sufficient alarms and
shut-downs to prevent damage to the hydraulic system in the event of a malfunction.
Location of Operating and Control Mechanisms
As mentioned, the existing control tower on Rice Bridge is proposed as the “operator
house” for the sustainable transport bridge. This will be accommodated as follows:
•

An additional operating panel can be included in the control tower of Rice Bridge;

•

The communications link between Rice Bridge control tower and the sustainable
transport bridge can be either hard-wired or wireless;

•

For the hard-wired option, a network switch would be located for the new control
system in both plant rooms on the north and south quays. From these network
switches, a new fibre optic cable through new or existing ducts will be installed
and connected to the Rice Bridge control system;

•

For the wireless option, the sustainable transport bridge can have a
programmable logic controller (PLC) provided for each bascule span that will
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minimise the data that needs to be transferred over the network which avoids
any potential bandwidth issues that may occur with network sharing. In addition,
a direct line of sight communication back-up between both bascule leaves (of the
sustainable transport bridge) and Rice Bridge control house can be employed
should hard wire communications fail or vice versa; and
•

Independent power feeds will be provided for each bascule span and either a
standby generator can be provided for each span or the provision of a generator
plug on each side can be provided with a portable standby generator that can be
connected to either bascule leaf on either side in the event of a failure.

Plant Room / Buildings
Two plant rooms will be required within the vicinity of the north abutment and the south
abutment to house the plant and machinery used to operate the twin leaf bascule,
whilst noting that the operating room will be in the control tower of the existing Rice
Bridge. The plant rooms / buildings for each of the north and south bascules will
provide for the following equipment; Hydraulic power unit, generator, standby
generator drive and PLC units.
The span operating machinery, with the obvious exception of the hydraulic cylinders,
will be located within the plant room on the north and south quays. However,
consideration will also be given to housing the HPUs within the deck section in the
vicinity of the central piers adjacent to the movable span.
This machinery will primarily consist of piping arriving (from the hydraulic cylinders on
the bridge deck) to a HPU located within the plant room. The electric pump motors
and valves for the HPU will be controlled from the electrical control room and operated
from the operator station. Maintenance provisions must include a method to replace
the hydraulic cylinders and HPU valves, motors and pumps without excessive effort or
expense. These maintenance provisions are easily incorporated into the proposed
plant rooms and buildings. The HPU shall be manufactured using corrosion resistant
components and properly protected from corrosion for long life in the anticipated
environment. The electrical controls shall be located inside a room protected from the
outside environment which includes proper ventilation and heat if necessary.
The plant room / buildings which will be located on the north and south quays will be
of the order of 5m x 10m plan area as presented in Figures 4.6 and 4.12 of Volume 3
of this EIAR. The final finishes of the building will be agreed with WCCC’s Architects
Department. It is intended that:
•

For the north quays, the plant room will be located in a room(s) located within
the proposed future developments for the north quays. Liaisons at the planning,
detailed design and construction stage for any future development at the north
quays will be required to determine the optimum location of the plant room;

•

For the north quays, in the event that the sustainable transport bridge is required
to open prior to any SDZ development on the north quays, a standalone building
similar to that provided on the south quays will be required. This building will be
developed in such a manner that it can be incorporated into any future
development on the north quays or alternatively a temporary building would be
erected to enable the bridge to open until such time as the permanent plant room
within the SDZ development was constructed.

•

For the south quays, a separate stand-alone building is proposed as illustrated
in Figures 4.6 and 4.12 of Volume 3 of this EIAR. The location of this separate
stand-alone building is the footprint of a possible future building on the western
side of the south plaza. It is the intention that, should a building be developed at
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this location in the future, the plant room(s) would be contained within this future
development.
Electricity Power Supply and Distribution
The span operating machinery and pumps will be powered by three phase industrial
duty electric motors. A substation will be required if ordinary industrial three phase
power is not available close to the bridge on both quays in order to step the high
transmission voltage down to medium and low voltage. The stepped down industrial
voltage power will be used to directly power the hydraulic cylinders pump motors and
any electro-mechanical devices such as span locks through motor starters and/or
electronic controllers. The voltage will further be stepped down using additional
transformers to provide single phase power used for lighting, control and for other
uses.
Communications Systems
Topically, the bridge operator will have a normal phone line available for
communication as well as an intercom system to communicate between the operator
control room and other areas where maintenance personnel may be located such as
the plant room / building where the hydraulic power unit is located. The regular phone
line can be used to communicate with emergency personnel as well as marine
personnel who can call in to request a bridge opening. In some cases, a loud speaker
is provided allowing the operator to give instructions to pedestrians, cyclists and the
electric bus users. CCTV cameras are also used on many bridges to allow the operator
to see all areas of access to the moveable span. It is also intended that the control
room may also have direct connection with the emergency service providers in
Waterford.
Vessel Collision Protection
The AASHTO Guide Specification and Commentary for Vessel Collision Design of
Highway Bridges was used to determine the most appropriate bridge protection
system. The design of a vessel protection system is particularly important given the
light nature of this opening sustainable transportation bridge. Bridges with opening
spans are particularly susceptible to interrupted service as a result of vessel collision,
as even a minor collision event on the substructure or superstructure could cause
failure of its electrical or hydraulic equipment. Regarding this, the proposed vessel
collision protection system shall be completed independent of the bridge itself. The
design of the protection system will ensure that there is no contact of the vessel with
the sustainable transport bridge substructure or superstructure when the protection
system is in the fully deformed position and the vessel has fully stopped. See the
vessel collision protection system presented in Figures 4.2, 4.4 and 4.5 of Volume 3 of
this EIAR.
In addition to the main protection system to the main piers, secondary vessel collision
protection systems will be required at the intermediate pier locations. The design ship
impact effects at these locations can be reduced based on the lower probability of
occurrence due to the greater distance from the navigational channel.
The bridge navigational span will be provided with a fender protection system, which
prevents vessels from laterally contacting with the bridge deck while the vessel is
transiting through.
The protection system will be primarily made of steel piles with concrete infill,
embedded into rock beneath the river bed. Three no. 1200mm diameter piles will be
installed close to each other in proximity of the central pier and 2 no. piles in proximity
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of the intermediate piers. Because of the reduced probability of collision further from
the centre of the navigational channel, a larger number of piles is provided in front of
the two central piers. The collision protection system will also be designed in order to
reduce their visual impact.
In addition, a system of smaller fenders will be installed to provide a visual guide to the
ships passing through the bridge.
Bridge Approaches
South Plaza
The South Plaza is the entrance to the Sustainable Transport Bridge and consists of
the following elements:
•

Rearrangement of traffic lanes, cycle lanes, bus parking provisions and set down
areas on Meagher’s Quay and Coal Quay;

•

At the end of Barronstrand Street, the footpaths and edge of carriageways levels
shall be maintained. The existing hard surfacing including stone paving shall be
maintained;

•

Pedestrian crossings from Barronstrand Street to the South Plaza which will
incorporate hard surfacing consisting of small size stone paving suitable for
traffic. These pedestrian crossings shall have similar plan geometry to that of the
bridge;

•

The design of the footpaths, pedestrian crossings, cycle facilities will ensure a
seamless priority of these transportation modes from the bridge, across the south
plaza to Barronstrand Street, whilst also allowing existing traffic flows on the
south quays;

•

The Clock Tower is retained as a central and integral design focus of the South
Plaza with its foundation surrounded in a semi-circular array of steps;

•

Traffic bollards (demountable) will be provided to restrict vehicular traffic from
entering the South Plaza or the Sustainable Transport Bridge;

•

The central portion of the South Plaza leads to the sustainable transport bridge
entrance and consists of hard surfacing small size stone paving suitable for light
traffic, i.e., the electric bus. This area is also where the electric bus will depart
and arrive and turn to bring pedestrians from the south quays to the north quays
and vice versa;

•

There is a transition point between the hard landscaping small stone paving to
the bridge surfacing at approximately three quarters distance from the quays to
the start of the sustainable transport bridge;

•

To the east and west of the “central splayed zone” leading from Barronstrand
Street to the bridge are areas of hard landscaping that will be constructed as part
of the scheme. This will consist of the following: -
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o

Large size stone paving and steps to accommodate the level differences
between these level areas and the transitions from the bridge to
Barronstrand Street;

o

Large size paving stone suitable for pedestrians which will incorporate
public realm areas including seating and public lighting;

o

It is envisaged that there will be two buildings located in the zones indicated
on Figure 4.6 of Volume 3 of this EIAR. The provision of these two buildings
will be the subject of a future planning application, however, the provision
of the foundations (as part of the foundation design for the South Plaza, as
detailed in Chapter 8) is included and assessed in this EIAR. It is also
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proposed to connect utilities (water,
communications etc.) to both buildings.
o

wastewater,

electricity,

The plant room for some of the machinery, as discussed in the preceding
sections, required to open the southern bascule leaf will be located in a
small building which will be located on the proposed footprint of the future
building (west side of plaza).

•

Further to the east and west of the two foundations for future buildings, it is
proposed to have two grassed and landscaped areas which will complete the
proposed South Plaza.

•

As the levels for the South Plaza gently rise from the Clock Tower to the south
abutment, the existing flood defences will be removed, and new flood defences
will be installed. The flood defences will terminate at the intersection with the
bridge parapets, noting that the top of deck level at this point is at approximately
+4.20m OD. There is an opportunity to emphasise this intersection noting the
end of the flood defence wall and the commencement of the bridge parapets with
an aesthetic feature which symbolises the start of the bridge.

All proposed details of the South Plaza shall be approved by WCCC’s Architect’s
department.
Northern Approach
The northern approach and tie in of the sustainable transport bridge with the North
Quays SDZ site is equally important. Unlike the south plaza, the north plaza is not
included in this EIAR. However, in preparing the design of the bridge northern end,
similar principles of design have been adopted to tie in with a future north plaza, similar
to that of the proposed South Plaza. This North Plaza will be designed by others at a
future date. However, it should be noted that the planning requirements which are
stipulated in the approved Waterford North Quays SDZ, Planning Scheme 2018 state:
“PPS 33: Develop a high quality public realm through the provision of appropriate
public space, surface treatments, street lighting, furniture and public art that
promotes the North Quays as a modern innovative urban quarter whilst respecting
its rich historical past and cultural heritage”.
The strict application of the above policies of the SDZ Planning Scheme will provide
for an equally high quality urban and public realm design for the North Plaza as that of
the South Plaza.

4.4

Lighting
A durable, energy-efficient illumination solution which provides a safe and well-lit
environment for pedestrians, cyclists and the electric shuttle bus users has been
developed for the bridge and South Plaza conforming to the requirements of British
Standard (BS) 5489: Part 6. It will be ensured that no lighting is focused onto areas of
ecological sensitivity including onto the River Suir and that lighting design provides for
low levels of lateral light spillage to avoid unwanted areas of illumination.
Integrated rail lighting units are proposed along the bridge which will have high vandal
resistance (in accordance with European standard EN62262) and will be finished in
stainless steel, which offers exceptional corrosion resistance in a marine environment.
In addition, architectural lighting and in-ground up-lighters are proposed at the bridge
approaches and South Plaza to complete the lighting solution. All lighting aspects of
the bridge will be controlled via a photocell arrangement that offers simplicity in day-
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to-day management. The final lighting units, beams, colours, dimming protocols etc.
will be finalised in consultation with and approval of WCCC’s architect’s department.

4.5

Utilities
The underground and overhead utilities were mapped at the River Suir Sustainable
Transport Bridge and South Plaza using services record data followed up with site
reconnaissance. The following utility providers were contacted to request services
records:
•

Gas Networks Ireland;

•

ESB (Electricity Supply Board);

•

Irish Water;

•

Virgin Media;

•

EIR;

•

Local Authority (Public Lighting, Stormwater, Drainage and Traffic); and

•

Telecoms/ Cable TV/ Broadband: EIR, Vodafone, Aurora Telecom, BT,
Centrecom, Three Ireland, ENET, Virgin Media, ESB Telecoms.

Responses were received from all providers with the exception of Aurora Telecom and
Three Ireland. Centrecom, ESB Telecoms and Vodafone fixed apparatus have
confirmed that they do not have any services in the area.
No overhead services are present. The following services have been identified at the
River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge landing area on the South Quays and location
of the proposed South Plaza:
•

Gas Network Ireland services;

•

ESB Medium Voltage (MV)/ Low Voltage (LV), lighting, underground;

•

Irish Water watermains;

•

Local Authority (Sewer mains, traffic cables, public lighting); and

•

Telecom/ Cable TV/ Broadband (BT, EIR, ENET and& Virgin Media).

In addition, there have been some unidentified services as noted on the underground
utilities drawing. Information obtained from the 2007 report "Waterford City Centre
Pedestrian Bridge – Design Options Report – October 2007" highlights that a number
of services exist at the South Quay landing area, namely Bord Gais, Eircom and ESB
network services.
The public lighting, power and other services listed in Table 4.2 will require diversion
as part of the Sustainable Transport Bridge and South Plaza works. There are no
envisaged service diversions for the north quays.
Table 4.2

Existing Services Impacted by the Bridge and South Plaza

North Quays
Watermains
South Quays
Rising Main (protection required)
Storm Water (local carpark)
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ESB Underground
Telecom Underground (ESB)
Public Lighting Underground
Bord Gais
Traffic Light Underground
Unidentified Underground Services have also been picked up by GPR survey
Future Services Provision
Two service troughs will be detailed along the length of the bridge. These are required
to provide services to the mechanical and electrical equipment that are housed in the
bridge deck to facilitate the opening of the bridge.
However, in the unlikely event that the river is closed to larger vessel traffic at a future
date and therefore no longer requires an opening span, the ends of the opening span
bascule sections can be permanently closed and a continuous trough for services over
the completed length of the bridge can be provided. The bridge abutment structure
will provide suitable openings in the ballast wall in line with the bridge deck trough to
allow services to pass through the abutment walls to the plant rooms and buildings
located on the north and south quays.

4.6

Drainage
As private vehicles (cars, trucks, vans etc.) will not be permitted on the proposed
bridge, the risk of surface water contamination is minimal. Surface water runoff from
the bridge will not be permitted to drain freely from the bridge to the River Suir but will
be collected in a closed system and will drain into existing surface water networks on
the North Quays and the South Quays.
The bridge falls from the North Quay side to a lower level at the South Quay side,
however as the bridge will have a lifting mechanism at central span, it will be necessary
to drain both approach sections to the central span of the bridge separately and provide
a drainage tie in connection at both the North and South Quay sides. On the bridge
surface, water run-off will be collected in bridge deck drainage units and pipes (where
necessary) which will be collected and fed into the surface water drainage network.
The bridge and approach splay structures have been provided with a variable
longitudinal profile ranging from 0% (no fall) on the north side to 3.4% on the south
side, and a cross fall of 1.5% either side of the bridge centreline.
On the north quays, a closed system connection from the bridge and the plaza area
will be provided which will tie into the future SDZ’s drainage network.
On the south quays and South Plaza, runoff from the bridge and the new raised plaza
areas will be collected and attenuated and will connect to the existing storm water
network which then discharges to a combined sewer running from west to east along
the R680 Meagher’s Quay.

4.7

Landscaping and Furniture
Figure 4.5 of Volume 3 of this EIAR presents the proposed surfacing and furniture
along the proposed bridge. Approximately 8 benches will be located along the bridge,
grouped in pairs. They will be placed between pedestrian lanes and the shared space
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for cyclists and the electric shuttle bus. Benches with shelters will also be placed at
the two locally widened sections of the bridge where users can rest at the lookout
areas. The shelters will separate the lookout sections from the pedestrian, cycle and
electric bus lanes and will also protect users from the wind. Planter boxes will be
placed between benches to add to the aesthetics of the space.
Two landscaped areas will be provided on the South Plaza as shown in Figure 4.6 of
Volume 3 of this EIAR. The plants and trees selected will be native and appropriate to
the urban and riverine location. The landscaping plan and all associated furniture will
be subject to the approval of the WCCC Architects Department and Heritage Officer.

4.8

Proposed Bus
The proposed courtesy bus will travel over and back across the proposed bridge, from
the north quay landing point to the South Quay Plaza. The electric bus will be
wheelchair accessible, will accommodate approximately 12-15 passengers and will
have a range of 80km at full capacity. The vehicle will be approximately 5m in length,
1.5m in width and 2m in height and will have a turning radius of approximately 5.5m.
The turning movement of the electric vehicle at the South Plaza is presented in Figure
4.6 in Volume 3 of this EIAR. An image of a similar bus is presented in Plate 4.3.

Plate 4.3

Similar Bus to that Proposed

4.9

Construction Methodology

4.9.1

Potential Construction Procurement Method
It is envisaged that the construction of the proposed development will be tendered
under a Public Works Contract for Civil Engineering Works Designed by the Employer.
The advantage of the Employer Designed Works contract is that the design team who
have undertaken the design and environmental assessment continue with the detailed
design and site supervision, ensuring a continuity of knowledge through the remaining
phases of the project through to completion and handover.

4.9.2

Timescale for Construction
It is expected that the construction of the proposed development will be progressed as
a single construction contract with the construction phase potentially lasting
approximately 18 to 24 months. If the North Quays SDZ is at construction stage at the
time of the construction of the sustainable transport bridge, the bridge will not open
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until the North Quay development is in operation. If the North Quay development has
not begun construction or is constructed at the time of the sustainable transport bridge
completion, the bridge could be made operable once constructed.
4.9.3

Construction Arrangements

4.9.3.1

Site Compounds
Temporary construction compound sites will be required in the vicinity of the
development. Any changes to the location or size of the proposed site compound must
comply with all requirements stated within this EIAR and must have approval from
WCCC. For the purpose of the EIA, the following areas have been assessed as
potential locations of site compounds:
(i)

South Quay - The site compound is envisaged to be located on the South Quay,
to the west and east of the Clock Tower, where the contractor can have a direct
access to the site. This area is envisaged to be approximately 4,540m2; and

(ii)

North Quay - No site compounds are envisaged to be permitted here in order to
avoid interferences with the construction works of the proposed North Quay
development.

The proposed main site compound on the South Quay, as presented in Figure 4.7 of
Volume 3 of this EIAR, will include offices, materials storage areas, plant storage and
parking for site and staff vehicles. The site is likely to remain in place for the duration
of the contract but may be scaled up or down during particular activities on site. The
compound(s) may be used either in full, in part, not at all, or another location could be
selected, in agreement with the client subject to compliance with all environmental,
planning and legal requirements. It is also envisaged that raw material, particularly
steel bridge sections (as defined in the indicative construction sequences as presented
in Figures 4.8 to 4.11 in Volume 3 of this EIAR) for bridge construction will be moved
by barges along the River Suir to the site.
The construction compound(s) shall incorporate the protection and mitigation
measures outlined in this EIAR and shall conform to the requirements outlined in the
Outline Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP), Natura Impact
Statement (NIS) and planning conditions. In particular this shall include avoidance of
excessive lighting and in particular light spill onto the river. Lighting within 10m from
the River Suir will be turned off outside normal working hours.
The contractor will be required to erect opaque hoarding of a minimum 2.0m in height
around the site compound and works area on the South Quays. The hoarding shall
be a high gloss printed finish with information and graphics about the project or as
otherwise agreed with WCCC. The precise hoarding type shall be agreed with WCCC
prior to works commencing.
Following completion of construction, the selected site compound area will be cleared
and incorporated into the landscaped plaza.
4.9.3.2

Construction Sequence
The indicative construction sequence and construction methodology is outlined in
Figures 4.8 to 4.11 of Volume 3 of this EIAR.
Stage 1 – Site Setup and Clearance
i.

Construction compound/ site setup on the south quay to facilitate the bridge and
south plaza construction;
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ii.

Implementation of measures to protect against accidental damage to the Clock
Tower (RPS No. 392) and memorial statue during the works (refer to Figure 4.7
of Volume 3 of this EIAR);

iii.

Site clearance of the Clock Tower car park, paved pedestrian areas / R680 road
(street furniture, minor buildings, trees etc) over the extents of the south plaza
works site as required (refer to Figure 4.6 of Volume 3 of this EIAR for south
quay plaza site extents);

iv.

Implementation of traffic management at the site and as required on the south
quays and approaches;

v.

Diversion of utilities affected by the works on the south quays including the
relocation of the ESB substation located on the south plaza site; and

vi.

Removal of the required sections of the existing floating jetty (deck and ramp)
and removal of required existing jetty piles at the bridge location (refer to Figure
4.6 of Volume 3 of this EIAR for extents).

Stage 2 – Complete South Quays Excavation and Piling
i.

Construction of permanent and temporary sheet piling in the river for the south
abutment; and

ii.

Installation of temporary flood protection measures.

Stage 3 – Installation of Cofferdams and Temporary/Permanent Piles
i.

Completion of north abutment piling and construction of piled abutment;

ii.

Construction of temporary works braced sheet pile cofferdams from jack-up
pontoon or barge to allow for construction of the 2 number main span piers;

iii.

Dewatering of cofferdam to allow installation driven steel tubes and concrete
rocket sockets within the confines of the cofferdams using a crane mounted
drilling rig operating from the jack-up barge/pontoon;

iv.

Installation of vertical steel driven tubes and concrete rock sockets for
intermediate pier locations from a crane mounted piling rig on jack-up
barge/pontoon. Steel tubes to extend above high water level;

v.

Construction of piles for four number temporary supports to support the two
number central deck sections at both ends during construction;

vi.

Construction of temporary working platforms within cofferdams to allow pilecap
construction;

vii.

The simultaneous presence of four number cofferdams in the river represents
the worst-case scenario in terms of construction impacts on the river; and

viii.

As noted in Figures 4.8 to 4.11 of Volume 3 of this EIAR, it is proposed to
construct the bridge temporary works within the river and the bridge foundations
in two halves. The first half of the bridge which could either be the southern or
northern half will be commenced in June. The second half of the bridge will be
commenced in November.

Stage 4 –Reinforced Concrete Pier and Temporary Works Construction
i.

Cutting down of steel casings and concrete piles to underside of each pilecap
level;

ii.

Construction of main pier in-situ pilecaps and vertical squat piers;

iii.

Construction of in-situ pilecaps and pier walls;

iv.
v.

Construction of temporary support concrete pilecaps above waterline; and
Construction of north and south abutments.
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Stage 5 – Land Central Deck Sections
i.

Using crane located on pontoon/barge, lifting of each 50m long central section
of deck (comprising of the V-shaped steel struts) onto the supporting jacking
points located on the temporary supports and piers; and

ii.

Construction of in-situ connection between steel struts and concrete piers.

Stage 6 – Land End and Opening Spans
i.

Landing end spans on abutment and intermediate piers;

ii.

Completion of end span deck site splice connection to central deck sections; and

iii.

Making intermediate concrete pier/steel deck integral connection and installation
of the abutment permanent bearings.

Stage 7 – Installation of deck opening sections
i.
ii.

Installation of two deck opening sections to complete the bridge; and
Installation of lifting mechanism machinery and counterweight. Testing and
commissioning.

Stage 8 – Complete Deck Approaches and Finishes

4.9.3.3

i.

Removal of temporary works cofferdams, frames and supports;

ii.

Installation of driven piles as part of vessel collision protection system and
fenders;

iii.

Construction of bridge south approach ramp/steps and reinstatement of glass
panel flood wall sections to tie into bridge abutment wall;

iv.

Completion of bridge finishes – local painting at connections, parapets and glass
wind shielding, handrail lighting and feature lighting, deck plate combined
waterproofing and surfacing, lifting spans pedestrian barriers and abutment end
movement joints; and

v.

Completion of south plaza approach area.

Construction Material
Exposed concrete elements will have smooth and uniform texture and appearance
using a suitable proprietary formwork liner system.
C50/60 concrete (i.e. cylindrical strength of 50 N/mm2 and cube strength of 60 N/mm2)
is proposed for all substructure elements with the exception of the piles (C40/50). The
pilecap/pier concrete will include a minimum of 50% ground granulated blast furnace
slag (GGBS) cement replacement which will increase durability in a marine
environment. Durability requirements are shown in Table 4.2 for the various concrete
elements.
Reinforcement shall be carbon steel high yield and comply with Irish Standard I.S. EN
10080:2005 and British Standard BS 4449:2005 (Grade B500B) in the bridge piles,
pilecaps and south abutment structure.
Stainless steel reinforcement (grade 1.4162 to EN 10088) or increased concrete
strengths in combination with increased cover shall be used for the external layers of
links and main reinforcement in the pier elements (tidal river and splash zones) and
north and south abutments. In the event carbon steel reinforcement is fixed to stainless
steel reinforcement within the piers, a minimum of 120mm (100+Δc) cover shall be
provided to the carbon steel reinforcement. No additional separation measures are
proposed.
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Stainless steel reinforcement (or equivalent durability measures) will also be used in
the parapet edge beam elements of the south bridge approach structure which may
be exposed to de-icing salts used on the deck/plaza/approach ramp areas.
Table 4.2

Durability Requirements for Concrete Elements
Element

Governing Exposure
Class

Cover *Cnom

Grade

Piles

(cased in steel)

75

40/50

Pilecaps

XS2

60

50/60

Piers and North Abutment

XS3

60

50/60

South Abutment

XS1

50

40/50

*Cnom is the nominal cover

Structural Steelwork Grades and Finishes
Surface preparation and protection against corrosion shall be provided in accordance
with the Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) Design Manual for Roads and Bridges
(DMRB). The intended protection system for structural steel will be a glass flake
system which provides a long term corrosion protection to the steel structure in
accordance with the TII Specification for Roadworks.
Steel plates will be steel a minimum of grade S355 to European Standard EN 10025.
4.9.3.4

Set up of Construction Compound and Traffic Management
The operations associated with the establishment of the site compound(s) will be
subject to the agreement on a site Construction and Demolition Waste Management
Plan (CDWMP) prior to commencement of site activity. All traffic management
activities will be subject to the requirements of Chapter 8 of the Traffic Signs Manual
published by the Department of Transport, the approval of WCCC, and the Garda
Síochána, and any licensing and permits necessary under current legislation.
Any potential for impacts to deliveries to businesses along the South Quay will be
mitigated against through co-ordination between WCCC and the business operators.

4.9.4

Enabling Works and Site Access

4.9.4.1

Site Access Routes
The haulage of materials to and from the site will create an adverse temporary impact
to both road users, business owners and to residents living along haul roads. To
minimise these impacts it is important that only authorised site access roads, as
directed by the Local Authority, are used by construction vehicles.
It is proposed that access to the site for the works will be primarily off national roads
and along the following regional roads:
•

R448 Newrath/ Rice Bridge;

•

R711 Dock Road;

•

R680 South Quays; and

•

R710 Ring Road.

4.9.4.2

Construction Traffic Routing
There are no bridges downstream of the proposed development which would represent
a constraint on access by water. Access to the site is likely to be both by road and by
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the River Suir. The bridge segments are likely to be transported along the River Suir.
The roundabouts along the South Quay will limit the practicable size of elements to be
transported to site via road. Site based assembly of steelwork is therefore likely to be
necessary and a transportation of deck splices is envisaged to be performed by barge.
4.9.4.3

Safety Measures on the River for Navigation

4.9.4.4

Working Hours
Normal working hours will be employed during the construction phase as follows:
•

Monday to Friday

07:00 to 19:00hrs

•

Saturday

08:00 to 16:30hrs

•

Sunday and Bank Holidays

08:00 to 16:30hrs

Works on Sundays and Bank Holidays will only be permitted with the approval of the
Client. Similarly, emergency works outside of the normal working hours will only be
permitted with the approval of the planning authority.
The permitted working hours for piling in the SAC as agreed with the National Parks
and Wildlife Service (NPWS) and Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) is as follows:-

4.10

•

Monday to Friday

08:00 to 18:00hrs

•

Saturday

Not allowed

•

Sunday

Not allowed

Environmental Management Plans
The following outline draft Environmental Management Plans which will be used by the
Contractor to develop the Construction Stage Environmental Management Plans are
outlined below and contained within Appendix 4.1a to 4.1c.

4.10.1 Environmental Operating Plan
The EOP is a document that outlines procedures for the delivery of environmental
mitigation measures and for addressing general day-to-day environmental issues that
can arise during the construction phase of developments. Essentially the EOP is a
project management tool. It is prepared, developed and updated by the Contractor
during the project construction stage and will be limited to setting out the detailed
procedures by which the mitigation measures proposed as part of the EIAR and NIS
and arising out of the Board’s decision (if approving the proposed development) will
be achieved. The EOP will not give rise to any reduction of mitigation measures or
measures to protect the environment.
Before any works commence on site, the Contractor will be required to prepare an
EOP in accordance with the TII/National Roads Authority (NRA) Guidelines for the
Creation and Maintenance of an Environmental Operating Plan. The EOP will set out
the Contractor’s approach to managing environmental issues associated with the
construction of the scheme and provide a documented account to the implementation
of the environmental commitments set out in the EIAR and measures stipulated in the
planning conditions. Details within the plan will include:
•

All environmental commitments and mitigation measures included as part of the
planning approval process and any requirements of statutory bodies such as the
NPWS and IFI as well as a method documenting compliance with the measures;
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•

A list of all applicable environmental legislation requirements and a method of
documenting compliance with these requirements; and

•

Outline methods by which construction work will be managed to avoid, reduce or
remedy potential adverse impacts on the environment.

To oversee the implementation of the EOP, the Contractor will be required to appoint
a suitably competent Site Environmental Manager (SEM) to ensure that the mitigation
measures included in the EIAR, the EOP and the statutory approvals are executed in
the construction of the works and to monitor that those mitigation measures employed
are functioning properly. The EOP contains the Outline Incident Response Plan (IRP)
which describes the procedures, lines of authority and processes that will be followed
to ensure that incident response efforts are prompt, efficient, and appropriate to
particular circumstances. It has been developed to provide the information that each
employee may need in order to respond to an emergency and to handle it effectively.
The Outline IRP contains a copy of WCCC’s Major Emergency Plan.
4.10.2 Construction Environmental Management Plan
Prior to any demolition, excavation or construction, a Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) will be produced by the successful contractor. The CEMP
will set out the Contractor’s overall management and administration of the construction
project. The CEMP will be prepared by the Contractor during the pre-construction
phase to ensure commitments included in the statutory approvals are adhered to, and
that it integrates the requirements of the outline CEMP, Environmental Operating Plan
(EOP) and the CDWMP. The Contractor will be required to include details under the
following headings:
•

Details of working hours and days;

•

Details of emergency plan - in the event of fire, chemical spillage, cement
spillage, collapse of structures or failure of equipment or road traffic incident
within an area of traffic management. The plan must include contact names and
telephone numbers for: Local Authority (all sections/departments); Ambulance;
Gardaí and Fire Services;

•

Details of chemical/fuel storage areas (including location and bunding to contain
runoff of spillages and leakages);

•

Details of construction plant storage, temporary offices;

•

Traffic management plan (to be developed in conjunction with the WCCC Roads
Section) including details of routing of network traffic; temporary road closures;
temporary signal strategy; routing of construction traffic; programme of vehicular
arrivals; on-site parking for vehicles and workers; road cleaning; other traffic
management requirements;

•

Truck wheel wash details (including measures to reduce and treat runoff);

•

Dust management to prevent nuisance (demolition and construction);

•

Site run-off management;

•

Noise and vibration management to prevent nuisance (demolition and
construction);

•

Landscape management;

•

Management of demolition of all structures and assessment of risks for same;

•

Stockpiles;

•

Project procedures and method statements for;
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o

Demolition and removal of buildings, services, pipelines (including risk
assessment and disposal);

o

Diversion of services;

o

Excavation and blasting (through peat, soils and bedrock);

o

Piling;

o

Construction of pipelines;

o

Temporary hoarding and lighting;

o

Borrow pits and location of crushing plant;

o

Storage and treatment of peat and soft soils;

o

Disposal of surplus geological material (peat, soils, rock etc.);

o

Earthworks material improvement; and

o

Protection of watercourses from contamination and silting during
construction;

Site Compounds.

The production of the CEMP will also detail areas of concern with regards to health
and safety and any environmental issues that require attention during the construction
phase. Adoption of good management practices on site during the construction and
operation phases will also contribute to reducing environmental impacts.
4.10.3 Construction and Demolition Waste Management Plan (CDWMP)
The CDWMP will be included within the CEMP, clearly setting out the Contractor’s
proposals regarding the treatment, storage and disposal of waste. An outline CDWMP
has been prepared for the proposed development. The outline CDWMP is a live
document that will be amended and updated to reflect current conditions on site as the
project progresses. The obligation to develop, maintain and operate a CDWMP will
form part of the contract documents for the project. The plan itself will contain, but not
be limited to, the following measures:
•

Details of waste storage to be provided for different waste;

•

Details of where and how materials are to be disposed of - landfill or other
appropriately licensed waste management facility;

•

Details of storage areas for waste materials and containers;

•

Details of how unsuitable excess materials will be disposed of where necessary;
and

•

Details of how and where hazardous wastes such as oils, diesel and other
hydrocarbon or other chemical waste are to be stored and disposed of in a
suitable manner.
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INTRODUCTION
This document is a project-specific outline Environmental Operating Plan (EOP). It is
presented to inform and provide practical experience of developing, submitting and
maintaining an EOP for the construction and operation of the River Suir Sustainable
Transport Bridge.

1.1

Purpose and Scope
This outline EOP sets out the mechanism by which environmental protection is to be
achieved on the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge. This EOP describes the
Environmental Management System (EMS) of the proposed development, which will
be devised according to the criteria of ISO 14001:2004 – Environmental
Management Systems and developed in line with the NRA (now known for operating
purposes as Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII)) “Guidelines for the Creation,
Implementation and Maintenance of an Environmental Operating Plan”. This EOP
will be complemented by General Procedures, Work Procedures and Operations
Instructions. These documents will be in place within the site administration offices
and appropriate site locations during works.
This outline EOP covers the activities of the [Successful Contractor Name] and that
of its sub-contractors. It outlines the environmental commitments in relation to the
construction works and how these commitments are to be managed, including details
of the monitoring systems and mitigation measures to be employed by the successful
contractor. It also assigns responsibilities for ensuring the effective implementation
of this EOP.

1.2

Environmental Policy Statement
Environmental management is fundamental to the successful operation of
construction activities. Therefore, the Environmental Policy must, as a priority, be
understood by all parties involved in the contract and adhered to throughout the
course of the works to allow for legal compliance and continuous improvement.
[Successful Contractor Name] Environmental Policy Statement is detailed below.
[Insert policy statement]
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GENERAL PROJECT DETAILS
This section will be completed by the successful contractor once appointed:
•
Brief overview;
•
Location of the Project;
•
Location of compounds;
•
Contact Sheets for site, employer and third party contacts;
•
Register of all applicable legislation, including relevant standards, Codes of
Practice and Guidelines;
•
Organisational chart; and,
•
Duties and responsibilities.
Project details which have been identified prior to appointment of the contractor are
described in the subsequent subsections.

2.1

Concrete Works

2.1.1

Introduction
The use and management of concrete in or close to watercourses must be carefully
controlled to avoid spillage which has a deleterious effect on water chemistry and
aquatic habitats and species. Alternate construction methods have been proposed
where possible, e.g. use of pre-cast units, use of cofferdams to place concrete in the
dry, and permanent formwork will reduce the risks associated with concreting works.
Where the use of insitu concrete near and in watercourses cannot be avoided the
following control measures will be employed:
•

When working in or near the surface water and the application of in-situ
materials cannot be avoided, the use of alternative materials such as
biodegradable shutter oils shall be used;

•

Any plant operating close to the water will require special consideration on the
transport of concrete from the point of discharge from the mixer to final
discharge into the delivery pipe (tremie). Care will be exercised when slewing
concrete skips or mobile concrete pumps over or near the River Suir;

•

Placing of concrete in or near the River Suir will be carried out only under the
supervision of a suitably qualified Environmental Manager;

•

There will be no hosing into surface water drains of spills of concrete, cement,
grout or similar materials. Such spills shall be contained immediately and
runoff prevented from entering the River Suir;

•

Concrete waste and wash-down water will be contained and managed on site
to prevent pollution of the River Suir;

•

On-site concrete batching and mixing activities will only be allowed at the
identified construction compound;

•

Washout from concrete lorries, with the exception of the chute, will not be
permitted on site and will only take place at the construction compound (or
other appropriate facility designated by the supplier);

•

Chute washout will be carried out at designated locations only. These locations
will be signposted. The Concrete Plant and all Delivery Drivers will be informed
of their location with the order information and on arrival on site; and,

•

Chute washout locations will be provided with appropriate designated,
contained impermeable area and treatment facilities including adequately sized
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settlement tanks. The clear water from the settlement tanks shall be pH
corrected prior to discharge (which shall be by means of one of the
construction stage settlement facilities) or alternatively disposed of as waste in
accordance with the contractor’s Waste Management Plan.

2.2

Construction Compounds

2.2.1

Introduction
It is likely that there will be a single site construction compound located on the South
Quay, at the site of the bridge landing/South Quay Plaza, to service the bridge
construction operations. However, these will be dependent on the appointed
contractors.
The construction compound may include stores, offices, material processing areas,
plant storage, parking of site and staff vehicles, and other ancillary facilities and
activities.
During the construction phase, the contractor will be required to erect opaque
hoarding of a minimum 2.0 metres in height around the site compound and works
area on the South Quays. The hoarding shall be a high gloss printed finish with
information and graphics about the project or as agreed with Waterford City and
County Council. The precise hoarding type shall be agreed with Waterford City and
County Council prior to works commencing.

2.2.2

Control Measures
The compound will have appropriate levels of security to deter vandalism, theft and
unauthorised access.
Surface runoff from the compound will be minimised by ensuring that the paved/
impervious area is minimised. All surface water runoff will be intercepted and
directed to appropriate treatment systems (settlement facilities and oil trap) for the
removal of pollutants prior to discharge. The site compound will be fenced off and a
silt fence erected and maintained on the site boundary.
Wastewater drainage from all site offices and construction facilities will be contained
and disposed of in an appropriate manner to prevent water pollution and in
accordance with the relevant statutory requirements.
The storage of all fuels, other hydrocarbons and other chemicals shall be within the
construction compound only and shall be in accordance with relevant legislation and
best practice. In particular:
•

Fuel storage tanks shall have secondary containment provided by means of an
above ground bund to capture any oil leakage;

•

All hazardous materials will be stored within secondary containment designed
to retain at least 110% of the storage contents. Temporary bunds for oil/diesel
storage tanks will be used on the site during the construction phase;

•

Safe materials handling of all potentially hazardous materials will be
emphasised to all construction personnel employed during construction; and

•

Storage tanks and associated provision, including bunds, will conform to the
current best practice for oil storage and will be undertaken in accordance with
Best Practice Guide BPGCS005 – Oil Storage Guidelines (Enterprise Ireland).
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The Incident Response Plan (IRP) (an outline IRP is located in Appendix A of this
EOP) shall include arrangements for dealing with accidental spillage and relevant
staff shall be trained in these procedures.
Mitigation measures during the construction phase will include implementing best
practice to avoid sediment entering the River Suir. Runoff will be controlled and
treated to minimise impacts to surface water and groundwater, (refer to Chapters 9
and 10 in Volume 2 of this EIAR).

2.3

Site Environmental Manager (SEM)
In order to ensure the successful development, implementation and maintenance of
the EOP, the Contractor will be required to appoint an independent Site
Environmental Manager (SEM) to provide independently verifiable audit reports.
The SEM must possess sufficient training, experience and knowledge appropriate to
the nature of the task to be undertaken, a Level Eight qualification recognised by the
Higher Education and Training Awards Council (HETAC), or a University equivalent,
or other qualification acceptable to the Employer, in Environmental Science or
Environmental Management, Environmental Hydrology, Engineering or other relevant
qualification acceptable to the Employer. The SEM will demonstrate experience
working in the protection of European Sites.
Separate from the on-going and detailed monitoring carried out by the contractor as
part of the EOP; the SEM shall carry out the inspection/ monitoring regime described
below, and report to the Contractor. The results will be stored in the SEM’s
monitoring file and will be available for inspection/ audit by the Client, National Parks
and Wildlife Service (NPWS) or Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) staff. All inspections/
monitoring/ results will be recorded on standard forms.

2.4

(i)

Control measures for works at or near the River Suir shall be inspected on a
daily basis;

(ii)

In-situ concrete operations at or near the River Suir shall be supervised and
designated chute washing out facilities shall be inspected on a daily basis;

(iii)
(iv)

Site compounds shall be inspected on a weekly basis;
Vibration monitoring is recommended at the Clock Tower during piling and any
demolition works required in order to ensure compliance with defined
thresholds;

(v)

Water quality monitoring will be undertaken at two monitoring locations in the
River Suir on a monthly basis from 6 months prior to construction, on a weekly
basis during construction and on a monthly basis for at least 24 months postcompletion; and

(vi)

Hydroacoustic monitoring will be undertaken for the full duration of the
construction of the proposed development. The results will be frequently
reviewed (at least fortnightly) by the Ecological Clerk of Works.

Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW)
In order to ensure the successful development and implementation of the EOP, the
Contractor will appoint an independent Ecological Clerk of Works (ECoW). The
ECoW must possess training, experience and knowledge appropriate to the role,
including:
•

An NFQ Level 8 qualification or equivalent or other acceptable qualification in
ecology or environmental biology; and,
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Demonstrable experience in the protection of European sites.

The principal functions of the ECoW are:
•

To provide ecological supervision of the construction of the proposed
development and thereby ensure the full and proper implementation of all the
mitigation measures relating to biodiversity prescribed in the EIAR and NIS;

•

To regularly review the outcome of the specialist hydroacoustic monitoring and,
on that basis, make any necessary adjustments to the mitigation; and,

•

To carry out weekly inspections and reporting on the implementation of the
Contractor’s Biosecurity Protocol.

During the preparation of the Contractor’s EOP, the SEM may, as appropriate, assign
other duties and responsibilities to the ECoW.
In exercising his/her functions, the ECoW will be required to keep a monitoring file
and this will be made available for inspection or audit by WCCC, the NPWS or IFI at
any time.
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PLANNING CONSENT
If planning permission is granted for the proposed development, the entire contents
of the planning consent are inserted at this location.
[Insert planning consent]
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SCHEDULE OF COMMITMENTS
The Schedule of Commitments comprises the mitigation measures as outlined in
Chapter 18 Mitigation Measures of the Environmental Impact Assessment Report
and any additional commitments arising during the EIA process up to and including
the Oral Hearing.
The current Schedule of Commitments is as follows:
[Insert Schedule of Commitments]
In addition, the Contract documents, the conditions imposed by An Bord Pleanála,
the Schedule of Commitments, and relevant environmental legislation all prescribe
environmental performance criteria.
The following table lists the complete suite of Environmental Commitments together
with the relative specification and evidence of how each commitment will be met. An
example of the layout of this table and potential entries is given below.
Table 1
Environmental
Commitment

Environmental Commitments
Legislation /
Specific Ref.

Action
Owner

Evidence

Target
Date

Close
Date

Noise and
Vibration

EIAR Volume 2,
Chapter 12
Noise and
Vibration; EIAR
Volume 2,
Chapter 18
Mitigation
Measures

Env.
Manager /
Noise
Specialist /
Env.
Designer /
Site Agent /
Foreman

Method
Statement / Site
Inspections /
Monitoring Data
/ Environmental
Control
Measure Sheet

Ongoing

End of
contract

Biodiversity

EIAR Volume 2,
Chapter 7
Biodiversity;
EIAR Volume 2,
Chapter 18
Mitigation
Measures;
Figures 7.1-7.2

Env.
Manager/
specialist
ecologist/
Env.
Designer /
Site Agent /
Foreman

Method
Statement /
Ecological
Walkover / Presurveys /
agreement from
IFI / Site
Inspections

Ongoing

End of
Contract
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CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION WASTE MANAGEMENT
PLAN
A Construction and Demolition Waste Management Plan (CDWMP) is prepared to
ensure that waste arising during the construction and demolition phase of the
development on site will be managed and disposed of in a way that ensures the
provisions of the Waste Management (Amendment) Acts, 1996-2011 and associated
Regulations (1996-2011) are complied with and to ensure that optimum levels of
reduction, re-use and recycling are achieved.
An outline CDWMP, consistent with mitigation measures as contained within the
EIAR and the Schedule of Commitments, at this time is contained in Appendix A of
this EOP.
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INCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN
This document describes the procedures, lines of authority and processes that will be
followed to ensure that incident response efforts are prompt, efficient, and
appropriate to particular circumstances.
An outline Incident Response Plan, consistent with mitigation measures as contained
within the EIAR and the Schedule of Commitments, at this time is contained in
Appendix B of this EOP.
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INTRODUCTION
This Outline Incident Response Plan (IRP) describes the procedures, lines of
authority and processes that will be followed to ensure that incident response efforts
are prompt, efficient, and appropriate to particular circumstances. It has been
developed to provide the information that each employee may need in order to
respond to an emergency and to handle it effectively.

2.0

OBJECTIVE OF PLAN
The primary objective of this document is to:

3.0

•

Ensure the health and safety of workers and visitors at and in proximity to the
site;

•

Minimise any impacts to the environment and to ensure protection of the water
quality and the aquatic species dependant on it;

•

Protect property and operations at the proposed site and to minimise the
impact on the continuity of business; and,

•

Establish procedures that enable personnel to respond to incidents with an
integrated multi-departmental effort and in a manner that minimises the
possibility of loss and reduces the potential for affecting health, property and
the environment.

RESPONSIBILITY
It is the responsibility of the Site Environmental Manager to maintain and update this
Outline IRP as required.
This Outline IRP will be reviewed on an ongoing basis and amended, as necessary,
when one or more of the following occur:

4.0

•

Applicable regulations are revised;

•

The Plan fails in an emergency;

•

The project changes in its design, construction, operation, maintenance, or
other circumstance in a way that materially increases the potential for impacts
on the environment, workers or visitors to the site; and/or,

•

Amendments are required by a regulatory authority.

OTHER PLANS
Waterford City and County Council has a Major Emergency Plan prepared in
accordance with the Government’s Major Emergency Management Framework. This
plan details the initial contact that should be made in the case of an emergency
incident as well as those responsible for following up once an emergency event is
declared. This plan will be available to the Contractor and may be referred to during
both the construction and operation phases. The Plan is presented in Appendix A.
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OUTLINE INCIDENT RESPONSE PLAN
Name and address of the Client:
Waterford City and County Council
The Mall, Waterford
The contact within the Client organisation is Mr Peter Keane (tel. 0761 10 2788).
Site Location:
The proposed development is located in Waterford City centre, from the Clock Tower on the
South Quay to the North Quay (Appendix A Figure 1).
Overview of the activities on site:
The development comprises the following major elements:
• Construction of compound/ site setup on the south quay to facilitate the bridge and south
plaza construction;
• Site clearance of the clock tower car park, paved pedestrian areas / R680 road over the
extents of the south plaza works site;
• Diversion of utilities affected by the works on the south quays;
• Removal of the required sections of the existing floating jetty and existing jetty piles at the
bridge location;
• Construction of permanent and temporary sheet piling in the river for the south abutment;
• Completion of north abutment piling and construction of piled abutment;
• Construction of north and south abutments;
• Construction of vessel collision protection system and fenders;
• Construction of bridge south approach ramp/steps; and
• Completion of south quay plaza approach area.
Description of the proposed development and surrounding area:
The proposed development comprises a sustainable transport bridge crossing the River
Suir in Waterford City and a plaza on the South Quay. It is anticipated that the proposed
bridge will provide a new pedestrian, cycle and courtesy electric bus link betwee n the
North Quays and South Quays, promoting the further development of Waterford City and
facilitating the development of the North Quays Strategic Development Zone (SDZ)
lands. The proposed development is termed a ‘Sustainable Transport Bridge’ due to th e
fact that it will support sustainable modes of transport including pedestrians, cyclists and
electric bus users. The proposed bridge will span from the North Quays to the South
Quays where it will land in the vicinity of the Clock Tower on Meagher’s Quay s. The
bridge will be approximately 207m long and will extend the retail spine of Waterford City
across to the North Quays SDZ and to Ferrybank and Belview. The north quays at present
comprise an assembly of wharves consisting of disused open spaces follow ing the
demolition of the buildings along the north quays in 2016 and the Hennebique building in
July 2018. The Rosslare to Waterford rail line terminates to the east of the north quay
landing point. The south quay setting currently comprises an at -grade car park that is
adjacent to Merchant’s Quay (R680), a 19 th century clock tower, a walkway along the
river edge and a glass walled flood defence. A marina is also located parallel with the
river at this point with access via the adjoining car park.
Potential Incidents:
Potential incidents requiring emergency response procedures include:
• Fuel and oil spills;
• Road traffic accidents involving chemical or biological spills;
• Earth slippages;
• Extreme rainfall events, causing flooding of the River Suir;
• Fires;
• Activities resulting in noise and vibration, air pollution, hazardous substances or impacts
on water;
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• Waste management; and,
• Discharge of effluent.
The Contractor will update the list of potential incidents based on their proposed construction
methods and programme for the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge and include, as a
minimum, the following:
• The measures to be taken to avoid or reduce the risk potential;
• Procedures to be put in place to deal with the risk;
• Person responsible for dealing with incidents;
• Procedures for alerting key staff;
• Standby/rota systems;
• Clearly defined roles and responsibilities;
• Names of staff and contractors trained in incident response;
• The types and location of emergency response equipment available and appropriate
personal protective equipment to be worn;
• A system of response coordination;
• Off-site support; and,
• Particular emergency service or persons to be notified in case of incident.
Date and version of the plan:
December 2018 V1

Name or position of person responsible
for compiling/approving the plan:
Christine Murphy and Barry Corrigan
Roughan & O’Donovan

Review Date:

Date of next exercise:

Objectives of the IRP:
To ensure works are carried out in such a way as to avoid injury, health hazards or pollution
incidents, however, should any such incident occur, procedures and measures will be
implemented to contain, limit and mitigate the effects as far as reasonably practicable.
List of external organisations consulted in the preparation of the IRP:
TBC by Contractor when preparing IRP
Distribution of the IRP
Recipient

6.0

No. of copies

Version

EXTERNAL CONTACTS
Contact

Office Hours

Out of Hours

0761 10 2982

999 / 112

999 / 112

999 / 112

Gardaí: Waterford Garda Station

(051) 305 300

(051) 305 300

Waterford University Hospital

(051) 848000

(051) 848000

EPA Regional Inspectorate Wexford

(053) 916 0600

-

Waterford City and County Council Emergency
Planning Department

0761 10 20 20

0761 10 20 20

ESB

1850 372 757

1850 372 999

External Contacts
Waterford City Fire Service
Gardaí: Emergency
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Contact
Bord Gáis

Office Hours

Out of Hours

1850 200 694 /
1850 20 50 50

1850 20 50 50

Waste Management Contractor

TBC

Specialist Advice

TBC

Specialist Clean up Contractor

TBC

Waterford City and County Council

0761 10 20 20

Inland Fisheries Ireland

To be agreed with IFI
To be agreed with
NPWS

National Parks & Wildlife Service

7.0

INTERNAL (CONTRACTORS) CONTACTS
Contact

Office Hours

Out of Hours

Internal Contacts

8.0

Names and positions of
staff authorised/trained to
activate and coordinate the
IRP

TBC

Other Staff

TBC

Managing Director

TBC

Site Manager

TBC

Health & Safety Manager

TBC

Site Environmental Manager

TBC

CHEMICAL PRODUCT AND WASTE INVENTORY
Inventory of Chemical Products and Wastes
Trade
Name /
Substance

9.0

Solid /
liquid /
gas or
powder

UN
number

Maximum
amount

Location
marked
on site
plan

Type of
containment

Relevant
health and
environmental
problems

POLLUTION PREVENTION EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
Inventory of Pollution Prevention Equipment (on- and off-site resources)
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10.0 DRAWINGS
Drawings of the proposed road development are included in Appendix A.
Site Plan
Figure 1 - Location Plan

11.0 RESPONSE PLANNING
11.1

Incident Response Plan
The Contractor’s Environmental Operating Plan (EOP) will include an Incident
Response Plan, which will detail the controls to be adopted to manage the risk of
pollution incidents and procedures to be followed in the event of any pollution
incidents.

11.2

11.3

The Incident Response Plan will include the following, as appropriate:
•

Reference to the Method Statements and Management Plans for other
construction activities, insofar as they are relevant for the purposes of
mitigating against health and safety and pollution incidents;

•

Procedures to be adopted to contain, limit and mitigate any adverse effects, as
far as reasonably practicable, in the event of a health and safety or pollution
incident;

•

Details of spill clean-up companies appropriate to deal with pollution incidents
associated with the materials being used or stored on site.

•

Procedures to be followed and appropriate information to be provided in the
event of any incident, such as a spillage or release of a potentially hazardous
material;

•

Procedures for notifying appropriate emergency services, authorities, the
Employer’s Representative and personnel on the construction site;

•

Procedures for notifying relevant statutory bodies, environmental regulatory
bodies, local authorities and local water and sewer providers of pollution
incidents, where required;

•

Maps showing the locations, together with address and contact details, of local
emergency services facilities such as police stations, fire authorities, medical
facilities and other relevant authorities; and,

•

Contact details for the persons responsible on the construction site and within
the Contractor’s organisation for pollution incident response.

Monitoring
The Contractor will investigate and provide reports on any health and safety or
pollution incidents to the Employer’s Representative, including, as appropriate:
•

A description of the incident;

•

Contributory causes;

•

Adverse effects;

•

Measures implemented to mitigate adverse effects; and,

•

Effectiveness of measures implemented to prevent pollution.
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The Contractor will undertake appropriate monitoring of the procedures and
measures set out in the management plans for construction activities required to
prevent health and safety or pollution incidents to ensure they are being adequately
implemented.
The Contractor will monitor the effectiveness of the procedures and measures
implemented in the event of an incident and the effectiveness of the response
procedures set out in the Incident Response Plan to identify any areas where
improvement is required.
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Review and transfer of the Lead Agency
Lead Agency Co-ordination Function
Public Information
Council’s role in situations where warning arrangements
needed
Public Notices
The Media
Arrangements for liaison with the media
Specify arrangements for media on-site
Arrangements for media at Local / Regional Co-ordination
Centres
Arrangements for media at, or adjacent to, other locations
associated with the major emergency
Site Management Arrangements
Generic site management elements/arrangements
Control of access / identification of personnel and services
the Council
Air exclusion zones
Mobilising Additional Resources
Mobilising Organisations
Mobilisation of Civil Defence
Mobilisation of Defence Forces
Mobilisation of Red Cross
Mobilisation Voluntary Emergency Services Sector
Mobilisation of Utilities
Mobilisation of Private Sector
Arrangements for identifying and mobilising additional
Organisations
Arrangements for liaison with utilities
Arrangements for integration of casual volunteers as
appropriate
Arrangements for command, control, co-ordination and
demobilisation of organisations mobilised to the site
Mutual aid arrangement
Requests for out-of-region assistance
Requests for international assistance
Casualty and Survivor Arrangements
General
Casualties and Survivors and the Local Authority’s role in
Injured
Triage
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7.11.2.2
7.11.2.3
7.11.3
7.11.3.1
7.11.3.2

7.11.3.3
7.11.4
7.11.4.1
7.11.5
7.11.5.1
7.11.5.2
7.11.6
7.11.7
7.11.7.1
7.11.8
7.11.8.1
7.12
7.12.1
7.12.2
7.12.3
7.12.4
7.12.5
7.12.6
7.13
7.13.1
7.13.2
7.13.3
7.14
7.14.1
7.14.2
7.15
7.15.1
7.15.2
7.16
7.16.1
7.16.2
7.16.3
7.16.4
7.16.5
7.16.6
7.17
7.17.1

Transporting lightly injured and uninjured persons from the
site
Casualty Clearing
Fatalities
Role of the Coroner
Arrangements for dealing with fatalities, both on and offsite, including Body Holding Areas and Temporary
Mortuaries
Identification of the deceased
Survivors
Arrangements for dealing with uninjured survivors who
require Support
Casualty information
The Casualty Bureau will be operated by An Garda
Síochána
Casualty information
Friends and Relatives Reception Centres
Non-National Casualties
Foreign language communication resources
Pastoral and Psycho-social Care
Responsibility of Pastoral and psycho-social support
Arrangements
Emergencies Involving Hazardous Materials
Major Hazardous Material Incidents
CCBRN incidents
Plan for Biological Incidents
Plan for National public health (infectious diseases) plan
Plan for Nuclear Accidents
Decontamination
Protecting Threatened Populations
Threatened Population
Evacuation arrangements
Arrangements for the involvement of The Public Health
service
Early and Public Warning Systems
Monitoring potentially hazardous situations
How warnings are to be disseminated
Emergencies Arising on Inland Waterways
Liaison with the Irish Coast Guard
Receiving 999/112 calls and the mobilising of resources to
inland waterway emergencies
Safety, Health and Welfare Considerations
Safety, Health and Welfare Considerations
Safety of the Council’s rescue personnel
Danger area procedures
Danger area evacuation
Physical Welfare
Psycho-social support for personnel
Logistical Issues / Protracted Incidents
Arrangements for rotation of front line rescue / field staff
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7.17.2

Re-organising normal emergency and other services
cover
Arrangements for initial and ongoing welfare for field staff
Investigations
Investigations arising from the emergency
Minimise disruption of evidence
Other parties with statutory investigation roles
Community / VIP’s / Observers
How links are to be established with communities affected
by an Emergency
Arrangements for receiving VIPs who wish to visit
Arrangements for national / international observers
Standing Down the Major Emergency
How the status of the emergency will be stood-down
Operational Debrief

7.17.3
7.18
7.18.1
7.18.2
7.18.3
7.19
7.19.1
7.19.2
7.19.3
7.20
7.20.1
7.20.2

Section 8

Agency Specific Elements and Sub-Plans

Section 9

Plan for Regional Level Coordination

Section 10

Links with National Emergency Plans

10.1
10.1.1
10.1.2
10.1.3
10.2
10.3

Section 11

National Emergency Plans
National Emergency Plan for Nuclear Accidents
National Public Health (Infectious Diseases) Plan
Animal Health Plan
Activated on request from Irish Coast Guard
Activation on request from a Minister of Government

Severe Weather Plans

11.1
11.1.1
11.1.2
Emergencies)

Sub-Plans for responding to severe weather
emergencies
Flooding Emergencies
Severe Weather Conditions (Excluding Flooding
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Section 12

Site and Event-Specific Arrangements and Plans

Section 13

The Recovery Phase

13.1
13.1.1
13.1.2
13.2
13.2.1

13.3

13.3.1
13.3.2
13.3.3
13.3.4

Section 14
14.1
14.2
14.2.1
14.2.2
14.3
14.3.1
14.3.2

Section 15

Support for Individuals and Communities
Supporting individuals and communities affected by the
emergency
Managing of public appeals and external aid
Clean-Up
Arrangements for clean up of sites / removal of
debris/decontamination of sites of emergency and the
Council’s role in this
Restoration of Infrastructure and Services. Specify how
restoration of infrastructure and services is to be achieved,
and the Council’s role in this
Procedures and arrangements for monitoring the situation
Procedure for liaison with utilities
How the order of priorities are to be determined
Protection measures against continuing hazards

Review of the Major Emergency Plan
Internal Review Process
How the MEP is to be reviewed and amended externally
Inter-agency Review Process at the Regional Steering
Major Emergency Group
Review of the MEP by the Department of the Environment,
Community and Local Government
After every activation, the Major Emergency Plan should
reviewed and reported on
How the agency’s performance of its functions will be
reviewed and reported upon internally
How the co-ordination function will be reviewed and
reported upon externally and jointly with other principal
response agencies

Appendices
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Section 1

Introduction to Plan
1.1

An introduction to Plan

A Major Emergency is any event which, usually with little or no warning, causes or
threatens death or injury, serious disruption of essential services or damage to property,
the environment or infrastructure beyond the normal capabilities of the principal
emergency services in the area in which the event occurs, and requires the activation of
specific additional procedures and the mobilisation of additional resources to ensure an
effective, co-ordinated response.
1.2

Background

In 2006 the government approved a two-year Major Emergency Development
Programme 2006-2008 (MEDP) to allow for the structured migration from current
arrangements to an enhanced level of preparedness via the new emergency management
process. The purpose of this plan is to put in place arrangements that will enable the three
principal emergency response agencies, An Garda Síochána, the Health Service
Executive and the Local Authorities to co-ordinate their efforts whenever a major
emergency occurs.
The systems approach to Major Emergency Management involves a continuous cycle of
activity. The principal elements of the systems approach are:
• Hazard Analysis/ Risk Assessment;
• Mitigation/ Risk Management;
• Planning and Preparedness;
• Co-ordinated Response; and
• Recovery.

Fig 1.1: Five Stage Emergency Management Paradigm

1.3

The objectives

The objective of this Plan is to protect life and property, to minimize disruption to the
area, and to provide immediate support for those affected. To achieve this aim the Plan
sets out the basis for a coordinated response to a major emergency and the different roles
and functions to be performed by the various agencies. The fact that procedures have
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been specified in the Plan should not restrict the use of initiative or common-sense by
individual officers in the light of prevailing circumstances in a particular emergency.
1.4

The scope of the Major Emergency Plan

The Scope of the Major Emergency Plan is such that the plan provides for a co-ordinated
inter-agency response to major emergencies beyond the normal capabilities of the
principal emergency services.
1.5

The relationship / inter-operability of the Major Emergency Plan with other
emergency plans

An Garda Síochána, the Health Service Executive and Waterford City & County Council
are the Principal Response Agencies (PRA) charged with managing the response to
emergency situations which arise at a local level.
In certain circumstances, the local response to a major emergency may be scaled up to a
regional level, activating the Plan for Regional Level Co-ordination. If this is so the
principal response agencies are An Garda Síochána, the Health Service Executive and
South East Region Local Authorities (Carlow, Wexford, Kilkenny & Waterford),
members of which all sit on the Regional Steering Group.
1.6

The language / terminology of the Plan

In situations where different organisations are working together, there is a need for
common vocabulary to enable them to communicate effectively. This is particularly the
case where the principal emergency services and a range of other bodies are working
together under the pressures that a major emergency brings. Therefore a full set of
relevant terms and acronyms are provided in the Appendices, which should be used by all
agencies.
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1.7

The distribution of the Plan

Copies of the plan will be distributed to all departments of Waterford City & County
Council appropriate Heads of Service, Emergency Planning Team members, and
Emergency services. The distribution list is outlined Appendices.
Name / Organization
Waterford City & County Council
x Chief Executive Officer
x Director of services
x Senior Engineers
x Chief fire officer
x MEM ‘Key role’ holders
Other local Authorities
x Carlow
x Kilkenny
x Wexford
x Tipperary
x Cork
An Garda Síochána
x Waterford Division
Health Service Executive
Defence Forces
Volunteer Emergency Services

1.8

The status of the Plan and when and how it will be reviewed / updated

It will be reviewed and updated on an annual basis and also follow any exercises or
incidents.
x
x

Plan Implementation Date: March 2015
Plan Review Date: March 2016
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1.9

Public access to the Plan

An edited copy of the Emergency Management Plan, with contact telephone numbers and
other personal information removed, will be available to the public on the Council
website at www.waterfordcouncil.ie
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Section 2

Waterford City & County Council and its Functional Area
2.1

Role of Waterford City & County Council

The functional area of this plan is the administrative area of Waterford City & County. In
the event of a major emergency, the role of Waterford City & County Council is to ensure
life safety by providing a top class emergency service in the form of the Fire Service and
Civil Defence. Waterford City & County Council will ensure that danger areas are made
safe in order to permit other agencies to undertake their recovery and rehabilitation
operations. In the immediate aftermath of an incident principal concerns include support
for the other emergency services, support and care for the local and wider community,
use of resources to mitigate the effects of the emergency and co-ordination of the
voluntary organisations. In the ‘recovery’ phase, the local authority will be responsible
for leading and co-ordinating the rehabilitation of the community and the restoration of
the environment.
2.2

Boundaries and characteristics of area.

Waterford City & County is located in the South-East Region of Ireland. Waterford City
& County has a population of 113,795
2.3

Partner principal response agencies

Other agencies responsible for Emergency Services in this area are:(a) Health Service Executive: South region comprising of counties Kerry, Cork,
Waterford, Wexford, Carlow and Kilkenny
(b) An Garda Síochána: Waterford Division
2.4

Regional Preparedness

Under certain specific circumstances regional level major emergencies may be declared,
with a Plan for Regional Level Co-ordination activated. This will provide for mutual aid,
support and co-ordination facilities to be activated in a region, the boundaries of which
are determined to suit the exigencies of the particular emergency. There are eight regions
in total that have been created for Major Emergency purposes. The regions are shown in
the Map overleaf:
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Figure 2.1: Map of the Major Emergency Management regions

Waterford City & County belongs to the South East region. This region incorporates the
following counties;
x
x
x
x

Carlow
Kilkenny
Wexford
Waterford

An inter-agency Regional Steering Group and Regional Working Group has been formed
for the South East Major Emergency Region. This group is representative of senior
management from each of the principal response agencies (PRAs).
A Regional Working Group on Major Emergency Management has also been established
to support and progress major emergency management in the South-East Region.
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Section 3

Risk Assessment for the Area
3.1

History of area in terms of emergency events

To prepare effectively to deal with potential emergencies, it is necessary to have regard to
specific risks faced by a community. Risk Assessment is a process by which the hazards
facing a particular community are identified and assessed in terms of the risk which they
pose.
Major emergencies by their very nature are few and far between. A Major Emergency has
to date never been declared in Waterford City & County.

3.2

The general and specific risks that may be faced locally and regionally

A number of risk holdings were identified and risk assessments have been carried out on
these premises / area. The risk assessment groups can be broken into the following areas;
1) Hazardous Sites Emergencies:
The European Communities (Control of Major Accident Hazards Involving Dangerous
Substance) Regulations, 2006, apply to sites which hold specific quantities of specified
dangerous substances. These sites are classified as upper tier and lower tier.

2) Critical Infrastructure Emergencies:
1. National Primary Roads e.g. N25 Rosslare to Cork
2. Iarnród Éireann: Rail line
3. Waterford Regional Hospital.
3) Flooding / Pollution / Animal disease emergencies:
1. Waterford City & County Council
4) Utility company emergencies:
1. Bord Gáis
2. E.S.B.
3. Eircom
5) Aviation & CBNR emergencies:
Following terrorist incidents in recent years, a number of Government Departments are
currently involved in planning for emergencies on a national level that involve aviation
and CBNR (Chemical, Biological, Nuclear & Radiological agents).
Aviation emergencies such as collisions have also been identified in the risk assessment
process.
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3.3
Scenarios
The following have been selected as exemplars on which preparedness for Waterford
City & County is being based:
x Urban Flooding
x Aircraft Incident
x Water Contamination
x Industrial Incident
x Fire in Assembly Building
x Major RTA/ Hazmat
x Building Collapse due to Gas Explosion
x Loss of Critical Infrastructure
x Rail
x Crowd Safety
x Marine incidents
x Runaway Dyrophosphonate (MSD)
x Loss of Critical IS Infrastructure
x Severe Weather
3.4

Risk management / Mitigation / Risk reduction strategies

By carrying out a risk assessment, we can identify the risks posed to the City and mitigate
for their effects. It also enables us to plan and prepare for those risks which can not be
eliminated.
The risk assessment process was carried out initially by an inter-agency team, with
invited members of An Garda Síochána, the HSE and the Local Authority, before being
undertaken and documented by the Major Emergency Development Committee (MEDC).
The risk assessment comprises of four stages:
1. Establishing the context
2. Hazard Identification
3. Risk Assessment
4. Recording potential hazards on a risk matrix

Fig 3.1: Schematic Risk Assessment Process

3.5
Associated Plans and their compatibility with the Major Emergency Plan.
Associated with this PLAN are Section Plans for (see Appendices):
Water Supply contamination
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Section 4

Resources For Emergency Response
4.1

Structure / Resources / Services of the Council

The organisational structure of Waterford City & County Council can be divided into two
parts: firstly the Elected Members and secondly, the Chief Executive Officer and his staff
(details of both can be found in Waterford City & County Council Annual Reports).
There are Six Directors of Service at Waterford City & County Council who report
directly to the Chief Executive Officer and are responsible for the functioning of their
section within the council. These sections are;
x Planning & Corporate
x Water & Environment
x Economic Development
x Housing, Community & Culture
x Roads, HR, & Emergency Services
x Head of Finance, ICT & Cost Management
The Chief Executive Officer is responsible for supervising government operations and
implementing the policies adopted by the council.
Each section of the Council may be called upon to act in the event of a Major Emergency.

Waterford City
& County
Council

Water &
Environment

Economic
Development

Planning &
Corporate

Roads, HR, &
Emergency
Services

Head of
Finance, ICT &
Cost
Management

Housing,
Community &
Culture

Fig 4.1 Structure within Waterford City & County Council
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4.2

Special staffing arrangements during a Major Emergency

The majority of Waterford City & County Council staff requested to carry out functions
in relation to a Major Emergency will be mobilised in accordance with pre-determined
procedures. In addition the Civil Defence, under the Authority of Waterford City &
County Council operate on a call out system, however it is worth considering that their
response is completely subject to the availability of volunteers, see section 4.4.1.
4.3

Council resources are matched to the functions assigned to it.

Waterford City & County Council will identify, match and formally nominate competent
individuals and alternates to the key roles to enable the agency to function in accordance
with the common arrangements set out in its Major Emergency Plan.
Support teams will be put in place for key roles and Operational Protocols setting out the
arrangements which will enable the agency’s support teams to be mobilised and function
in accordance with the arrangements set out in the Major Emergency Plan.
Assignment of key roles and how those roles are to be delivered are documented please
see Section 5.4 of this document (see Appendices).
4.4

Other organisations / agencies that may be mobilised to assist

There are a number of organisations and agencies which may be called upon to assist the
principal response agencies in responding to major emergencies in addition to specialist
national and local organisations. These organisations may be grouped as follows;
x Defence Forces
x Civil Defence
x Irish Coast Guard
x The Irish Red Cross
x Voluntary Emergency Services (SEMRA (South Eastern Mountain Rescue), River
Rescue, SRDA (Search and Rescue Dog Association), Order of Malta).
x Community Volunteers
x Utility companies (ESB, Bord Gáis, Bus Éireann etc)
x Private contractors

4.4.1 Civil Defence
Civil Defence is a body of trained volunteers in the disciplines of First Aid, Rescue, Fire
Welfare, river rescue search and recovery. Call out system is in place in the event of an
emergency. Civil Defence will be available to help with any area assigned to them to
assist the local authority or other Statutory Service, subject to the availability of
volunteers.
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4.4.2 The Defence Forces
The Defence Forces can provide a significant support role in a major emergency
response. However, there are constraints and limitations, and their involvement has to be
pre-planned through the development of Memoranda of Understanding (MOU’s) and
Service Level Agreements (SLA’s). Consequently, assumptions should not be made
regarding the availability of Defence Forces’ resources or materials to respond to a major
emergency. Provision of Defence Forces’ capabilities is, therefore, dependent on the
exigencies of the service and within available resources at the time.
It is recognised that assistance requested from the Defence Forces should be either in Aid
to the Civil Power (An Garda Síochána), primarily an armed response or in Aid to the
Civil Authority (Local Authority or Health Service Executive), an unarmed response.
All requests for Defence Forces’ assistance should be channelled through An Garda
Síochána to Defence Forces Headquarters (DFHQ) in accordance with MOUs and SLAs.
4.4.3 The Irish Red Cross
The Irish Red Cross is established and regulated under the Red Cross Acts, 1938-54.
These statutes define a role for the Irish Red Cross as an auxiliary to the state authorities
in time of emergency and also provide a specific mandate to assist the medical services of
the Irish Defence Forces in time of armed conflict. The main relationship with the
principal response agencies in major emergency response is as an auxiliary resource to
the ambulance services. Subsidiary search and rescue and in-shore rescue units of the
Irish Red Cross support An Garda Síochána and the Irish Coast Guard. (See Appendices
Voluntary Emergency Resources)
4.4.4 Voluntary Emergency Services Sector
Other Voluntary Emergency Services in the Waterford City & County area include (See
Appendices Voluntary Emergency Resources):
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Civil Defence
South Eastern Mountain Rescue Association
Order of Malta
Red Cross
Search and Rescue Dogs Association
Tramore Sea Rescue Association & Tramore RNLI
Tramore Cliff Rescue Association
Waterford Sub-Aqua Club
Dunmore East Life Boat
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4.4.5 The community affected
It is recognised that communities that are empowered to be part of the response to a
disaster, rather than allowing themselves to be simply victims of it, are more likely to
recover and to restore normality quickly, with fewer long-term consequences.
At an early stage the On-Site Co-ordinator, in association with the other Controllers,
should determine if ongoing assistance is required from “casual volunteers’’ within the
community, so that An Garda Síochána cordoning arrangements can take account of this.
Where the On-Site Co-ordinator determines that casual volunteers should be integrated
into the response, it is recommended that the service tasking them, or confirming them in
tasks on which they are engaged, should request volunteers to form teams of three to five
persons, depending on the tasks, with one of their number as team leader. Where
available, orange armbands emblazoned with the word ‘Volunteer’ or suitable
abbreviation, e.g. ’VOL’, will be issued by Civil Defence, with whom they will be
offered a temporary volunteer status.
4.4.6 Utilities
Utilities are frequently involved in the response to emergencies, usually to assist the
principal response agencies in making situations safe. They may also be directly involved
in restoring their own services, for example, electricity supply in the aftermath of a storm.
It is important that there is close co-ordination between the principal response agencies
and utilities involved in or affected by an emergency. Utilities operate under their own
legislative and regulatory frameworks but, during the response to an emergency, they
need to liaise with the On-Site Co-ordinator. It is also recommended that representatives
of individual utilities on site should be invited to provide a representative for the On-Site
Co-ordination Group. It is recommended that individual utilities be invited to attend and
participate in relevant work of Local Co-ordination Groups. (See Appendices Resource
Contact Personnel and Telephone Numbers)
4.4.7 Private Sector
Private sector organisations may be involved in a major emergency situation in two ways.
They may be involved through, for example, ownership of the site where the emergency
has occurred or through ownership of some element involved in the emergency e.g. an
aircraft, bus, factory, etc. They may also be called on to assist in the response to a major
emergency by providing specialist services and equipment, which would not normally be
held or available within the principal response agencies. (See Appendices)
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4.5

How mutual-aid will be sought from neighbours

The Local Co-ordination Group may request assistance via mutual aid arrangements from
a neighbouring County or declare a Regional level emergency and activate the Plan for
Regional Level Co-ordination. Support is most likely to be requested from:
x Tipperary County Council
x Kilkenny County Council
x Cork County Council
x Wexford County Council

4.6

Regional level of co-ordinated response

In the event of a Regional level response the lead agency which has declared the regional
level emergency will convene and chair the Regional Co-ordination Group. Depending
on the circumstances, the goal of regional co-ordination may be achieved by using a
single Regional Co-ordination Centre.
The method of operation of a Regional Co-ordination Centre will be similar to that of a
Local Co-ordination Centre.
4.7

National / international assistance

In the event that it is necessary to seek assistance from neighbouring or other regions of
the country, or from outside the state, this decision should be made by the lead agency in
consultation with the other principal response agencies and lead Government Department
Liaison Officer at the Regional Co-ordination Centre.
The South-East Regional Co-ordination Group should identify and dimension the
level/type of assistance likely to be required and its duration. It should also seek to
identify the possible options for sourcing such assistance, be that from neighbouring
Regions, elsewhere in the state, the United Kingdom or from other EU member states.
The South-East Regional Co-ordination Group may also request assistance from
Government. National resources will be available in the event of a major emergency at
local or regional level. Requests for assistance should be developed at local or regional
co-ordination level and directed by the lead agency to the lead Government Department.
The European Community has established a Community Mechanism to facilitate the
provision of assistance between the member states in the event of major emergencies.
Requests for such assistance should be made by the chair of the Waterford City & County
Council or South-East Regional Coordination Group to the National Liaison Officer at
the Department of the Environment, Community and Local Government.
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Section 5

Preparedness for Major Emergency Response
5.1

The incorporation of major emergency management into the Council’s
business planning process

The development of the Waterford City & County Council Major Emergency plan is part
of an emergency management programme development within the Local Authorities to
ensure that all necessary arrangements, systems, people and resources are in place to
discharge the functions assigned to it. The plan therefore does not stand alone but is in
fact incorporated into the Council’s management programme. This management
programme, which will be implemented on a three year cycle, is designed to maintain a
continuous level of preparedness within the County.
5.2

Assignment of responsibility

The Chief Executive Officer for Waterford City & County Council (or designative
alternative) is responsible for the principal response agency’s major emergency
management arrangements and preparedness, as well as for the effectiveness of the
agency’s response to any major emergency, which occurs in its functional area.
5.3

Documentation of a major emergency development programme

The responsibility for overseeing the Major Emergency Programme within Waterford
City & County Council will be assigned to the Director of Services for Roads, HR &
Emergency services, whom the Chief Fire Officer will support along with other staff
members within the fire services.
5.4

Key roles identified in the Major Emergency Plan.

Waterford City & County Council has nominated competent individuals and alternates to
the key roles to enable the agency to function in accordance with the common
arrangements set out in its Major Emergency Plan. (See Appendices).
5.5

Support teams for key roles

Support teams will be formed to support and assist individuals in key roles and will
prepare Operational Protocols setting out the arrangements which will enable the
agency’s support teams to be mobilized and to function in accordance with the
arrangements set out in the Major Emergency Plan.
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5.6

Staff development programme

The provisions of the Framework and the tasks arising from the new major emergency
management arrangements involve a significant level of development activity, both
within Waterford City & County Council and jointly with our regional partners.
In parallel with risk assessment, mitigation processes and the preparation of the Major
Emergency Plan, Waterford City & County Council should initiate an internal
programme to develop its level of preparedness, so that in a major emergency it will be in
a position to respond in an efficient and effective manner and discharge the assigned
functions in accordance with the Framework. It is also imperative that we not only
develop within our own agency but that we also continue to work with the other PRAs
through continued training and inter-agency exercises.
5.7

Training programme

All personnel involved in the Major Emergency Plan organisation will be required to
participate in inter-agency training and exercises in order to ensure effective co-operation
between agencies during a Major Emergency.
5.8

Internal exercises

Internal exercises will be used to raise awareness, educate individuals on their roles and
the roles of others and promote co-ordination and cooperation, as well as validating plans,
systems and procedures.
5.9

Joint / inter-agency training and exercise

Joint interagency training will be provided at a Local and Regional level, coordinated by
the South East Regional Working group. Exercises will follow on from this training to
improve awareness and to educate all involved in the roles and functions of the PRAs in
the event of an emergency. Exercises will be preformed on a three yearly cycle.
5.10

The allocation of specific resources including a budget for preparedness

Waterford City & County Council and the South-East Regional Steering Group will
provide a budget for major emergency preparedness, which reflects the expenditure
required to meet the costs of implementing the agency’s internal preparedness, as well as
the agency’s contribution to the regional level inter-agency preparedness.
5.11

Procurement Procedures

The arrangements to authorise procurement and use of resources (including engaging
third parties) to assist in response to major emergencies are governed by the ‘Local
Government Act: Part 12: Section 104’.
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5.12

Annual appraisal of preparedness

Waterford City & County Council will carry out and document an annual internal
appraisal of its preparedness for major emergency response; it shall then be sent for
external appraisal to the Department of Environment, Community and Local Government
in accordance with the Appraisal Document.
An annual appraisal of the South East Regional level preparedness shall also be
documented, again in accordance with the Appraisal guidance Document.
5.13

Steps taken to inform the public as to what action they should take in the
event of an emergency

There may be situations where it will be crucial for Waterford City & County Council to
provide timely and accurate information on an emergency situation directly to the public.
This will be especially important where members of the public may perceive themselves
and their families to be at risk and are seeking information on actions which they can take
to protect themselves and their families.
The Local Co-ordination Group will take over the task of co-ordinating the provision of
information to the public as soon as it meets. This activity should be co-ordinated by the
lead agency. The Local Co-ordination Group may establish a sub-group for this purpose
and use all available channels to make concise and accurate information available. This
may include the use of dedicated “help-lines”, web-pages, Aertel, automatic text
messaging, as well as through liaison with the media.
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Section 6

The Generic Command, Control and Co-ordination Systems
6.1

Command arrangements

The Chief Executive Officer of Waterford City & County Council is responsible for the
principal response agency’s major emergency management arrangements and
preparedness, as well as for the effectiveness of the agency’s response to any major
emergency which occurs in its functional area.
6.1.1

Individual services belonging to the Council

Waterford City & County Council shall exercise command over its own services in
accordance with its normal command structure. At the site of an emergency, it will also
co-ordinate, not only its own services, but any additional services (other than the
principal response agencies) which the Local Authority mobilises to the site. Control of
the Local Authority services at the site of the Emergency shall be exercised by the
Controller of Operations.
6.2

Control arrangements

Waterford City & County Council shall appoint a Controller of Operations at the site (or
at each site) of the emergency. The officer in command of the initial response of each
principal emergency service should be the principal response agency’s Controller of
Operations until relieved through the agency’s pre-determined process.
Please see section 6.3.4.2 for arrangements where an emergency affects an extensive
area or occurs near the borders.
6.2.1 Control of all services / sections of the Council which respond.
Controller of services / sections and Controller of Operations
The controller of operations is empowered to make all decisions relating to his/her
agency’s functions, but must take account of decisions of the On-Site Co-ordination
Group in so doing.
The roll of the Controller of Operations is set out below:
x To make such decisions as are appropriate to the role of controlling the activities
of his/her agency’s services at the site (Controlling in this context may mean
setting priority objectives for individual services; command of each service
should remain with the officers of that service);
x To meet with the other two controllers and determine the lead agency;
x To undertake the role of On-Site Co-ordinator, where the service s/he represents is
identified as the lead agency;
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x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

To participate fully in the site co-ordination activity, including the establishment
of a Site Management Plan;
Where another service is the lead agency, to ensure that his/her agency’s
operations are co-ordinated with the other principal response agencies, including
ensuring secure communications with all agencies responding to the major
emergency at the site;
To decide and request the attendance of such services as s/he determines are
needed;
To exercise control over such services as s/he has requested to attend;
To operate a Holding Area to which personnel from his/her agency will report on
arrival at the site of the major emergency and from which they will be deployed;
To requisition any equipment s/he deems necessary to deal with the incident;
To seek such advice as s/he requires;
To maintain a log of his/her agency’s activity at the incident site and decisions
made;
To contribute to and ensure information management systems operate effectively;
To liaise with his/her principal response agency’s Crisis Management Team on
the handling of the major emergency.

On-Site Co-ordinator
Is empowered to make decisions, as set out below. Decisions should be arrived at
generally by the consensus of the On-Site Co-ordinating Group. Where consensus is not
possible, the On-Site Co-ordinator should only make decisions after hearing and
considering the views of the other two Controllers.
The mandate of the On-Site Co-ordinator is set out below:
x To assume the role of On-Site Co-ordinator when the three controllers determine
the lead agency. Once appointed s/he should note the time and that the
determination was made in the presence of the two other controllers on site;
x To inform all parties involved in the response that s/he has assumed the role of
On-Site Co-ordinator;
x To determine which facility should be used as the On-Site Co-ordination Centre.
Depending on the circumstance, this may be a vehicle designated for the task, a
specific, purpose-built vehicle, a tent or other temporary structure or an
appropriate space/building adjacent to the site, which can be used for coordination
purposes;
x To ensure involvement of the three principal response agencies and the principal
emergency services (and others, as appropriate) in the On-Site Co-ordination
Group;
x To ensure that mandated co-ordination decisions are made promptly and
communicated to all involved;
x To ensure that a Scene Management Plan is made, disseminated to all services
and applied;
x To develop an auditable list of Actions (an Action Plan) and appoint an Action
Management Officer where necessary;
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

To determine if and what public information messages are to be developed and
issued;
To ensure that media briefings are co-ordinated;
To ensure that pre-arranged communications (technical) links are put in place and
operating;
To ensure that the information management system is operated, including the
capture of data for record-purposes at regular intervals;
To ensure that the ownership of the lead agency role is reviewed, and modified as
appropriate;
To ensure that inter-service communication systems have been established and
that communications from site to the Local Co-ordination Centre have been
established and are functioning;
To exercise an over-viewing role of all arrangements to mobilise additional
resources to the site of the major emergency, and to track the status of
mobilization requests, and deployment of additional resources;
To ensure that, where the resources of an individual principal response agency do
not appear to be sufficient to bring a situation under control, or the duration of an
incident is extended, support is obtained via mutual aid arrangements with
neighbouring principal response agencies;
To determine, at an early stage, if ongoing assistance is required from casual
volunteers, so that An Garda Síochána cordoning arrangements can take account
of this;
To co-ordinate external assistance into the overall response action plan;
To ensure that, where appropriate, pastoral services are mobilised to the site and
facilitated by the principal response agencies in their work with casualties;
To work with the Health Service Executive Controller to establish the likely
nature, dimensions, priorities and optimum location for delivering any
psychosocial support that will be required, and how this is to be delivered and
integrated with the overall response effort;
To decide to stand down the major emergency status of the incident at the site, in
consultation with the Controllers of Operations, and the Local Co-ordination
Group;
To ensure that all aspects of the management of the incident are dealt with before
the response is stood down; and
To ensure that a report on the co-ordination function is prepared in respect of the
major emergency after it is closed down, and circulated (first as a draft) to the
other services that attended.

Local Co-ordination Group:
Once the Local Co-ordination Group has been activated the mandate is as follows:
x To establish high level objectives for the situation, and give strategic direction to
the response;
x To determine and disseminate the overall architecture of response co-ordination;
x To anticipate issues arising;
x To provide support for the on-site response;
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

To resolve issues arising from the site;
To ensure the generic information management system is operated;
To take over the task of co-ordinating the provision of information for the public
as soon as it meets and use all available channels to make concise and accurate
information available;
To decide and to take action to manage public perceptions of the risks involved,
as well as managing the risks, during emergencies that threaten the public;
To co-ordinate and manage all matters relating to the media, other than on-site;
To establish and maintain links with the Regional Coordination Centre (if
involved);
To establish and maintain links with the lead Government Department/National
Emergency Co-ordination Centre;
To ensure co-ordination of the response activity, other than the on-site element;
To decide on resource and financial provision; and
To take whatever steps are necessary to start to plan for recovery.

Crisis Management Team
The Crisis Management Team is a strategic level management group within each
principal response agency, which is assembled during a major emergency to:
x Manage, control and co-ordinate the agency’s overall response to the situation;
x Provide support to the agency’s Controller of Operations on site and mobilise
resources from within the agency or externally as required;
x Liaise with the national head quarters of An Garda Síochána and the Health
Service Executive, and relevant Government Departments on strategic issues; and
x Ensure appropriate participation of the agency in the inter-agency co-ordination
structures.
The members of the Crisis Management Team are the designate of the agency, who will
meet at a pre-arranged location (usually in the agency’s headquarters) designated for this
use. The use of Crisis Management Teams within each of the principal response agencies
facilitates the mobilisation of senior staff to deal with the crisis, in light of the evolving
situation, rather than leaving multiple roles to a small number of individuals who hold
key positions. In this way, the objectives of prioritising and managing a protracted crisis
can be dealt with effectively, while keeping the day-to-day business running.
The Crisis Management Team provides support to the principal response agency’s
representative at the Local Co-ordination Group, supports their own Controller of
Operations on site and maintains the agency’s normal day-to-day services that the
community requires.
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6.2.2 Control of external organisations / agencies mobilised to assist the Council
during the response
There are a number of organisations and agencies, which may be called on to assist the
principal response agencies in responding to major emergencies. The arrangements for
this assistance should be agreed with each agency.
At the site of an emergency, Waterford City & County Council will exercise control over
not only its own services but any additional services (other than the principal response
agencies) which the Local Authority mobilises to the site.
6.2.3 Support arrangements for the Control function
Waterford City & County Council staff will respond to any M.E. in accordance with pre
determined agreements. The Crisis Management Team will control all Local Authority
personnel that respond to the emergency.
6.3

Co-ordination Arrangements

The co-ordination of the efforts of all services is recognised as a vital element in
successful response to major emergencies, so that the combined result is greater than the
sum of their individual efforts. See section 6.2.1 of this document for Co-Ordination
Arrangements.
6.3.1 Lead Agency
The concept of the Lead Agency is accepted as the method for establishing which
Agency has initial responsibility for Coordination of all Services on the site of a Major
Emergency. The predetermined and default agencies for different types of emergencies
are set out in the Appendices
6.3.2 Specify how the Council will perform the On Site Co-ordination function,
including arrangements for support teams
On-site Co-ordination is facilitated by the On-Site Controller of Operations and the OnSite Co-ordination group. The roles of the On-site Co-ordinator and the On-Site Coordination group have been outlined in section 6.2.1 of this document.
6.3.3 Specify how the Council will perform the co-ordination function at the Local
/ Regional Co-ordination Centres
When a major emergency has been declared and the lead agency determined, the relevant
personnel of the lead agency should implement a Local Co-ordination Group
mobilization procedure. The representative of the lead agency will chair the Local Coordination Group, located in the Local Co-ordination centre, and will exercise the
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mandates associated with this position. The Local Coordination Group will comprise
representatives of the other two PRAs, an Information Management Officer, a Media
Liaison Officer, an Action Management Officer (where considered appropriate),
representatives of other agencies and specialists, as appropriate.
The Chair of the Local Co-ordination Group may declare a regional level emergency and
activate the Plan for Regional Level Co-ordination and in doing so activates a "Regional
Coordination Group" to maintain co-ordination of the principal response agencies
involved from the extended “response region.”
Any one of the nominated Local Co-ordination Centres may be used as a Regional
Coordination Centre, or a specific Regional Centre may be designated for this purpose.
The choice of location will be determined in each situation by the Chair of the Local
Coordinating Group declaring the regional level emergency and will depend on the
location and nature of the emergency and any associated infrastructural damage.
6.3.4 Specify how co-ordination is to be achieved in other specific circumstances
When an incident occurs to which no pre-nominated lead agency has been assigned, the
default lead agency will be the Local Authority.
6.3.4.1 Mutual aid and regional level co-ordination will operate
Each Controller of Operations should ensure that, where the resources of his/her
individual principal response agency do not appear to be sufficient to bring a situation
under control, or the duration of an incident is extended, support is obtained via mutual
aid arrangements with neighbouring principal response agencies. As they are national
organisations, the Crisis Management Teams of the Health Service Executive and An
Garda Síochána should arrange to provide the additional support required; Local
Authorities will support each other on a mutual aid basis. See section 4.5 and 4.6 of this
document.
6.3.4.2 How incidents occurring on the Council boundaries are to be dealt with
In certain situations, e.g. where an emergency affects an extensive area or occurs near the
borders of Divisions of An Garda Síochána or areas of the Health Service Executive or of
the Local Authorities, there may be response from multiple units of the PRA. There
should be only one Controller of Operations for each of the three PRAs and it is
necessary to determine from which unit of the principal response agency the Controller of
Operations should come.
In the case of Local Authorities, which are statutorily empowered in respect of their
functional areas, procedures for resolving such issues may already be set out in what are
referred to as Section 81 agreements. Where they are not so covered and the issue cannot
be resolved quickly in discussion between the responding officers of the different units of
those services, the Local Authority Controller of Operations from the Local Authority,
whose rostered senior fire officer was first to attend the incident, should be the designated
person
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6.3.4.3 How multi-site or wide area emergencies are to be dealt with
Multi-site or wide area emergencies may require the setting up of multiple On-site Coordination Centres which will feed into the one Local Co-Ordination Group.
6.3.4.4 How links with National Emergency Plans will operate
The Waterford City & County MEP will operate as an integral part of any National plans
developed for scenarios affecting the population on a National Level. (See Appendices)

Figure 6: Linking Major Emergency Plans with
National Plans and Other Plans

6.3.4.5 How links with National Government will work
In every situation where a Major Emergency is declared, each principal response agency
should inform its parent Department of the declaration, as part of that agency’s
mobilisation procedure. The three parent Departments, should then consult and agree,
which Department will be designated as Lead Department, in keeping with the directions
set out in “A Framework for Major Emergency Planning”.
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Section 7

The Common Elements of Response
7.0

Sub-sections setting out how the following common elements of the
response to any major emergency will be implemented
7.1

Declaring a Major Emergency

7.2

Initial Mobilisation

7.3

Command, Control and Communication Centres

7.4

Co-ordination Centres

7.5

Communications Facilities

7.6

Exercising the Lead Agency’s Co-ordination Roles

7.7

Public Information

7.8

The Media

7.9

Site Management Arrangements

7.10

Mobilising Additional Resources

7.11

Casualty and Survivor Arrangements

7.12

Emergencies involving Hazardous Materials

7.13

Protecting Threatened Populations

7.14

Early and Public Warning Systems

7.15

Emergencies arising on Inland Waterways

7.16

Safety, Health and Welfare Considerations

7.17

Logistical Issues/ Protracted Incidents

7.18

Investigations

7.19

Community/ VIPs/ Observers

7.20

Standing-Down the Major Emergency
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Section 7.1

Declaring a Major Emergency
7.1.1 Declaring a Major Emergency
The Major Emergency Plan should be activated by whichever of the following agencies
first becomes aware of the major emergency:x Waterford City & County Council (see Appendices for persons authorised to activate
plan)

x An Garda Síochána
x Health Service Executive
A typical message to declare a major emergency shall be in the following format:
This is ……………….. (Name, rank and service) ……………..
A …...… (Type of incident) …...… has occurred/is imminent at ……
(Location) …….....................……
As an authorised officer I declare that a major emergency exists.
Please activate the mobilisation arrangements in the ……….. (Agency) ………..
Major Emergency Plan.

7.1.2

Standard format of the information message

After the declaration is made the Officer should then use the mnemonic METHANE to
structure and deliver an information message.
M
E
T
H
A
N
E

Major Emergency Declared
Exact location of the emergency
Type of Emergency (Transport, Chemical, etc.)
Hazards, present and potential
Access / egress routes
Number and type of Casualties
Emergency service present and required
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Section 7.2

Initial Mobilisation
7.2.1 Major Emergency Mobilisation Procedure
Waterford City & County Council Major Emergency Mobilisation Procedure will be
implemented immediately on notification of the declaration of a major emergency. When
this Plan has been activated, each Local Authority service requested shall respond in
accordance with pre-determined arrangements. See Appendices
In some situations, there may be an early warning of an impending emergency.
Mobilisation within Waterford City & County Council may include moving to a
standby/alert stage for some of its services or specific individuals, until the situation
becomes clearer.
There may also be circumstances where the resources or expertise of agencies other than
the principal response agencies will be required. In these situations the relevant
arrangements outlined in the Major Emergency Plan will be invoked. No third party
should respond to the site of a major emergency unless mobilised by one of the principal
response agencies through an agreed procedure.
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Section 7.3

Command, Control and Communication Centres
7.3.1 Command, control and communication centre(s) to be used
In the event of a Major Emergency being declared, initial mobilisation will be covered by
Munster Regional Control Centre (MRCC), who will communicate with the personnel
on-site until such time as the Crisis Management Team and Co-ordination Group have
been established in accordance with national pre-determined arrangements. Please refer
to Section 6 of this document for further details on the functions of these Teams/Groups.
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Section 7.4

Co-ordination Centres
7.4.1 On-Site Co-ordination
An onsite co-ordination centre will be deployed in the event of a major emergency for
onsite operational support and command. This may be a dedicated vehicle, tent or an
adjacent building that will accommodate all Principal Reponses Agencies.
7.4.2 Crisis Management Team
PRAs within Waterford City & County have identified the following locations as suitable
Local Co-ordination Centres for strategic level co-ordination:
x
x
x

Waterford City & County Council Civic Offices -City Hall
Dungarvan fire station
Alternative: Garda Station, Ballybricken.

These buildings have been chosen to facilitate the effective working of the Local Coordination Group and Local Authority Crisis Management Team. Strategic level coordination is more usually exercised at the Local Co-ordination Centre. All co-ordination
centres will follow a generic model of operation. The generic centre illustrated below has
the following characteristics.

Figure 7: Generic Co-ordination Centre

Please refer to Section 6 of this document for further details.
7.4.3 Location of pre-determined Local Co-ordination Centres
The Co-ordination Centre will be established taking guidance from the document
‘Guidance to setting up a Co-ordination Centre.’
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7.4.4 Location of the predetermined Regional Co-ordination Centre(s)
The local co-ordination centres will have the capacity to act as a regional co-ordination
centre, should the Major Emergency be scaled up to a regional level.
7.4.5 Information Management
The role of Information Manager will be assigned to senior management. The function of
the information management team will be to interrogate, test, process and present all
incoming information required for the decision making process.
¾ Action Management Officer / Team:
The function of this role is to assemble an Action Plan (from information that has come
from the Information Management System) and ensure that it is communicated to all
agencies responsible for delivering it, and to monitor / audit delivery, as well as reporting
this back to the Co-ordination Group (a generic system which operates at all levels). At
less complex incidents one Officer / Team may undertake both the information and action
management functions. Where the demands of the Major Emergency require the
appointment of a separate Action Management Officer, this person may be a
representative from one of the agencies other than the lead agency.
¾ Team Leaders and Expert Advisors:
A range of specialist team leaders and expert advisers may be assigned permanent or
temporary seats at the Co-ordination Group desk. They may themselves lead teams either
at or remote from the centre. Generally they should advise or direct activity strictly within
their mandate of Authorities. On occasion they may be invited to contribute to debate in a
broader context. They need to be quite clear in which capacity they are acting at any
juncture and adjust their perspective accordingly.
¾ Support Teams:
Each PRA should put support teams in place for key roles and should prepare
Operational Protocols setting out the arrangements which will enable the agency’s
support to be mobilised and function in accordance with this MEP.
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Section 7.5

Communications Facilities
7.5.1 Communications Systems
Waterford City & County Council relies on technical communication facilities to enable
it to function and for different units to communicate, both at the site and between the site
and its command, control or communications centre. Radio and other communications
facilities are vital tools for the Local Authority.
¾ Civil Defence
The Civil Defence operate both mobile radio (VHF) for communication between vehicles
and communication centres and hand-portable radio (UHF) for communication on site. A
digital multi-line phone and fax service is also available at Civil Defence Headquarters.
¾ Fire Service
All front line appliances are equipped with radios and have the ability to communicate
within the functional area of Waterford City & County. Also the fire service has hand
held radios UHF available on all its appliances.
7.5.2 Inter-agency communication on site, including protocols and procedures
Communication systems serve command structures within services and it is neither
necessary nor desirable that there is inter-agency radio communication at all levels.
However, it is critical that robust arrangements for inter-agency communication on site(s)
are provided for at Controller of Operations level as a minimum. For this purpose, the
Civil Defence will bring a set of hand-portable radios, dedicated specifically to interagency communication, to the site.
7.5.3 Communications between site and coordination centres
All communication between the On-site Co-ordination centre and the Local Coordination centre shall pass between the Controller of Operations / On-site Co-ordinator
to the Local Co-Ordination group, supported by the work of trained Information
Management Officers at the scene and at the co-ordination centres. Communications
between the site and the co-ordination centre will be facilitated by way of radio / phone
system available to relevant personnel at the time.
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Figure 7.1: Communication
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Section 7.6

Exercising the Lead Agency’s Co-ordination Roles
7.6.1 Lead Agency
One of the three PRAs will be designated as the lead agency for any emergency and will
assume responsibility for leading co-ordination. See Section 6.3.1 of this Document.
7.6.2 Review and transfer of the Lead Agency
The lead agency role may change over time, to reflect the changing circumstances of the
major emergency. Ownership of the lead agency mantle should be reviewed at
appropriate stages of the major emergency. All changes in lead agency designation
emanating from the site, and the timing thereof, will be by agreement of the three
Controllers of Operations, and should be recorded and communicated as per the initial
determination, informing the Local Co-ordinating group. As the emphasis of operations
may shift from the site to other areas, the Local Co-ordination Group may review the
issue and determine a change in the lead agency, as appropriate.
7.6.3 Council’s co-ordination function as a “Lead Agency”
In the event of Waterford City & County Council being assigned the lead agency role, it
will be assigned the responsibility for the co-ordination function (in addition to its own
functions) and it should lead all the co-ordination activity associated with the emergency
both on-site and off-site, and make every effort to achieve a high level in co-ordination.
The function of the lead agency for any emergency includes ensuring:
x involvement of the three PRAs and the principal emergency services in sharing
information on the nature of the emergency situation;
x involvement of the range of organisations (other than PRAs) who may be
requested to respond in co-ordination activities and arrangements;
x mandated co-ordination decisions are made promptly and communicated to all
involved;
x site management issues are addressed and decided;
x public information messages and media briefings are co-ordinated and
implemented;
x pre-arranged communications (technical) links are put in place and operating;
x operating the generic information management systems;
x ownership of the lead agency role is reviewed, and modified as appropriate;
x all aspects of the management of the incident are dealt with before the response is
stood down;
x a report on the co-ordination function is prepared in respect of the emergency
after it is closed down, and circulated (first as a draft) to the other services which
attended.
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Section 7.7

Public Information
7.7.1

Council’s role in situations where warning arrangements are needed

There are circumstances when it may be necessary to protect members of the public who
are in the vicinity of an emergency event. This protection is usually achieved by moving
people temporarily to a safe area, by evacuation where appropriate or feasible, or by
advising affected individuals to take shelter in an appropriate place. The On-Site
Co-ordinator will take the decision on how best to protect a threatened population, after
consultation with the other Controllers of Operations.
The Local Co-ordination Group should manage the task of co-ordinating the provision of
information to the public as soon as it meets. This activity should be co-ordinated by the
lead agency.
7.7.2 Public Notices
Early warning and special public notices shall be relayed in the event of an emergency.
The Public can be kept informed by use of the following:
¾ Internet service, www.waterfordcouncil.ie ;
¾ Local broadcasters;
¾ Emergency helpline service.
On a national level the public shall be informed by use of the following;
¾ Television and Radio – arrangements exist whereby emergency announcements
may be made on RTÉ television and radio channels.
¾ Television Text Services – not for emergency alerts, but useful for posting more
information than would be communicable by emergency calls or broadcasts.
Please refer to a ‘Guide to working with the Media’ for further information. See
Appendices for useful phone numbers.
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Section 7.8

The Media
7.8.1 Arrangements for liaison with the media
The media will respond quickly to a large-scale incident and this media presence may
extend into days or weeks. It is the responsibility of the lead agency to establish a Media
Centre at or near the site of the emergency for use by the principal response agencies in
dealing with the media at the site. The Local Co-ordination Group will be responsible for
official media statements and press releases off-site. Please refer to a ‘Guide to working
with the Media’ for further information.
7.8.2 Specify arrangements for media on-site
There shall be a media Liaison Officer appointed at both the Onsite and Local Coordination Centres.
The Media Liaison Officer must keep accurate and timely information on the emergency
so that in consultation with the local Co-ordination Groups:
x He/She can be the point of contact for all media enquiries.
x He/She can answer information queries from the general public.
x He/She can obtain and provide information from/to Rest Centres, other agencies,
press officers, local radio, press etc.
x He/She will be responsible for setting up an information helpline.
7.8.3 Arrangements for media at Local and / or Regional Co-ordination centres
The Local/Regional Co-ordination Group should take the lead in terms of working with
the media, away from the site, during a major emergency. As with arrangements at the
site, each principal response agency should designate a Media Liaison Officer at the
Local Coordination Centre and the activities of the Media Liaison Officers should be
co-ordinated by the Media Liaison Officer of the lead agency. All statements to the media
at this level should be cleared with the chair of the Local/Regional Co-ordination Group.
7.8.4 Arrangements for media at, or adjacent to, other locations associated with
the major emergency
In many situations media attention will move quickly away from the site to other
locations, including the Local Co-ordination Centre, hospitals and mortuaries. The Local
Co-ordination Group should take the lead in terms of working with the media, away from
the site. As with arrangements at the site, each PRA should designate a Media Liaison
Officer at the Local Coordination Centre and the activities of these officers should be coordinated by the Media Liaison Officer of the lead agency. All statements to the media at
this level should be cleared with the chair of the Local Co-ordination Group.
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Site Management Arrangements
7.9.1 Generic site management elements/arrangements
Waterford City & County Council shall appoint a Controller of Operations at the site (or
at each site) of the emergency; see section 6.2 of this document. The initial important task
of the Controller of Operations in association with the other two Controllers is the
development of a Site Management Plan. Once agreed, the resulting site plan should be
implemented and communicated to all responding groups.

Figure 7.2: Idealised Scene Management Arrangements

The main components of a typical Site Plan should contain some or all of the following:
(See Appendices for detailed information on Scene Management)
x
x
x
x

Inner, Outer and Traffic Cordons;
A Danger Area, if appropriate;
Cordon and Danger Area Access
Points;
Rendezvous Point;

x
x
x
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Survivor Reception Centre;
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Centre;
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x
x
x
x

Site Access Routes;
Holding Areas for the Different
Services;
Principal Response Agency Control
Points;
On-Site Co-ordination Centre;

x
x
x
x

Media Centre.
Ambulance Loading Area;
Casualty Clearing Station;
Site Control Point;

7.9.2 Control of access / identification of personnel and services of the Council
In order to control access to a Major Emergency site cordons will be established as
quickly as possible at the site of a major emergency for the following reasons;
x to facilitate the operations of the emergency services and other agencies;
x to protect the public, by preventing access to dangerous areas; and
x to protect evidence and facilitate evidence recovery at the site.
Three cordons will be established. An Inner, Outer and Traffic Cordon, along with access
cordon points.. This will be done by An Garda Síochána after a decision by, and
agreement with, the On-site Co-Ordination Group.
A Danger Area may also be declared where there is a definite risk to rescue personnel,
over and above that which would normally pertain at emergency operations.
¾ Identification of Personnel at the Site of a Major Emergency
All uniformed personnel, responding to the site of a major emergency, should wear the
prescribed uniform, including high visibility and safety clothing, issued by their agency.
The service markings on this clothing should be made known in advance to the other
organisations that may be involved in the response.
Senior personnel who are acting in key roles, such as the On-Site Co-ordinator and the
Controllers of Operations, should wear bibs designed and coordinated as follows:
Organisation
Health Service Executive
Council
An Garda Síochána

Bib Colour
Green and White Chequer
Red and White Chequer
Blue and White Chequer

Wording
HSE Controller
Council Controller
Garda Controller

When the lead agency has been determined, the On-Site Co-ordinator should don a
distinctive bib with the words On-Site Co-ordinator clearly visible front and back.
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Below is an example of how the bibs should look for each of the responding agencies.

¾ Non-Uniformed Personnel
Non uniformed personnel from Waterford City & County Council should attend the scene
in high visibility jackets with the name Waterford City & County Council and their job
function clearly displayed.
7.9.3 Air exclusion zones
Where the principal response agencies consider it appropriate and beneficial, the On-Site
Co-ordinator may request, through An Garda Síochána, that an Air Exclusion Zone be
declared around the emergency site by the Irish Aviation Authorities. When a restricted
zone above and around the site is declared, it is promulgated by means of a “Notice to
Airmen” - NOTAM - from the Irish Aviation Authorities.
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Section 7.10

Mobilising Additional Resources
7.10.1

Specify the arrangements for mobilising organisations

The Voluntary Emergency Services sector can provide additional equipment and support
in the event of a major emergency. Details of the local Voluntary Emergency Services,
the resources they can provide and their mobilisation procedure is outlined in the
Voluntary Emergency Services will link to the Principal Response Agencies in
accordance with the table below.
Principal Response Agency
An Garda Síochána

Health Service Executive

Local Authority

Linked Voluntary Emergency
Services
Irish Mountain Rescue Association
Irish Cave Rescue Association
Search and Rescue Dogs
Sub-Aqua Teams
River Rescue
Irish Red Cross
Order of Malta Ambulance Corps
St. John’s Ambulance
Civil Defence

Each Principal Response Agency with a linked Voluntary Emergency Service is
responsible for the mobilisation of that service and their integration into the overall
response. The internal command of volunteer organisations resides with that organisation.
7.10.1.1

Mobilisation of Civil Defence

Please refer to section 4.4.1 of this document; details also given in the Appendices
7.10.1.2

Mobilisation of Defence Forces

Please refer to section 4.4.2 of this document; details also given in Appendices
7.10.1.3

Mobilisation of the Irish Red Cross

Please refer to section 4.4.3 of this document; details also given in Appendices
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7.10.1.4

Mobilisation of Voluntary Emergency Services

Each Principal Response Agency with a linked Voluntary Emergency Service is
responsible for the mobilisation of that service and their integration into the overall
response. The internal command of volunteer organisations resides with that organisation
7.10.1.5

Mobilisation of Utilities

Utilities are frequently involved in the response to emergencies, usually to assist the
principal response agencies in making situations safe. They may also be directly involved
in restoring their own services, for example, electricity supply in the aftermath of a storm.
Utilities operate under their own legislative and regulatory frameworks but, during the
response to an emergency, it is important that they are involved in the co-ordination
arrangements. Utilities may be requested to provide representatives and/or experts to the
On-Site Co-ordination Group, the Local Coordination Group and/or the Regional Coordination Group, as appropriate. A list of utilities and their emergency/out of hours
contact arrangements are listed in the Appendices Please refer to section 4.4.6 of this
document for further details.
7.10.1.6

Mobilisation of Private Sector

Private sector organisations may be involved in a major emergency through ownership of
the site where the emergency has occurred or through ownership of some element
involved in the emergency e.g. an aircraft, bus, factory, etc. They may also be called on
to assist in the response to a major emergency, by providing specialist services and/or
equipment. Private sector representatives and/or experts may be requested to support the
work of the On-Site Co-ordination Group, the Local Co-ordination Group and/or the
Regional Co-ordination Group, as appropriate. A list of experts and equipment within the
private sector is detailed in the Appendices .
7.10.2

Arrangements for identifying and mobilising additional organisations

The Local Authority Controller of Operations should ensure that, where the resources of
the authority do not appear to be sufficient to bring a situation under control, or the
duration of an incident is expected to be extended, the levels, types and duration of
assistance/ support are identified, and that the request for support is passed to either the
authority’s Crisis Management Team or the Local Co-ordination Centre who will arrange
to obtain the support via mutual aid arrangements with neighbouring authorities.
Where resources that are held at a national level are required, as part of the management
of the incident, requests for those resources should be directed by the lead agency to the
Lead Government Department.
7.10.3

Arrangements for liaison with utilities

Please refer to section 4.6 of this document; details also given in the Appendices.
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7.10.4

Arrangements for integration of casual volunteers as appropriate

Please refer to section 4.4.5 of this document.
7.10.5

Arrangements for command, control, co-ordination and
demobilisation of organisations mobilised to the site

Each Principal Response Agency with a linked Voluntary Emergency
Services/Organisation is responsible for the mobilisation of that service and their
disintegration into the overall response. The internal command of the organisations
resides with that organisation.
Please refer to section 4.4.1 through 4.4.7 and section 7.10.1 of this document.
7.10.6

Mutual aid arrangements

Please refer to section 4.5 of this document.
7.10.7

Requests for out-of-region assistance

The decision to seek assistance from outside the region will be made by the lead agency,
in association with the other principal response agencies, at the Local/Regional
Coordination Centre. Please refer to section 4.7 of this document.
7.10.8

Requests for international assistance

A Regional Co-ordination Group may also request assistance from Government. National
resources will be available in the event of a major emergency at local or regional level.
Requests for assistance should be developed at local or regional co-ordination level and
directed by the lead agency to the lead Government Department. Please refer to section
4.7 of this document.
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Section 7.11

Casualty and Survivor Arrangements
7.11.1

General

The primary objective of any response to a major emergency is to provide effective
arrangements for the rescue, care, treatment and rehabilitation of all of the individuals
who are affected by the emergency. These individuals may be divided into two main
categories as follows: Casualties, including persons who are killed or injured, and
Survivors. Survivors will include all those individuals who are caught up in an
emergency but not injured, such as, uninjured passengers from a transport accident or
evacuees.
As well as making provision for casualties and survivors, the principal response agencies
should also make arrangements for the reception, facilitation and support of the friends
and relatives of some or all of these individuals.
Please refer to a ‘Guide to dealing with Mass Casualties’, ‘Guide to setting up a friends
and relative centre’, ‘Guide to setting up a Survival Reception Centre’, for further
information.
7.11.1.1 Casualties and Survivors and the Local Authority’s role.
The On-Site Co-ordinator, in association with the other Controllers, will need to make an
early assessment of the casualty situation and identify if there are particular aspects which
may impact on casualty management, such as, significant numbers of disabled, sick or
immobile persons involved, and take action accordingly.
Individuals may be divided into two main categories as follows:
x Casualties, including persons who are killed or injured,
x Survivors. These include all those individuals who are caught up in an emergency
but not injured, such as, uninjured passengers from a transport accident or
evacuees.
7.11.2 Injured
At the site of a major emergency, the priorities of the principal response services are to
save life, prevent further injury, rescue those who are trapped or in danger, triage
casualties, provide them with appropriate treatment and transport them to the appropriate
hospital(s) where necessary.
7.11.2.1 Arrangements for the triage
Triage is a dynamic process of assessing casualties and deciding the priority of their
treatment, using a two-stage process of triage sieve and triage sort. Following initial
triage, casualties will normally be labelled, using Triage Cards, and moved to a Casualty
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Clearing Station. The purpose of this labelling is to indicate the triage category of the
casualty, to facilitate the changing of that category, if required, and to record any
treatment, procedure or medication administered. A standard card with Red (Immediate),
Yellow (Urgent), Green (Delayed) and White (Dead) sections is normally used for this
purpose.
7.11.2.2 Transporting lightly injured and uninjured persons from the site
It should be noted that while some casualties will be transported to the Receiving
Hospital(s) by the Ambulance Service with assistance from the Local Authority, some
casualties may leave the site by other means and may arrive at the designated Receiving
Hospital(s), or other hospitals, in cars, buses, etc.
7.11.2.3 Casualty Clearing
Patients must be moved to the Casualty clearing station. The Casualty clearing station
will be established by the ambulance service, in consultation with the Health Service
Executive. At this location the casualties are collected, further triaged, treated, as
necessary, and prepared for transport to hospital. The Health Service Executive
Controller will, in consultation with the Site Medical Officer and the designated receiving
hospitals, decide on the hospital destination of casualties.
7.11.3

Fatalities

The bodies of casualties, which have been triaged as dead, should not be moved from the
incident site unless this is necessary to affect the rescue of other casualties. The only
other circumstance where bodies should be moved, before the Garda evidence collection
process is complete, is if they are likely to be lost or damaged due to their location or the
nature of the incident.
Bodies to be moved should be photographed first and their original position clearly
marked and recorded. The recovery of the dead and human remains is part of an evidence
recovery process and, as such, is the responsibility of An Garda Síochána acting as agents
of the Coroner. The Local Authority can assist An Garda Síochána in this function. The
Mass Fatality Plan will be available on the website ‘MEM.ie’ when it is available..

7.11.3.1 Coroners role
The Coroner is an independent judicial officer, who has responsibility for investigating
all sudden, unexplained, violent or unnatural deaths. It is the task of the Coroner to
establish the ‘who, when, where and how’ of unexplained death. All such deaths in
Ireland are investigated under the Coroners’ Act, 1962. The Mass Fatality Plan will be
available on the website ‘MEM.ie’ when it is issued.
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7.11.3.2 Arrangements for dealing with fatalities, both on and off-site, including
Body Holding Areas and Temporary Mortuaries
The On-Site Co-ordinator, in association with the other Controllers, will decide if it is
necessary to establish a Body Holding Area at the site. The Body Holding Area, if
established, should be situated close to the Casualty Clearing Station. Members of An
Garda Síochána will staff this area and they will maintain the necessary logs to ensure the
continuity of evidence.
It should be noted that the Body Holding Area is not the appropriate place for the
prolonged storage of the dead and appropriate arrangements should be made to ensure
minimal delay in moving bodies to a mortuary (temporary or otherwise).
¾ Temporary Mortuaries
It is the responsibility of the Local Authorities to provide a Temporary Mortuary, if
required in consultation with the coroner.
The likely commissioning time for a Temporary Mortuary is of the order of twenty-four
hours, and this may extend to forty-eight hours when victim numbers are extensive. It
should be noted that a Temporary Mortuary might be required to operate for weeks or
months after an incident. The Mass Fatality Plan will be available on the website
‘MEM.ie’ when it is issued.
7.11.3.3 Identification of the deceased
The Coroner, with the assistance of An Garda Síochána, has overall responsibility for the
identification of bodies and remains and s/he is entitled to exclusive possession and
control of a deceased person until the facts about their death have been established. A full
post-mortem and forensic examination will be carried out on every body from a major
emergency and each death will be the subject of an Inquest. The post-mortem is carried
out by a Pathologist, who acts as the ‘Coroners Agent’ for this purpose.
7.11.4

Survivors

A Survivor Reception Centre should be designated and established at the earliest possible
opportunity. Transport from the Survivor Reception Centre to home/meet relatives/safe
place will be arranged as soon as it is practicable. This responsibility will lie with
Waterford City & County Council. Please refer to ‘Guide to setting up a Survival
Reception Centre’ for further information.
7.11.4.1 Arrangements for dealing with uninjured survivors who require support
A Survivor Reception Centre should be designated and established at the earliest possible
opportunity. The On-Site Co-ordinator, in conjunction with the other Controllers, should
determine if such a centre is to be established, and its location in the site management
plan. It is the responsibility of Waterford City & County Council to establish and run this
centre.
Waterford City & County Council has identified the following as suitable buildings for
setting up a survivor centre:
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x
x
x

Recreation Centre
x
Local School
Parish Hall
Any other building that is large enough to accommodate large amounts of
people.

All those who have survived the incident uninjured can be directed to the Survivor
Centre, where their details will be documented and collated by An Garda Síochána.
Provision should be made at this centre for the immediate physical and psychosocial
needs of survivors (e.g. hot drinks, food, blankets, telephones, first aid for minor injuries,
etc.).
The assistance of Civil Defence and the voluntary ambulance services may be required to
provide a variety of services at the Survivor Reception Centre. The Survivor Reception
Centre should be secure from any unauthorised access and provide the maximum possible
privacy for survivors. Please refer to ‘Guide to setting up a Survival Reception Centre’,
for further information.
7.11.5 Casualty Information
Gathering of casualty information will be the responsibility of An Garda Síochána.
7.11.5.1 The Casualty Bureau operated by An Garda Síochána
In the event of a major emergency involving significant numbers of casualties, An Garda
Síochána will establish a Casualty Bureau to collect and collate the details (including
condition and location) of all casualties and survivors. The release of the dedicated
Casualty Bureau number will be done via the media through the Garda Press Office in
conjunction with the Casualty Bureau Supervisor and Senior Officer in Charge of the
incident. Closure of the Casualty Bureau will take place after consultation between the
Casualty Bureau Supervisor and the Senior Garda Officer in charge of the incident and
the Inspector in charge of Garda Communications Centre, Harcourt Square.
7.11.5.2 Casualty information
To facilitate this, the Casualty Bureau, a liaison/casualty officer will normally be sent by
An Garda Síochána to each hospital, survivor reception centre and casualty reception
centre where casualties are being treated. The local Authority may assist in the collection
and collation of casualty data. This information may then be used to provide to family
and friends. Any information collected on any casualty is transferred via An Garda
Síochána to the Casualty Bureau, who will generally set up an information hot line, in
order that concerned family and friends may inquire about ‘loved ones.’
7.11.6 Friends and Relatives Reception Centres
The purpose of a reception centre is to provide a comfortable area where friends and
relatives of those involved in the incident (primarily the casualties and survivors) can be
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directed for information. The Local Co-ordination Group will determine the need for and
arrange for the designation and operation/staffing of such centres.
A building used as a Friends’ and Relatives’ Reception Centre should be secure from
media intrusion and contain sufficient room to afford privacy to families receiving
information about relatives. There will also be a need for a reliable process to establish
the credentials of friends and relatives. Please refer to a ‘Guide to setting up a friends
and relative centre’ for further information.
7.11.6.1 How friends and relatives of casualties are to be provided for
A reception centre is to provide a comfortable area where friends and relatives of those
involved in the incident (primarily the casualties and survivors) can be directed for
information. See section 7.11.6. Please refer to a ‘Guide to setting up a friends and
relative centre’ for further information.
7.11.7 Non-National Casualties
In some incidents an emergency may involve significant numbers of casualties from other
jurisdictions. In such circumstances the Local Co-ordination Centre should notify the
relevant embassy if the nationality of the victims is known. The Department of Justice
should be approached if assistance is required in obtaining interpreters from private
sector providers. The Department of Foreign Affairs (which operates an out of hours
Duty Officer System) should also be approached for appropriate assistance and liaison
purposes.
7.11.7.1 Foreign language communication resources
Advice may be sought from An Garda Síochána as to the use of interpreters. Generally
the local Garda Station will have a list of approved interpreters which may be called upon
in the event of an emergency. Advice may also be sought from the Department of Foreign
Affairs.
7.11.8 Pastoral and Psychosocial Care
The On-Site Co-ordinator will ensure that, where appropriate, pastoral services are
mobilised to the site and facilitated by the PRAs in their work with casualties and
survivors. Similarly, individual services should make arrangements for necessary pastoral
services at any other locations associated with the emergency, such as hospitals.
7.11.8.1 Responsibility of Pastoral and Psychosocial support arrangements
Pastoral and psycho-social support arrangements for casualties and other affected
members of the public are the responsibility of the Health Service Executive. Requests
for such care can be made through a HSE crisis management team, which will then make
the appropriate arrangements.
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Section 7.12

Emergencies involving Hazardous Materials
7.12.1 Arrangements for dealing with major Hazardous Materials incidents
The Local Authority is the lead agency for response to hazardous materials incidents, with
the exception of those involving biological agents. Where terrorist involvement is
suspected, An Garda Síochána will act as the lead agency. The Defence Forces, when
requested, will assist An Garda Síochána in an Aid to the Civil Power role with Explosive
Ordnance Disposal teams. Details of specific actions to be taken in the event of a
CCBRN incident are contained in the Protocol for Multi-Agency Response to Suspect
Chemical and Biological Agents arising from terrorist activity.
7.12.2 CCBRN incidents
Details of specific actions to be taken in the event of a CCBRN ( CCBRN meaning terrorist
incidents involving C - conventional explosives; C - chemical substances; B - biological agents; R radiological and N - nuclear material) incident are detailed in the Protocol for Multi-Agency
Response to Suspect Chemical and Biological Agents (in Draft). These protocols deal
with a range of matters relevant to managing such incidents, including the identification
of the materials involved. They also provide for involvement of the National Poisons
Information Centre and the National Virus Reference Laboratory.
Where terrorist involvement is suspected, An Garda Síochána will act as the lead agency.
7.12.3 Biological incidents
Details of specific actions to be taken in the event of a biological incident are detailed in
the Protocol for Multi-Agency Response to Suspect Chemical and Biological Agents (in
Draft).
7.12.4 National Public Health (Infectious diseases) Plan
For infectious diseases such as Avian Flu, Pandemic Flu, Foot and Mouth there will be a
link to the National Plan as outlined by the government. Waterford City & County
Council will provide assistance under the command of the lead government department.
7.12.5 Nuclear Accidents
Details of specific actions to be taken in the event of a local radiological emergency or
the activation of the National Emergency Plan for Nuclear Accidents are detailed in the
Protocol for Multi-Agency Response to Radiological/ Nuclear Emergencies (in Draft)
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7.12.6 Decontamination
The On-Site Co-ordinator, in association with the other Controllers of Operations, will
establish the need for decontamination. The Health Service Executive has responsibility
for providing clinical decontamination and medical treatment to casualties affected by
hazardous materials. The Fire Services have responsibility for providing other forms of
physical decontamination of persons at the site. The Health Service Executive will be
responsible for decontamination where required to protect health service facilities, such as
hospitals, from secondary contamination.
Where emergency decontamination of the public is required, the Local Authority Fire
Service may use its fire-fighter decontamination facilities, or improvised equipment may
be used prior to the arrival of dedicated equipment. Where it is decided that persons should
undergo this practice, it should be carried out under the guidance of medical personnel. It
should be noted that emergency decontamination carries risks for vulnerable groups, such
as the elderly and the injured. It may be more appropriate in certain circumstances for
outer clothing to be removed and blankets provided as a temporary measure to alleviate
potential harm through surface contact with contaminants.
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Section 7.13

Protecting Threatened Populations
7.13.1 Threatened Population
The On-Site Co-ordinator will take the decision on how best to protect a threatened
population, after consultation with the other Controllers of Operations This protection is
usually achieved by moving people temporarily to a safe area, by evacuation where
appropriate or feasible, or by advising affected individuals to take shelter in an
appropriate place.
7.13.2 Evacuation arrangements
The On-Site Co-ordinator will take the decision on how best to protect a threatened
population, after consultation with the other Controllers of Operations. Evacuation is
usually undertaken on the advice of the Local Authority or Health Service Executive.
Where decided upon, the process of evacuation will be undertaken by An Garda
Síochána, with the assistance of the other services. In some circumstances, personnel
from all services may have to assist in carrying it out. A suitable evacuation assembly
point will need to be established and rest centres set up by the Waterford City & County
Council.
Personnel from the local authority and from voluntary agencies will staff rest centres. The
centres will provide security, welfare, communication, catering and medical facilities.
Evacuees should be documented and basic details passed to the casualty bureau. The
Local Authority will assist in this role.
Temporary Accommodation may also be required.
Please see sections 7.1 and 7.17.3 for further details on evacuee welfare; also refer to ‘A
Guidance to Mass Evacuation’.
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Figure 7.2: Structure of Evacuation

7.13.3 Arrangements for the involvement of The Public Health Service
Where an emergency results in a real or perceived threat to public health by, for example,
the release of chemical, radioactive or biological agents, the contamination of water or
food supplies, or the spread of contaminated flood water, it can be anticipated that there
will be considerable concern among both the persons immediately affected and the wider
public. In such situations, the Health Service Executive Controller should ensure that the
local public health services are informed of the situation as soon as possible so that they
can become involved in the response at the earliest possible stage.
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Section 7.14

Early and Public Warning Systems
7.14.1 Monitoring potentially hazardous situations
Early warning systems are currently set in place for Severe Weather forecasts. This is a
24 hour service provided by Met Éireann. There may be a need to inform the public of
the current situation or of possible evacuation. Please refer to Section 11.1 of this
document.
Other such warning systems are in place for Flooding, detailed in the Flood Response
Plan, Water contamination etc.
7.14.2 How warnings are to be disseminated.
Warnings may be disseminated to the public by use of some or all of the following
mediums:
x Door to Door
x Radio and T.V. broadcasting
x Local helpline / information line
x Web services and internet services
x Automated Text services
x Social Media
x Establish site specific warning systems.
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Section 7.15

Emergencies arising on Inland Waterways
7.15.1 Liaison with the Irish Coast Guard
Waterford City & County Council can provide assistance in the form of the Fire Service
for water rescue / recovery. There are also some inland water rescue volunteer
organisations that may be asked to provide assistance such as River Rescue. Please refer
to the Appendices for further details on resources.
7.15.2 Receiving 999/112 calls and the mobilising of resources to inland
waterway emergencies
The Irish Coast Guard has responsibility for receiving 999/112 calls and the mobilising of
resources to Inland Waterway emergencies. An Garda Síochána should be the principal
response agency to undertake initial co-ordination at inland waterway emergencies. After
the initial response, this role may be re-assigned, following consultation between the Irish
Coast Guard and An Garda Síochána.
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Section 7.16

Safety, Health and Welfare Considerations
7.16.1 Safety, health and welfare of its staff
Each principal response agency (and other responding organisation) is responsible for the
Safety, Health and Welfare of its staff responding to emergencies and should operate its
own safety (including personal protective equipment) and welfare management
procedures. Please refer to a ‘Local Authority Organisational Safety Statement’ for
further information.
7.16.2 Safety of the Council’s rescue personnel
When working in the environment of a Major Emergency the On-Site Co-ordinator will
apply normal incident and safety management arrangements, a ‘Safety Officer’ will
generally be appointed having responsibility for the oversight and management of the
safety of the Council’s rescue personnel. All other relevant officers will continue to
exercise command over their own personnel working in the area.
7.16.3 Operating within the ‘Danger Area’
A ‘Danger Area’ may be declared at the site where there is a definite risk to rescue
personnel over and above that which would normally pertain at emergency operations.
The Council is responsible for the health and safety of its staff when they operate within
the ‘Danger Area’.
Each service should establish from the On-Site Co-ordinator if a Danger Area has been
defined (see Section 7.9.1 of this document) as part of site management arrangements
and, if so, what particular safety provisions may apply.
7.16.4 Procedures and evacuation signal for the ‘Danger Area’.
Where a situation deteriorates to a point where the officer in charge of the Danger Area
decides that it is necessary to withdraw response personnel from a Danger Area, a signal,
comprising of a repeated sounding of a siren for ten seconds on, ten seconds off, will be
given. All personnel should withdraw on hearing this signal to a pre-determined safe
zone.
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7.16.5 Physical welfare of responders (food, shelter, toilets)
Please refer to section 7.17.3 of this document.

7.16.6 Psychosocial support for personnel.
Those who are particularly traumatized by the events of a Major Emergency may require
skilled professional help; this will be provided by Waterford City & County Council.
Currently a careline exists which enables employees and their immediate family to access
confidential advice and support 24 hours a day 365 days a year. This type of service
ensures confidentiality and overcomes the cultural resistance in the emergency services to
such a step. These facilities should also be made available to support staff, even if they
are not directly involved at the scene, e.g. administration staff, drivers and
communications staff.
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Section 7.17

Logistical Issues/ Protracted Incidents
7.17.1 Arrangements for rotation of front line rescue / field staff
Front line rescue / field staff will be relieved at protracted incidents in accordance with
the Local Authority Safety, Health and Welfare arrangements. Crews from the South-East
region may be called upon to assist and support the emergency.
7.17.2 Re-organising normal emergency and other services cover
Staff welfare arrangements need to be given priority in the recovery stage of an incident,
so that the needs of all staff, both emergency response teams and general staff (including
management), are catered for. In addition, the needs of staff that are not directly involved
in responding to the incident should also be considered. Those members of staff who
continue in their normal work are supporting colleagues in the emergency response and
may be taking on additional work in the process. They can be as critical to the
organisation’s response as those involved at the ‘coalface’.
7.17.3 Arrangements for initial and ongoing welfare for field staff
The Local Authority Controller should ensure that appropriate rest and refreshment
facilities are provided for response personnel at the site, as well as for survivors. Staff
welfare will be considered at all times. Civil Defence may be called upon to provide or
aid in the administration of such needs. Welfare facilities such as toilets etc may also be
required and supplied by Waterford City & County Council. The Local Authority will
strive and endeavour to provide meals at all meal times to field staff or every 4/5 hours
during an incident.
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Section 7.18

Investigations
7.18.1

Investigations arising from the emergency

The scene of a suspected crime should be preserved until a complete and thorough
examination has been made. An Garda Síochána will need to obtain evidence of the
highest possible standard and will require that all evidence is left in situ, unless a threat to
life or health prevents this. Statements may be required from the members of Local
Authority staff on their involvement.
7.18.2

Preservation of evidence

The preservation of the site of a major emergency, which results from criminal action, is
of paramount importance and should receive a priority rating from the outset by all
PRA’s. The first member(s) of An Garda Síochána to arrive at the site of a major
emergency where a suspected crime has been committed, automatically incurs the
responsibility of preserving the site. While the priority is the protection of life, the
provisions of the Framework are intended to assist An Garda Síochána investigative role.
7.18.3

Other parties with statutory investigation roles

Depending on the nature of the Major Emergency, agencies other than An Garda
Síochána may require access to the site for the purposes of carrying out an investigation.
These agencies include the Health and Safety Authority (HSA), the Air Accident
Investigation Unit (AAIU), Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and Irish Rail. An
Garda Síochána is responsible for carrying out criminal investigations.
Any agency including the Local Authority, with an investigative mandate should liaise in
the first instance with the On-Site Co-ordinator, who will direct them to the Controller of
Operations of An Garda Síochána.
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Section 7.19

Community / VIPs / Observers
7.19.1 How links are to be established with communities affected by an
emergency
Where communities are affected by a major emergency effort should be made to establish
contacts/links with a community utilising established links such as Community Groups/
Public Repetitive and Community Liaison Officers within in the community.
7.19.2 Arrangements for receiving VIPs who wish to visit
All requests for visits to the site or facilities associated with it should be referred to the
Local Co-ordination Group. Requests for visits to agency specific locations should be
referred to the Local Authority management. Public representatives and other dignitaries
may wish to attend the site of the emergency, as well as associated facilities, such as
hospitals, to express sympathy on behalf of the public to the injured and bereaved, and to
support the emergency response workers.
Visits by dignitaries will usually require security arrangements and liaison with the
media. It is important that the organisation of such visits does not distract from the
response effort. As a general rule, VIPs should be advised not to visit sites where dangers
still exist or where ongoing rescues are in progress.
7.19.3 Arrangements for national / international observers
National and International observers may request to attend the incident. The presence of
experts from other regions or jurisdictions, who wish to act as observers at an incident,
can greatly enhance the operational debriefings and facilitate the process of learning
lessons from the emergency. The Local Co-ordination Group should make arrangements
for any such observers.
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Section 7.20

Standing-Down the Major Emergency
7.20.1 How the status of the emergency will be stood-down
A decision to stand down the major emergency status of the incident at the site should be
taken by the On-Site Co-ordinator, in consultation with the other Controllers of
Operations at the site and the Local Co-ordination Group. Where organisations other than
the principal response agencies have responded, they should be informed of the decision
to stand them down by the Controller of Operations of the agency which mobilised them.
Services operating at other locations should be stood down in a similar manner.
The plan may be stood down generally following agreement by the three principal
response agencies responding to the emergency or in respect of all or certain local
authority services, following consultation with the other principal response agencies.
7.20.2 Operational debriefing and reporting of activity
When the incident has ended, each agency will be obliged to give a debrief to the
members of its service that were involved in the emergency. Waterford City & County
Council will review the inter-agency co-ordination aspects of the response after every
declaration of a major emergency.
A multi-agency debrief will then be held and lessons learned will be incorporated into
this Plan. This review should be hosted by the lead agency and involve all services which
were part of the response.
Multi-agency debriefs should consider the contribution provided by other, nonemergency service agencies to expand the knowledge and learning process that debriefs
should collate. This is notwithstanding the potential conflict of interest that may result in
later investigations. This aspect should be considered when inviting agencies other than
emergency services to the debrief.
Operational debriefs should identify areas for improvement in procedures, equipment and
systems. They should not be forums for criticising the performance of others.
Debriefs should not interfere with or comment on investigations into the incident carried
out by investigative or judicial authorities. It is important to realise that such debriefs and
related documents would be disclosed to individuals involved in legal proceedings.
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Section 8

Agency Specific Elements and Sub-Plans

When planning and preparing for a major emergency it is important that the Major
Emergency Plan ties in with existing plans such as Waterford City & County’s Flood
Response Plan and Severe Weather Plan, See Appendices. Please refer to ‘A Guide to
Agency Specific Plan Interoperability’ for further details.
x

Plan for the Protection of Public Water Supply

x

Drinking Water Incident Management Plan’ (DWIRP) (Draft)
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Section 9

Plan for Regional Level Co-ordination

9.1 Regional Level Co-ordination

In some situations where a major emergency has been declared and the Major Emergency
Plans of the principal response agencies have been activated, it may be appropriate to
consider scaling up from a local response to a regional level response. This may occur
when:
•

the resources available in the local area where the incident has happened do not
appear to be sufficient to bring the situation under control in an expeditious and
efficient manner; or

•

the consequences of the emergency are likely to impact significantly outside of
the local area; or

•

the incident(s) is spread across more than one Local Authority or Division of An
Garda Síochána; or

•

the incident occurs at or close to a boundary of several of the principal response
agencies.

9.2.1 Decision to Scale up to a Regional Level Response
The decision to scale up from a local to a regional level response will be taken by the
chair of the Local Co-ordination Group, in consultation with the chair of the On-Site Coordinating Group and the other members of the Local Co-ordination Group. This
consultation may occur at a meeting of the Local Co-ordination Group, where such a
group is in session or, alternatively, by means of a telephone conference call.
This decision will, by definition, involve specifying those extra principal response
agencies which are to be involved in the regional response.
Note: In many Major Emergency situations, neighbouring Garda Divisions, HSE Areas
and Council will provide support and resources to the Garda Division, HSE Area and
Local Authority, which are primarily involved in the response. Such support is not
equivalent to the activation of the Plan for Regional Level Co-ordination and, in fact, will
often precede the activation of the regional plan.
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9.2.2 Response Region
The areas covered by the principal response agencies which are activated under the Plan
for Regional Level Co-ordination will constitute the response region for the emergency.
Note: The response region for a regional level major emergency need not coincide (and
in many cases will not coincide) with one of the predetermined Major Emergency
Management Regions set out in Appendix F4 of the Framework.
9.2.3 Activation
Once the decision has been taken, the chair of the Local Co-ordination Group will declare
that a regional level emergency exists and will activate the Plan for Regional Level Coordination by:
x

notifying each of the principal response agencies involved that the Plan for
Regional Level Co-ordination has been activated;

x

requesting that each of the principal response agencies, who has not already
activated its MEM Plan, should do so;

x

delivering an information message to each principal response agency using the
mnemonic METHANE; and

x

providing each of the principal response agencies involved with a list of the
agencies which are being activated to form the regional response.

9.3.1 Command and Control Arrangements on Site
The command and control arrangements at the site(s) of a regional major emergency will
be the same as those for a standard major emergency including:
• three Controllers of Operation²;
• a lead agency determined in accordance with the Framework; and
• an On-Site Co-ordinating Group
• an On-Site Co-ordinator.
²In situations where more than one principal response agency from a particular service is
represented at the site, Appendix F7 makes it clear that there will be only one Controller of
Operations from that service and the unit from which the Controller of Operations will come
should be determined in accordance with the guidance provided in Appendix F7.
9.3.2 The Regional Co-ordination Group
The mobilisation and operation of the Regional Co-ordination Group will be as per the
arrangement for Local Co-ordination Groups set out in Section 5.4.5.2 of the Framework.
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Regional Co-ordination Group arrangements for
• the mobilisation of other organisations/agencies;
• requesting mutual aid from neighbours;
• requesting national/international assistance where required;
• dealing with multi site or wide area emergencies;
• linkage to national emergency plans;
• links with Government;
• support for chairs by Information Managers, etc; and
• communication arrangements with the site and with other groups
will be as for a Local Co-ordination Group.
9.4 Wide Area Major Emergencies
Some major emergency events (e.g. severe storms, extensive flooding and/or blizzards)
may impact over a wide area and, in such a situation, a number of Local Co-ordination
Groups may be activated. Where the chair of a Local Co-ordination Group, which has
been activated in response to a major emergency, becomes aware that one or more other
Local Co-ordination Groups have also been activated, contact should be made with the
other chair(s) with a view to considering the establishment of a Regional Co-ordination
Centre.
Such a Regional Co-ordination Centre will normally be located at the Local Coordination Centre which, in the view of the chairs, is best positioned (in terms of
resources, communications and geography) to co-ordinate the activity of the different
Local Co-ordination Groups which are active. In such a situation, these Local Coordination Groups will continue to act as per standard arrangements and will
communicate with the Regional Co-ordination Centre through their chairs.
Note: During a wide area major emergency, each Local Co-ordination Group will be in
contact with the lead Government Department (in accordance with Section 5.4.5.5 of the
Framework) and, in such a situation, the decision on whether the activities of a number of
Local Co-ordination Groups should be co-ordinated via a Regional Co-ordination Centre
or via the lead Government Department will be taken in light of the prevailing
circumstances.
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Section 10

Links with National Emergency Plans
10.1

National Emergency Plans:

Each principal response agency should provide for working with appropriate national
bodies and responding to and activating appropriate aspects of their Major Emergency
Plan following requests arising from national emergency situations. Please refer to
section 6.3.4.4/ 6.3.4.5 of this document for further details.
10.1.1

National Emergency Plan for Nuclear Accidents

Details of specific actions to be taken in the event of a local radiological emergency or
the activation of the National Emergency Plan for Nuclear Accidents are detailed in the
Protocol for Multi-Agency Response to Radiological/ Nuclear Emergencies (in Draft).
10.1.2

National Public Health (Infectious Diseases) Plan

Details of specific actions to be taken in the event of an activation of the National Public
Health (Infectious Diseases) Plan are detailed in the Protocol for Multi-Agency Response
to Emergencies arising from Infectious Diseases Pandemics (in Draft).
10.1.3

Animal Health Plan

For infectious diseases such as Avian Flu (the Department of Agriculture and Food has
an emergency plan designed to contain outbreaks of H5N1 avian influenza in poultry
should the disease arrive in this country), Pandemic Flu, Foot and Mouth, there will be a
link to the National Plan as outlined by the government. Waterford City & County
Council will provide assistance under the command of the lead government department.
10.2

Activation on request from Irish Coast Guard

The Waterford City & County Major Emergency Plan may also be activated by any
Principal Response Agency in response to a request from the Irish Coast Guard,
following a threatened or actual emergency in the Irish Maritime Search and Rescue
Region.
10.3

Activation on request from a Minister of Government

The Major Emergency Plans of the principal response agencies may be activated by an
agency in response to a request from a Minister of Government in light of an
emergency/crisis situation.
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Section 11

Severe Weather Plans

11.1 Sub-Plans for responding to severe weather emergencies
Severe weather emergencies may involve significant threats to infrastructure and support
may be required for vulnerable sections of the community. It has been pre-determined
that Local Authorities are the lead agency for co-ordinating the response to severe
weather events.
Arrangements have also been put in place by Met Éireann to issue public service severe
weather warnings to the Local Authorities. The target time for the issuing of a warning is
24 hours before the start of the event, but a warning may be issued up to 48 hours in
advance when confidence is high. On Fridays before a holiday period it may be
appropriate to issue a preliminary warning or weather watch to Local Authorities.
Not all severe weather events will be major emergencies, but the principles and
arrangements for a co-ordinated response to major emergencies should inform all
response agencies of severe weather events. Local Authorities should ensure that
effective arrangements are in place to receive and respond promptly to public service
severe weather warnings issued by Met Éireann.
The Local and/or Regional Co-ordination Centres for Major Emergency Management
may be activated to manage the response to a severe weather event, whether a major
emergency is declared or not.
11.1.1

Flooding Emergencies

Waterford City & County Council in conjunction with a multi-agency collaboration are in
the process of producing a ‘Flood Response Plan.’
11.1.2

Severe Weather Conditions (Excluding Flooding Emergencies)

Waterford City & County Council are in the process of producing a ‘Emergency Plan for
Severe Weather.’
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Section 12

Site and Event Specific Arrangements and Plans

12.1 Site and Event Specific Emergency Plans
There are both legislative and procedural arrangements, which require that emergency
plans be prepared for specific sites or events (e.g. SEVESO sites, airports, ports, major
sports events, etc). Arising from the risk assessment process described in Section 3,
Waterford City & County Council’s Major Emergency Plan has not identified any
sites/events where specific plans/ arrangements exist for responding to emergencies.
The response arrangements set out in Section 7, will govern the principal response
agencies’ response to such sites/events, whether a major emergency is declared or not.
12.2 Seveso Sites

Waterford City & County functional area does not have any Seveso Sites.
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Section 13

The Recovery Phase
13.1

Support for Individuals and Communities

Although the emergency response stage may have passed, the recovery stage is also
important and includes consideration of many strategic issues, which need to be
addressed, at both individual principal response agency and inter-agency level. The
recovery phase can typically include:
• Assisting the physical and emotional recovery of victims;
• Providing support and services to persons affected by the emergency;
• Clean-up of damaged areas;
• Restoration of infrastructure and public services;
• Supporting the recovery of affected communities;
• Planning and managing community events related to the emergency;
• Investigations/inquiries into the events and/or the response;
• Restoring normal functioning to the principal response agencies; and
• Managing economic consequences.
A structured transition from response to recovery is critical for agencies, both collectively
and individually. The recovery stage may be as demanding on the Local Authority
resources and staff of the individual agencies as the emergency itself, as work may extend
for a considerable time after the incident.
13.1.1 Supporting individuals and communities affected by the emergency
Following an emergency incident, assistance may be required by the victims of the
emergency – not only those directly affected, but also family and friends, who may suffer
bereavement or anxiety. A major emergency will have a serious effect on a community.
The recovery phase should provide support and long term care for individuals involved in
the incident and the communities affected by the incident.
It is imperative that the Local Authority restores its critical service to a pre-emergency
state as quickly and efficiently as possible.
The services and staff that the Local Authority may be able to provide, are based upon a
wide range of skills and resources drawn from its day-to-day operations such as:
x Technical and engineering support
x Building control
x Road services
x Public health and environmental issues
x Provision of reception centres
x Re-housing and accommodation needs
x Transport
x Social services
x Psychosocial support
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x Help lines
x Welfare and financial needs
There are specific requirements for each agency in the recovery process. These
requirements are:
Local Authority
x Clean-up;
x Rebuilding the community and infrastructure;
x Responding to community welfare needs (e.g. housing); and
x Restoration of services.
An Garda Síochána
x Identification of fatalities;
x Preservation and gathering of evidence;
x Investigation and criminal issues;
x Dealing with survivors;
x Dealing with relatives of the deceased and survivors; and
x Provision of an appropriate response to the immediate public need.
Health Service Executive
x Provision of health care and support for casualties and survivors;
x Support for relatives of casualties and survivors;
x Responding to community welfare needs; and
x Restoration of health services.
13.1.2 Managing of public appeals and external aid
There is a need for the co-ordination of emerging recovery issues, such as managing
public appeals and external aid, from the earliest stages of the response phase. For this
reason, the arrangements for co-ordination of response should continue to operate during
the transition from response stage to recovery stage. At a point when the issues on the
agendas of Co-ordination Groups are largely recovery focussed, it may be appropriate to
re-title the group as the Local, Regional or National Recovery Co-ordination Group.
From the earliest stage, it may be appropriate also for the Local, Regional or National Coordination Group to appoint a Recovery Working Group to plan ahead.
It is recommended that Waterford City & County’s Local Authority Crisis Management
Team will continue to function until the issues arising in the response phase are more
appropriately dealt with by the agency’s normal management processes. In future such
aid will be dispensed through established support networks under the guidance of the
Department of Social and Family Affairs or the Health Authority.
13.2

Clean-Up

In the aftermath of an emergency the clean-up operation has been assigned to the Local
Authority. The removal of debris and contaminated waste is one of the principal concerns
for Waterford City & County Council. In consultation with the EPA and specialist
companies the Local Authority will commence clean up of a site as soon as possible but
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without hindering the investigation process. Careful consideration must be provided for
the removal of decontaminated debris to locations that will not affect communities.
13.2.1 Arrangements for clean up of sites / removal of debris /
decontamination of emergency sites and the Council’s role in this
The holder of waste material or polluting matter shall be responsible for the clean up of
the site, the removal of debris and decontamination of the site.
13.3

Restoration of Infrastructure and Services. Specify how restoration of
infrastructure and services is to be achieved, and the Council’s role in this

The Local Authority must ensure that its critical services are restored as quickly as
possible. A Business Continuity Plan has been drawn up to meet these demands.
13.3.1 Procedures and arrangements for monitoring the situation
At a point when the issues on the agendas of Co-ordination Groups are largely recovery
focussed, it may be appropriate to re-title the group as the Local, Regional or National
Recovery Co-ordination Group. From the earliest stage, it may be appropriate also for the
Local, Regional or National Co-ordination Group to appoint a Recovery Working Group
to plan ahead. These groups will be responsible for the co-ordination of the recovery
phase, managing resources and monitoring the situation until the issues arising are more
appropriately dealt with by the normal management processes.
13.3.2 Procedure for liaison with utilities
The utility companies may need to be mobilised in the recovery phase in order to provide
essential services such as gas, water and electrical supplies and communications facilities.
The IS Section will also have a roll to play in the recovery phase and will need to liaise
with utilities in order to bring services back on line, such as communication links etc.
13.3.3 How the order of priorities are to be determined
It is the responsibility of the Local, Regional or National Recovery Co-ordination Group
together with the Recovery Working Group to prioritise events during the recovery phase.
It should be noted that staff welfare arrangements need to be given priority in the
recovery stage of an incident, so that the needs of all staff, both emergency response
teams and general staff (including management), are catered for. In addition, the needs of
staff that are not directly involved in responding to the incident should also be
considered. Those members of staff who continue in their normal work are supporting
colleagues in the emergency response and may be taking on additional work in the
process. They can be as critical to the organisation’s response as those involved at the
‘coalface.’
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13.3.4 Protective measures against continuing hazards
Following an incident, the holder of waste material or polluting matter shall take all
measures to reduce and eliminate any risks from hazards resulting from an incident. The
Risk Assessment shall quantify the level of risk associated with the site and shall
recommend remedial/protective measures which shall be approved by Waterford City &
County Council. The selection of remedial measures is dependent on the results of the
quantitative risk assessment that will be site specific. It should be noted that prior to the
Risk Assessment it should be assumed that the waste material or polluting matter (i.e. the
hazard) should be removed from the site unless it can be demonstrated that an alternative
provides greater protection to public health and the environment.
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Section 14

Review of the Major Emergency Plan
14.1 Internal Review Process
An internal review of the Major Emergency Plan will be undertaken by Waterford City &
County Council on a yearly basis, the review should be held every year on the annual
date of implementing the plan and also follow any exercises or incidents. The review
should
x Update the roles of individuals that hold key positions
x Update the risk holders within the functional area of Waterford City & County
LA
x Update names and numbers of utility companies, private companies etc
x Review current risk assessments and update as required.
x Plan exercises
Please Refer to section 1.8 of this document.
14.2 How the MEP is to be reviewed and amended externally
Waterford City & County Council’s appraisal will be reviewed and validated by the
South-East Regional Steering Group on Major Emergency Management. This appraisal
should also be reviewed and validated by the Department of the Environment,
Community and Local Government. Any issues arising from the review should be
referred back to Waterford City & County Council for appropriate action. In cases of
disagreement between the Local Authority and the Regional Steering Group, the National
Steering Group should be consulted and should decide on the issue.
14.2.1 Inter-agency Review Process at the Regional Steering Major Emergency
Group
Each principal response agency’s Major Emergency Plan should be reviewed and
validated annually by the relevant Regional Steering Group on Major Emergency
Management. This will include updating and amending the plans as mentioned in section
14.1 of this document.
Each agency’s appraisal should also be reviewed and validated by the relevant parent
Department in the case of the Local Authorities and by the national headquarters, in
consultation with the parent Department, in the case of Divisions of An Garda Síochána
and Health Service Executive Areas, in accordance with the normal appraisal/reporting
relationships within that sector. Any issues arising from the review should be referred
back to the principal response agency for appropriate action. In cases of disagreement
between a principal response agency and a Regional Steering Group, the National
Steering Group should be consulted and should decide on the issue.
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The regional level report will also be reviewed and validated by the National Steering
Group. Any issues arising from the review should be referred back to the Regional
Steering Group on Major Emergency Management for appropriate action.
14.2.2 Review of the MEP by the Department of the Environment, Heritage and
Local Government
In addition to Waterford City & County Council’s Major Emergency Plan being reviewed
locally and regionally on an annual basis, it must also be reviewed and validated by the
Department of the Environment, Community and Local Government. Any issues arising
from the review should be referred back to Waterford City & County Council for
appropriate action.
14.3 After every activation, the Major Emergency Plan should be reviewed and
reported upon
Once the Major Emergency Plan has been stood down, each of the services and agencies
involved in the incident will hold a series of operational hot-debriefs. Initially these will
be confined to each particular service, but later a multi-agency cold-debrief will be held,
(multi-agency debriefs should consider the contribution provided by other, nonemergency services) and lessons learned will be incorporated into this Plan and other
service plans, as appropriate.
14.3.1 How the agency’s performance of its functions will be reviewed and
reported upon internally
In addition to the review process outlined in the sections above, which takes place
annually on a local, regional and national level, the Major Emergency Plan for Waterford
City & County and the performance of the Local Authority as a principal response
agency will also be reviewed after a major incident within the City/ region or even
nationally, when there is learning to be gained. Should any new risks become apparent in
the City, the plan will be reviewed to reflect this.
14.3.2 How the co-ordination function will be reviewed and reported upon
externally and jointly with other principal response agencies
Multi-agency debriefs should consider the contribution provided by not only each other
but also other, non-emergency service agencies. This is notwithstanding the potential
conflict of interest that may result in later investigations. This aspect should be
considered when inviting agencies other than emergency services to the 'debrief'.
Multi agency reviews must also be conducted on an annual basis between the principal
response agencies on both a local and regional level basis. This will include reviewing
and reporting on the co-ordination function of the agencies.
Please refer to ‘A Guide to Agency Specific Plan Interoperability’ for further details.
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INTRODUCTION
This document sets out the Outline Construction Environmental Management Plan
(OCEMP) for the construction of the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge Project
(“the Project”) on behalf of Waterford City and County Council.
This OCEMP applies to all works associated with the construction of the proposed
civil works, marine works and buildings works including the pre-construction site
clearance works.
As a contractor has not yet been appointed the Construction Environmental
Management Plan (CEMP) has not been formally adopted and further development
and commitment to the OCEMP will be undertaken following selection of Contractors
and before commencement of site works.
The OCEMP provides the environmental management framework for the appointed
Contractors and Sub Contractors as they incorporate the mitigating principles to
ensure that the work is carried out with minimal impact on the environment. The
construction management staff as well as Contractors and Sub Contractors staff
must comply with the requirements and constraints set forth in the OCEMP in
developing their CEMP. The key environmental aspects associated with the
construction of the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge Project, the appropriate
mitigation and monitoring controls, are identified in the OCEMP and its supporting
documentation.
The implementation of the requirements of the OCEMP will ensure that the
construction phase of the project is carried out in accordance with the commitments
made by Waterford City and County Council in the planning application process for
the development, and as required under the conditions of the planning approval.
Once commenced the CEMP is considered a living document that will be updated
according to changing circumstances on the project and to reflect current
construction activities. The CEMP will be reviewed on an ongoing basis during the
construction process and will include information on the review procedures.

1.1

Roles and Responsibilities
The Contractor is responsible to ensure that all members of the Project Team,
including sub-contractors comply with the procedures set out in the CEMP. The
Contractor will ensure that all persons working on site are provided with sufficient
training, supervision and instruction to fulfil this requirement.
The Contractor will ensure that all persons allocated specific environmental
responsibilities are notified of their appointment and confirm that their responsibilities
are clearly understood. The principal environmental responsibilities for key staff can
be identified as follows:

1.1.1

Site Manager
The Site Manager’s environmental management responsibilities include but are not
limited to:
•

preparation and implementation of the CEMP;

•

close liaison with the Site Environmental Manager (SEM) to ensure adequate
resources are made available for implementation of the CEMP;
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1.1.3
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•

ensuring that the risk assessments for control of noise and environmental risk
are prepared and effectively monitored, reviewed and communicated on site;
and

•

managing the preparation and implementation of method statements; and

•

ensuring that the Site Environmental Manager reviews all method statements
and that relevant environmental protocols are incorporated and appended.

Site Environmental Manager (SEM)
The responsibilities of the Site Environmental Manager (SEM) include, but are not
limited to:
•

maintaining environmental records;

•

providing guidance for the site team in dealing with environmental matters,
including legal and statutory requirements affecting the works;

•

reviewing environmental management content of method statements;

•

reporting environmental performance to the Site Manager;

•

liaison with statutory and non-statutory bodies and third parties with an
environmental interest in the scheme; and

•

collection and collation of CEEQUAL evidence.

Engineering Staff
The engineering staffs’ environmental management responsibilities include but are
not limited to:
•

reporting any operations and conditions that deviate from the CEMP to the Site
Manager;

•

taking an active part in site safety and environmental meetings; and

•

ensuring awareness of the contents of method statements, plans, supervisors’
meetings or any other meetings that concern the environmental management
of the site.

Supervisors
The supervisors’ environmental management responsibilities include but are not
limited to:
•

ensuring all personnel affected by a method statement are briefed and fully
understand its content. Monitor operatives for compliance, including subcontract operatives;

•

implementation of environmental management activities required by the CEMP
and works method statements; and

•

ensuring that all inspections are carried out as prescribed in the CEMP.

1.2

Training and Induction

1.2.1

Site Induction
All personnel involved in the proposed bridge development will receive environmental
awareness training. The environmental training and awareness procedure will ensure
that staff are familiar with the principles of the CEMP, the environmental aspects and
impacts associated with their activities, the procedures in place to control these
impacts and the consequences of departure from these procedures.

1.2.2

Specific Training and Awareness Raising
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A project specific training plan that identifies the competency requirements for all
personnel allocated with environmental responsibilities will be produced by the
Contractor. Training will be provided by the Contractor to ensure that all persons
working on site have a practical understanding of environmental issues and
management requirements prior to commencing activities. A register of completed
training is to be kept by the SEM. The Site Manager will ensure that environmental
emergency plans are drawn up and the SEM will conduct the necessary
training/inductions.

2.0

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED BRIDGE

2.1.

Project Description
The proposed River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge comprises a 5-span, 8m wide
bridge with a segregated space for pedestrians and a shared space for cyclists and
an electric shuttle bus service. The bridge location will be approximately in line with
Barronstrand Street, in front of the Clock Tower, and will land on the North Quay at
the former industrial brownfield site. The sustainable transport bridge crossing point
is approximately 550m downriver of Rice Bridge. A paved and landscaped plaza on
the South Quay at the Clock Tower is also proposed. Two plant rooms will be
required within the vicinity of the north abutment and the south abutment to house
the plant and machinery used to operate the twin leaf bascule, whilst noting that the
operating room will be in the control tower of the existing Rice Bridge. The plant
room / buildings which will be located on the north and south quays will be of the
order of 5m x 10m.

2.2.

Construction Stage
It is anticipated that the construction of the proposed development will be progressed
as a single construction contract with the construction phase lasting approximately
18-24 months.

2.3.

Construction Procurement
It is envisaged that the construction of the proposed development will be tendered
under a Public Works Contract for Civil Engineering Works Designed by the
Employer.

3.0

OUTLINE CONSTRUCTION ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
PLAN (CEMP)
The CEMP will be developed by the contractor to meet the requirements of ISO
14001 and all site works will be undertaken in compliance with the CEMP. The
CEMP shall include details of the topics listed below, further information on which is
given in the following section.
•

Environmental Policy;

•

Environmental Aspects Register;

•

Project Organisation and Responsibilities;

•

Project Communication and Co-ordination;

•

Training;

•

Operational Control;
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•

Checking and Corrective Action;

•

Environmental Control Measures;

•

Complaints Procedure.

River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge
Waterford City and County Council

The Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) details all the
environmental aspects and impacts associated with this contract such as waste
management, pollution prevention and protection of flora and fauna with particular
emphasis on the Special Area of Conservation (SAC), Special Protection Area
(SPA), proposed Natural Heritage Area (pNHA) and Water Quality in the
watercourses. The Register of Impacts provides the framework for identifying the
potential environmental impacts generated by construction and the associated works.
The Environmental Operational Control Procedures and activity specific method
statements will detail the working methods necessary for managing and mitigating
these impacts, whether it is by prevention or mitigation. Prior to the commencement
of construction activities, the Environmental Operational Control Procedures and
activity specific method statements will be completed so as to conform to precise
site-specific requirements at the bridge location.
3.1

Environmental Policy
The contractor will complete an Environmental Policy with consideration for impacts
on the natural and built environment. All project personnel will be accountable for the
environmental performance of the project and will be made aware of the
Environmental Policy at induction. The environmental policy will consider and make
commitments with regard to the protection of Natura 2000, pNHA and NHA sites,
emissions to the atmosphere, maintenance of water quality, resource usage energy
consumption and waste management.

3.2

Environmental Aspect Register
Once appointed, the Contractor will prepare a register of all sensitive environmental
features which have the potential to be affected by the construction works, together
with details of commitments and agreements made within the Environmental Impact
Statement, the Contract Documentation, Planning conditions imposed by the local
authority, and conditions identified by Statutory Authorities with regards mitigation of
potential impacts.
The Environmental Aspects Register provides the relevant information for the
preparation of construction method statements and will be regularly updated during
the works.
The Environmental Aspects Register will consider sensitive environmental features
as listed below (please note this list is not exhaustive and will be amended and
expanded upon as required by the contractor).
The Environmental Aspects Register will consider sensitive environmental features
as listed below (please note this list is not exhaustive and will be amended and
expanded upon as required by the contractor).
•

Identification off all waterways for the protection against ingress of suspended
solids or any pollutant;

•

Air emissions;

•

Noise emissions;

•

Light emissions;
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•

Waste generation;

•

Use hazardous materials;

•

Energy usage;

•

Water usage;

•

Discharge of waste water;

•

Traffic generation;

•

Terrestrial ecology;

•

Aquatic ecology;

•

Visual impacts;

•

Hydrogeology;

•

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage.

River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge
Waterford City and County Council

Project Organisation and Responsibilities
The CEMP will define the roles and responsibilities of the project team. The overall
responsibility lies with the Project Manager whose responsibility it will be to approve
key personnel required for employment on the project. He/She will liaise with the
SEM.
The Project Manager will lead the works on site. He/She will be responsible for the
management and control of the activities and will have overall responsibility for the
implementation of the CEMP. He/She will be assisted by the Site Environmental
Manager who will act as his/her deputy.
The Site Environmental Manager will prepare and implement all aspects of the
CEMP.
Project Manager
The Project Managers main duties and responsibilities in relation to the CEMP
include liaising with the Project Team in assigning duties and responsibilities in
relation to the CEMP to individual members of the main contractor's project staff.
Site Environmental Manager
The main duties and responsibilities of the Environmental Manger include and are
not limited to the following:
•

Liaise with the Construction Manager during the finalisation of the CEMP to
assign individual duties and responsibilities bearing in mind the overall
organisational structure, the nature of the Environmental Commitments and
Requirements and the proposed bridge development specific characteristics;

•

Ensuring that the CEMP is finalised, implemented and maintained

•

Liaising with Waterford City and County Council’s (WCCC’s) Environmental
Manager on all Method Statements, any alternations to live documents and any
other works to ensure protection of water quality

•

Being familiar with the information in the pre-construction surveys, construction
Requirements, An Bord Pleanála and Planning Service decision and all
relevant Method Statements;

•

Being familiar with the contents, environmental commitments and requirements
continued within the reference documentation listed in this CEMP;
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•

Being familiar with the baseline data collated during the compilation of the
EIAR;

•

Assisting Management in liaising with the Engineers and WCCC and the
provision of information on environmental management during the construction
of the Project;

•

Liaising with the Project Team in assigning duties and responsibilities in
relation to the CEMP, to individual members of the main contractor's project
staff;

•

Overseeing, ensuring coordination and playing a lead role in third party
consultations required statutorily, contractually and in order to fulfil best
practice requirements;

•

Liaising with Management in agreeing site specific Method Statements with
Third Parties;

•

Ensuring that all relevant woks are undertaken in accordance with the relevant
legislation in the Republic of Ireland;

•

Bring any legal constraints that may occur during certain tasks to the attention
of management;

•

Hold copies of all permits and licenses provided by waste contractors;

•

Ensuring that any operations or activities that require certificates of registration,
waste collection permits, waste permits, waste licences, etc have appropriate
authorization;

•

Gathering and holding documentation with respect to waste disposal;

•

Keeping up to date with changes in environmental practices and legislation and
advising staff of such changes and incorporating them into the CEMP;

•

Liaising with contactors and consultants prior to works;

•

Procuring the services of specialist environmental contactors when required;

•

Ensuring that all specialist environmental contactors are legally accredited and
proven to be competent;

•

Coordinating all the activities of the specialist environmental contractors;

•

Ensuring that Environmental Induction Training is carried out on all personnel
on site and ensuring that tool box talks include aspects of Environmental
Awareness and Training;

•

Respond to all environmental incidents in accordance with legislation, the
CEMP and company policy/procedures;

•

The SEM is responsible for notifying the relevant statutory authority when
environmental incidents occur and producing the relevant reports as required;

•

Ensuring that all relevant works have (and are being carried out in accordance
with) the required permits, licenses, certificates and planning permissions;

•

Liaising with the designated licence holders and specific agent defined in the
licence with respect to licences granted pursuant to the European Commission
(EC) (Natural Habitats) Regulations 1997;

•

Carrying out regular documented inspections of the site to ensure that work is
being carried out in accordance with the Environmental Control Measures and
relevant site-specific Method Statements;

•

The SEM should prepare and be in readiness to implement at all times the
Emergency Incident Response Plan;
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•

Responsible for reviewing all environmental monitoring data and ensuring that
they all comply with stated guidelines and requirements; and

•

Liaising with management in preparing and inspection of site-specific method
statements for activities where there is a risk of pollution or adverse effects on
the environment.

Design Manager
The main duties and responsibilities of the Design Manger having regard to the
implementation of the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP):
•

Be familiar with the CEMP and relevant documentation referred to within;

•

Participate in Third Party Consultations and liaising with third Parties through
the SEM;

Section Managers and Agents
The Section Managers and Agents are responsible for the following:
•

Ensuring Forepersons under his/her control adhere to the relevant
Environmental Control measures and relevant site-specific Method Statements,
etc.

•

Ensuring that the procedures agreed during third party consultations are
followed;

•

Reporting immediately to the Site Environmental Manager any incidents where
there has been a breach of agreed environmental management procedures,
where there has been a spillage of a potentially environmentally harmful
substance, where there has been an unauthorised discharge to ground, water
or air, damage to habitat, etc.

•

Attending Environmental review Meeting
documentation as required by Management.

and

preparing

any relevant

Forepersons
The forepersons on site are responsible for the following:
•

Ensuring personnel under his/her control adhere to the relevant environmental
control measures and relevant site-specific Method Statements;

•

Reporting immediately to the site agents and SEM any incidents where there
has been a breach of agreed procedures e.g. spillages and discharges.

All Project Personnel
All project personnel have the following responsibilities:

3.4

•

Attend environmental training as required;

•

Reporting immediately to the Forepersons/Agents or Site Environmental
Manager any spillage incidents or observations regarding adverse effects to
the Environment.

Project Communication and Co-ordination
Environmental issues and performance aspects will be communicated to the
workforce on a regular basis. Weekly project meetings, which follow a set agenda
incorporating Environment, will be held alongside overall management meetings.
All staff and sub-contractors involved in all phases of the project will be encouraged
to report environmental issues.
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Training
All employees and subcontractors involved on site will be given a comprehensive
induction prior to commencement of the works. This environmental training can be
run concurrently with safety awareness training.
Training will include:
•

Overview of the Environmental Policy and Environmental Management Plan,
goals and objectives;

•

Awareness in relation to risk, consequence and methods of avoiding
environmental risks as identified within the Register of Aspects and with the
planning conditions;

•

Awareness of roles and individual environmental responsibilities and
environmental constrains to specific jobs;

•

Location of and sensitivity of Special Area of Conservations, Special Protection
Areas, protected monuments, structures etc.

•

Location of habitats and species to be protected during construction, how
activities may affect them and methods necessary to avoid impacts.

A record will be kept of a signed register on the project files of all attendee of the
environmental induction.
Toolbox talks based on specific activities being carried out will be given to personnel
by the nominated project representative. These will be based on specific activities
being carried out and will include environmental issues particular to the Project,
including the impact on bird populations and water quality namely:

3.6

•

Oil/Diesel spill prevention and safe refuelling practice;

•

Storage of materials including oil/diesels and cement;

•

Emergency response processes used to deal with spills;

•

Minimising disturbance to wildlife;

•

Emergency response to include water pollution hotline to the EPA/WCCC for
regulator response. Identification of registered / accredited spill cleanup
company for oil etc.; and

•

Consideration of importance of containment of vehicle washing, containments
of concrete /cement / grout washout etc, bank protection using hessian to
prevent excessive scour and mobilisation of suspended solids, maintenance of
vegetation corridors etc.

Operational Control
Site works will be checked against the CEMP requirements. Any mitigation measures
that have been agreed with the Statutory Authorities, or are part of planning
conditions, will be put into place prior to the undertaking of the works for which they
are required and all relevant staff will be briefed accordingly.
Method statements that are prepared for the works will be reviewed / approved by
the Client Project Manager and were necessary the relevant Environmental
Specialist. All method statements for works in, near or liable to impact on a waterway
must have prior agreement with IFI and NPWS.
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A Quality Management System (QMS) will also be put into operation for the project.
Document control will be in accordance with this QMS and copies of all audits,
consents, licences, etc will be marinated by the Site Environmental Manager and his
team and kept on site for review at any time.
3.7

Checking and Corrective Action
Daily inspections of the site and the works will be undertaken to minimise the risk of
environmental damage and to ensure compliance with the CEMP. Any environmental
incidents are to be reported immediately to the Site Foreman.
The Site
Environmental Manager will undertake periodic inspections and complete an
assessment of the project’s environmental performance with regard to the relevant
standards/legislation and the contents of the CEMP. Following these inspections, the
Site Environmental Manager will produce a report detailing the findings which will be
provided to the Client Project Manager and reviewed at the monthly project meeting.

3.8

Environmental Control Measures
Licensing requirements will be in place and Specific procedures to manage the key
environmental aspects of the project will be developed by the contractor prior to work
commencing.

3.9

Complaints Procedure
A liaison officer will be available to allow for member of the pubic or interested parties
to make complaints about the construction works. The CEMP will contain details of
the complaints procedures and a monitoring system will be implemented to ensure
that any complaints are addressed and satisfactory outcome is achieved for all
parties.

3.10

Compliance with Project Consents
If planning permission is granted for the proposed development, the entire contents
of the planning consent as well as the foreshore licence/lease, and other consents
and conditions, shall be appended as received.

4.0

SUMMARY
This Outline CEMP is indicative only, however, it is expected that the final CEMP to
be prepared by the Contractor will incorporate the items outlined above and ensure
that all requirements identified as part of the planning consents will be included in the
CEMP.
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INTRODUCTION
This outline Construction and Demolition Waste Management Plan (CDWMP) has
been developed to ensure that waste arising on-site during the construction and
demolition phase of the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge will be managed and
disposed of in a way that ensures the provisions of the Waste Management Acts,
1996-2011 and associated Regulations (1996-2011) are complied with and to ensure
that optimum levels of reduction, re-use and recycling are achieved.
This outline CDWMP has been prepared for the provision of waste management for
the construction phase of the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge, taking into
account the many guidance documents on the management and minimisation of
construction and demolition waste, including:
•

DEHLG (2006) Best Practice Guidelines on the Preparation of Waste
Management Plans for construction and Demolition Projects. Department of
Environment, Heritage and Local Government, Dublin;

•

Provisions of the Waste Management Acts, 1996-2011 and associated
Regulations;

•

Construction Industry Research and Information Association (CIRIA) document
133 Waste Minimisation in Construction;

•

TII (2014) Guidelines for the Management of Waste from National Road
Construction Projects. Transport Infrastructure Ireland, Dublin; and,

•

National Construction & Demolition Waste Council (NCDWC) 2006 Best
Practice Guidelines on the Preparation of Waste Management Plans for
Construction and Demolition Projects.

This plan is intended to be a working document and has been prepared to inform the
Construction and Demolition Waste Management Plan which, in turn, will form an
integral part of the Environmental Operating Plan (EOP) for the proposed
development.
This document is preliminary in nature as it has been prepared at a stage when
quantities are based on the design developed to a sufficient level of detail to inform
the environmental impacts to be assessed in the Environmental Impact Assessment
Report (EIAR) and Natura Impact Statement (NIS). However, changes may occur
during detailed design stages which may alter the volumes of waste.
All materials used during construction will be imported. Minimal quantities of soils will
be excavated during construction.
Prior to the commencement of construction works, a Waste Management Coordinator (WMC) (who may also be the Site Environmental Manager) will be
appointed by the Contractor to assume responsibility for the further development of
the CDWMP and the management and treatment of all waste materials created
during the construction of the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge.
The Contractor’s CDWMP must contain (but not be limited to) the following
measures:
•

Details of waste storage (e.g. skips, bins, containers) to be provided for
different waste and collection times;

•

Details of where and how materials are to be disposed of, i.e. landfill or other
appropriately licensed waste management facility;
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•

Details of storage areas for waste materials and containers;

•

Details of how unsuitable excess materials will be disposed of, where
necessary;

•

Details of how and where hazardous wastes such as oils, diesel and other
hydrocarbon or other chemical waste are to be stored and disposed of in a
suitable manner; and

•

Details of locations.

Best Practice Guidelines on the Preparation of Waste Management Plans for
Construction and Demolition Projects were published in 2006 by the National
Construction & Demolition Waste Council (NCDWC). These Guidelines outline the
issues that need to be addressed at the pre-planning stage of a development all the
way through to its completion. These Guidelines have been followed in the
preparation of this report.

2.0

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

2.1

Project Description
The proposed River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge comprises a 5-span, 8m wide
bridge with a segregated space for pedestrians and a shared space for cyclists and
an electric shuttle bus service. The bridge location will be approximately in line with
Barronstrand Street, in front of the Clock Tower, and will land on the North Quay at
the former industrial brownfield site. The sustainable transport bridge crossing point
is approximately 550m downriver of Rice Bridge. A paved and landscaped plaza on
the South Quay at the Clock Tower is also proposed. Two plant rooms will be
required within the vicinity of the north abutment and the south abutment to house
the plant and machinery used to operate the twin leaf bascule, whilst noting that the
operating room will be in the control tower of the existing Rice Bridge. The plant
room / buildings which will be located on the north and south quays will be of the
order of 5m x 10m.

2.2

Construction Stage
It is anticipated that the construction of the proposed development will be progressed
as a single construction contract with the construction phase lasting approximately
18-24 months.

2.3

Construction Procurement
It is envisaged that the construction of the proposed development will be tendered
under either a Public Works Contract for Civil Engineering Works Designed by the
Employer or a Public Works Contract for Civil Engineering Works Designed by the
Contractor.

3.0

WASTE MANAGEMENT STRAGETY

3.1

Scope
The Contractor will develop a CDWMP that will detail:
•

Licensing of Waste Disposal;

•

Site clearance;
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•

Excavations and disposal of materials;

•

Measures to protect water quality;

•

Importation, stockpiling and placing of fill;

•

Management of drainage works to ensure no pollution of the River Suir;

•

Construction vehicle management; and,

•

Dust and noise abatement measures.

Waste and Recycling Management
The management of construction and demolition waste will reflect the waste
management hierarchy, with waste prevention and minimisation being the first
priority, followed by reuse and recycling. During site clearance and construction
works, there are numerous opportunities for the beneficial reuse and recycling of
materials. The subsequent use of recycled materials in reconstruction works also
reduces the quantities of waste which ultimately needs to be consigned to landfill
sites.
The Contractor will develop and implement a plan and manage all waste with a goal
of achieving the waste hierarchy in accordance with the relevant statutory provisions
as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1

The Waste Management Hierarchy [DEHLG (1998) Changing Our Ways.
Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government,
Dublin]

Source Segregation
Wastes generated on the construction site will be identified and segregated
according to their respective categories, as described by the European Waste
Catalogue (EWC). Where possible, metal, timber, glass and other recyclable material
will be segregated and removed off-site to a permitted/licensed facility for recycling.
In order to achieve this, designated waste storage areas will be created at the
construction compound or other suitable locations for the storage of segregated
wastes prior to transport for recovery/disposal at suitably licensed/permitted facilities.
Suitably sized containers for each waste stream will be provided within the waste
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storage area and will be supervised by the WMC, who will be appointed by the
Contractor. This will be the person responsible for the management of waste during
the construction of the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge. The number and
sizing of containers will be agreed with Waste Contractors in advance of construction
works commencing. Source segregation of waste will result in cost savings to the
project as well as providing an environmentally sound route for the management of
all construction and demolition wastes.
Re-use
Possibilities for re-use of clean, non-hazardous excavation material as fill on the site
or in landscaping works will be considered following appropriate testing to ensure
material is suitable for its proposed end use. During Ground Investigations (GI),
samples were taken from exploratory holes and were tested at the Chemtest
Accredited Laboratory in the UK. All samples have been classified as falling within
either the non-hazardous or inert limits. Some localised elevated levels of
hydrocarbons (PAH) and heavy metals (Arsenic) were recorded, specifically in
locations along the River Suir riverbed Where excavated material is not to be reused
within the works, the Contractor will endeavour to send material for recovery or
recycling so far as is reasonably practicable. The Contractor will ensure that, if
required, any off-site interim storage facilities for excavated material have the
appropriate waste licences or waste facility permits in place.
Material Management
In order to prevent and minimise the generation of waste, the Contractor will be
required to ensure that raw materials are ordered so that the timing of delivery, the
quantity delivered and the storage is not conducive to the creation of unnecessary
waste. The Contractor, in conjunction with the material suppliers, will be required to
develop a programme showing the estimated delivery dates and quantities for each
specific material associated with each element of construction and demolition works.
Following a “just-in-time” approach improves cash flow, better utilises storage space,
reduces risk of environmental pollution events and reduces potential loss to theft and
accidental damage as well as making the site safer.
It is essential that the planning, construction and demolition works are undertaken in
close collaboration with waste management contractors, in order to determine the
best techniques for managing waste and to ensure a high level of recovery of
materials for recycling. The Contractor will be required to continuously seek to
improve the waste management process on-site during all stages of construction and
maximise opportunities for re-use and recycling where they exist. For example, in
relation to waste packaging, the Contractor will seek to negotiate take-back of as
much packaging waste as possible at source to ensure maximum recycling. The
CDWMP will be included as an agenda item at the weekly construction meetings. In
addition, the plan will be communicated to the whole team (including the Client) at
the monthly meetings. This will include any updates to earlier versions of the
document.
Waste Auditing
The Contractor will record the quantity (in tonnes) and types of waste and materials
leaving the site during the construction phase. The name, address and authorisation
details of all facilities and locations to which waste and materials from the
construction phase are delivered will be recorded along with the quantity of waste (in
tonnes) delivered to each facility. Records will show all material recovered and
disposed of.
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The waste management strategy for the project will follow the accepted waste
hierarchy and the Contract will implement the following types of measures to reduce
waste and maximize opportunities for recycling:

3.3

•

Wherever possible, materials for construction activities will be ordered as to
require the minimum possible storage time;

•

Materials will be ordered, where possible, in sizes to prevent wastage;

•

Appointment of a WMC, who will be responsible for handling, storage and
delivery of materials to the proposed development;

•

Ensure that stored material is protected from damage from plant and
environmental factors such as rain and wind;

•

Secure storage areas to prevent unauthorised access;

•

Establish a waste management compound to handle incoming waste from
construction activities – this should facilitate the segregation of key waste
streams to maximise the opportunity to re-use, recycle and return wastes
generated on-site;

•

Provide a separate secured area for dealing with hazardous waste; and,

•

Provide separate facilities for the storage of fuels and chemicals.

Waste and Recycling Targets
The Contractor’s CDWMP, waste handling and proposed construction methods
should endeavour to achieve the following targets

3.4

•

The re-use of all earthworks materials on site where possible;

•

100% recycling of surplus reinforcement and other metals, where possible;
and,

•

No contamination of skips.

Waste and Recycling Opportunities
The Contractor will seek opportunities, wherever possible, to reduce the amount of
waste generated on site and maximize the potential for recycling materials in
accordance with the waste hierarchy through the following:
•

Storing materials in designated areas and separate from wastes to minimise
damage;

•

Returning packaging to the producer where possible;

•

Segregating construction and demolition wastes into reusable, recyclable and
non-recyclable materials;

•

Reusing and recycling materials on site during construction where practicable;

•

Recycling other recyclable materials through appropriately permitted/licensed
contractors and facilities; and,

•

Disposing of non-recyclable wastes to licensed landfills.

4.0

WASTE DISPOSAL LICENSING

4.1

Licensing Requirements
Under the Waste Management (Collection Permit) (amended) Regulations, 2016, a
waste collection permit for appropriate EWC Code(s) and designations is required by
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a waste haulier to transport waste from one site to another. Compliance with the
Waste Management (Shipments of Hazardous Waste in Ireland exclusively)
Regulation, 2011 is also required for the transportation of hazardous waste by road.
The export of waste from Ireland is subject to the requirements of the Waste
Management (Shipment of Waste) Regulations, 2007. The Contractor will ensure
that the transport and movement of all waste is carried out in compliance with these
requirements.
Waste may only be treated or disposed of at facilities that are licensed to carry out
that specific activity, e.g. chemical treatment, landfill or incineration, for a specific
waste type. Records of all waste movements and associated documentation will also
be held on-site. Generally, operators of waste management sites will facilitate a site
visit and inspection of documentation if deemed necessary. Prior to any on-site
recovery process, including the operation of mobile plant, an operator must apply to
the governing local authority for a waste facility permit under the Waste Management
(Facility Permit and Registration) Regulations, 2007. It is planned that waste
activities at the site will comprise of source segregation, storage and collection and,
therefore, it is highly unlikely that any waste licensable or waste permissible activity
will be undertaken.
4.2

Exclusion from Legislation
The Directive on Waste contains a number of exclusions which make clear that
certain materials are not subject to its requirements. A key exclusion affecting
construction projects such as this development is set down in Article 2(1)(c). This
states that the requirements of the EU legislation do not apply to:
"uncontaminated soil and other naturally occurring material excavated in the
course of construction activities where it is certain that the material will be used
for the purposes of construction in its natural state on the site from which it was
excavated"
This provision is repeated in the Waste Management Acts, as amended by the
European Communities (Waste Directive) Regulations, 2011 (SI No. 126/2011).
Should materials generated by construction activities fall within this provision, they
are not then subject to the other requirements of the EU or national waste legislation.
This means that, for example, such materials are not defined as “waste”, do not need
to be handled by duly authorised waste collectors and do not need to pass to
disposal or recovery facilities that are subject to waste licences or other equivalent
form of statutory authorisation. In addition, the requirements of the Waste Hierarchy
do not apply.

5.0

PROPOSED
CONSTRUCTION
MATERIAL USAGE

5.1

Site Preparation

METHODOLOGY

AND

The construction of the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge will require site
clearance as part of the development. Site preparation will include certain diversion
works of services and utilities, such as public lighting, power services, watermains,
rising main, storm water, electricity, telecommunications, gas mains and traffic light
services. Due to the nature of some of the diversions, a number of these service
diversions will only be possible during the main construction works.
The Contractor’s CDWMP will take the following into account:
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•

The extent of the areas to be cleared and the potential types and volumes of
arisings;

•

The location of any structures to be demolished;

•

Statutory requirements; and

•

Specific environmental requirements and seasonal requirements, e.g. in
respect of Shad, Salmon and Lamprey.

Site Offices, Construction Compounds and Security
A construction compound will be required in the vicinity of the proposed development
and is proposed and assessed as being located on the South Quay. The location,
size and suitability of the compound will ultimately be at the discretion of the
contractor once it is located within the project boundary and site access is approved
by the Local Authority. For the purpose of the Environmental Impact Assessment
Report (EIAR), it has been anticipated that the construction compound will be located
on the South Quay. The location and layout of the construction compound selected
by the contractor will however have to incorporate the protection and mitigation
measures outlined in the EIAR and conform to the requirements outlined in the
Natura Impact Statement (NIS) and planning conditions.
The compound will include stores, offices, material storage areas, plant storage and
parking for site and staff vehicles. This site is proposed to remain in place for the
duration of the contract but may be scaled up or down during particular activities on
site.
During the construction phase, the contractor will be required to erect opaque
hoarding of a minimum 2.0m in height around the site compound and works area on
the South Quays. The hoarding shall be a high gloss printed finish with information
and graphics about the project or as agreed with Waterford City and County Council.
The precise hoarding type shall be agreed with Waterford City and County Council
prior to works commencing.
The storage of fuels, other hydrocarbons and other chemicals within the construction
compounds will not be permitted within 10m of the River Suir. All fuel storage areas
will be bunded to 110% of storage capacity to prevent spills and provide sufficient
additional capacity in the event of rainfall occurring simultaneously. The compounds
will also have appropriate levels of security to limit potential vandalism, theft and
unauthorised access within the compounds.
Following completion of construction, the compound will be cleared, landscaped and
paved. Temporary buildings and containers, parking areas and waste material such
as rubble, aggregates and unused construction materials will not be permitted to
remain exposed on these sites and will need to be removed and disposed of
appropriately.

5.3

Material Quantities
All materials used during construction will be imported. Minimal quantities of soils will
be excavated during construction.

5.4

General Construction and Demolition Works
Quantities of general construction and demolition wastes are made up of waste such
as wood, packaging, metals, plastics, bricks, blocks, canteen waste, some hazardous
waste, e.g. oils, paints and adhesives. Site clearance and residual waste will be
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generated during the construction phase, primarily from the construction of the
proposed development. While it is difficult at this stage to predict precise volumes of
these wastes expected from the proposed development, the EPA has produced
figures for the construction and demolition waste recorded in the National Waste
Database. This includes a percentage breakdown of each waste type in the
construction and demolition stream (Table 5.2). A more detailed estimate of the
anticipated quantities of these materials will be provided in the detailed CDWMP
following appointment of the Contractor at construction stage.
Table 5.2 shows the breakdown of the construction and demolition waste types (from
EPA data) produced on a typical site.
Table 5.2:

Waste Materials Generated on a Typical Irish Construction Site
Waste Type

Proportion (%)

Soil and stones

51

Concrete, bricks, tiles, ceramic, plasterboard

39

Asphalt, tar and tar products

2

Metals

2

Other

6

Total Waste

100

An overview of the methods to manage the primary waste streams expected is
presented below. The main types of construction waste produced will be:
Excavated material
Where short-term temporary storage is unavoidable, the method of storage of
material will be key to its potential use as certain types of materials are likely to
degrade if left uncovered in wet weather due to its low plasticity and silty nature.
Concrete
Waste concrete is likely to arise during the construction phase of the River Suir
Sustainable Transport Bridge. It is proposed that waste concrete generated will be
returned to the supplier for re-use. For every tonne of concrete waste that is recycled
for aggregate in new concrete, significant savings are made in energy and carbon
dioxide emissions. It also saves money by avoiding disposal costs, which continue to
increase. Residual concrete waste will be source segregated and stored in
designated containers at the waste storage area for subsequent separation and
recovery at a remote facility.
Metals
Metal waste has a significant scrap value. Although it is now common practice for
sites to segregate metals for reuse and recycling, there are still sites where metal is
thrown away with general rubbish. One of the primary sources of metal waste is
steel reinforcement. Wastage of steel reinforcement will be reduced by ordering
made to measure steel from the manufacturer and detailed scheduling of all
reinforced concrete structural elements.
Skip hire companies may provide free skips for the storage of scrap metal on sites
and this will be investigated prior to construction commencing. When metal storage
containers are full they will be removed by the waste storage contractor and sent to a
metals recycling facility.
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Timber
Timber waste will be stored separately as it is readily contaminated by other wastes
and if it is allowed to rot will reduce the recyclability of other stored wastes. Any
pallets will be returned to the supplier for re-use. Off-cuts and trimmings will be used
in formwork where possible. A container for waste wood will be covered where
possible and will be placed in the waste storage area. The waste wood will be
collected by a waste contractor who will forward it to a wood recycling facility for
chipping.
Treatment of timber with chemicals and the overuse of nails will be minimised and
avoided as this will make it difficult to reuse/recycle the timber afterwards. The
utilisation of reclaimed timber products will also be investigated.
Packaging and Plastic
Packaging waste can become a major problem on construction sites. Double
handling will be avoided by segregating packaging wastes immediately after
unwrapping. Many suppliers are now prepared to collect their own packaging for
recycling, and this will also be investigated prior to works commencing. It is intended
that, where possible, materials with recycled packaging will be purchased. Waste
packaging will be segregated and stored in separate containers, preferably covered,
in the waste storage area for collection by the waste management contractor and
distribution to packaging recycling facilities.
Blocks, Bricks and Tiles
The careful storage of these raw materials will significantly reduce the volume of
these wastes arising on site. The most likely wastes produced will be off-cuts,
trimmings and waste arising from breakages. Every effort will be made to use broken
bricks and off-cuts.
Hazardous Wastes
Prior to removal from the site, any hazardous waste identified will undergo a
comprehensive waste assessment and classification by a suitably qualified person in
accordance with the European Waste Catalogue and Hazardous Waste List. It
should be noted that if non-hazardous waste becomes contaminated with hazardous
waste the entire load will be considered hazardous. It is, therefore, critical to ensure
that waste segregation areas are provided and are used properly to separate out
hazardous, non-hazardous and inert waste arising. Hazardous wastes will be
identified, removed and kept separate from other construction and demolition waste
materials in order to avoid cross-contamination. Specific method statements
detailing the necessary mitigation measures required during excavation, handling
transportation and disposal of hazardous wastes encountered on the site will be
prepared as required.
The likely disposal/treatment options for any hazardous wastes available to the
Contractor will depend on the nature of the hazardous material and the concentration
of parameters of concern. The costs associated with treatment and disposal will
similarly vary depending on the concentration of parameters of concern and on the
tonnage involved. There are several operators/facilities in operation within Ireland
that could potentially accept the contaminated material depending upon the results of
the Waste Acceptance Criteria testing or assist in the export of the material abroad
for special treatment where required. Full details of the disposal route for hazardous
wastes will be provided in the detailed CDWMP following the appointment of the
contract and completion of the further investigations required.
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Hazardous Liquids (Oils, Paints, Chemicals)
Hazardous liquid waste arising from the construction process will require careful
handling. Oils, paints, bitumen, adhesives and chemicals will be kept in a separate
contained storage area which will be locked when not in use. Hazardous liquids will
be stored at least 10m from the River Suir. Lids will be kept on containers in order to
avoid spillage or waste by evaporation. Waste oils, paints and chemicals, including
the containers, will require careful handling and disposal. These will be stored in a
containment tray with a capacity to contain 110% of the volume of the largest
container.
Fuels and chemical will be stored in double-skinned containers or within a bund, i.e.
an impervious structure with the capacity to contain 110% of the volume of the
largest tank stored within it. All containers will be carefully labelled.
Food Wastes
Site staff generate food waste and packaging waste. Designated receptacles will be
provided to allow for the segregation and storage of individual waste streams. These
will include receptacles for food waste, e.g. brown bin for waste foods and peelings,
dry recyclables, e.g. green bin for packaging, plastics, metals, wood, paper,
cardboard and tetrapack, and residual bin, e.g. black bin for mixed food and
packaging waste. Separate receptacles for the recyclable fractions may be provided
such as plastics, metals, glass and this will be designed and detailed by the WMC in
consultation with the selected waste management contractor.
Other Wastes (Residual)
Waste material other than those outlined above can constitute a significant proportion
of the total waste generated by a construction site. This waste is normally made up
of residual, non-recyclable waste such as soiled paper, cloth, cardboard or plastics,
as well as food waste and general waste found on the site, including plastic bottles,
bags, cans etc. Given the heterogeneous nature of this material, it is most important
that residual waste is kept separate from the other waste streams to avoid
contamination. This material will be stored in a dedicated container in the waste
storage area. Container size and collection frequency will be assessed with waste
management contractors as works proceed. All residual wastes will be dispatched to
a suitably licensed facility for disposal. Other construction and demolition waste
material will be collected in receptacles with mixed construction and demolition waste
materials for subsequent separation and disposal at a segregation facility.

6.0

ASSIGNMENT OF RESPONSIBILITIES
A WMC will be appointed who will have overall responsibility for waste management
on the site. The Employer (Waterford City and County Council) will receive
summaries of any audit reports, which will be completed within three months of the
end of each calendar year. The effectiveness and accuracy of the documentation
may also be monitored on a regular basis via routine site visits. Following
appointment of the preferred Contractor, the CDWMP will be updated in accordance
with the final design and copies of the plan will be distributed to the Employer, the
Site Manager and the site sub-contractors. The WMC appointed by the Contractor
will be appropriately trained and experienced in all aspects of waste management. In
addition he/she and the site crew must be in a position to:
•

Distinguish reusable materials from material suitable for recycling;

•

Ensure maximum segregation at source;
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•

Co-operate with site manager on best locations for stockpiling reusable
material;

•

Separate material or recovery; and,

•

Identify and liaise with operators of recovery outlets.

The WMC will be responsible for educating all site staff, sub-contractors and
suppliers about the available alternative to conventional waste disposal. Training will
also be given to all site staff in materials management on sites. The WMC will
continually identify waste minimisation actions on sites and this will be updated in the
plan.

7.0

TRAINING
Copies of the CDWMP will be made available to all personnel on-site. All site
personnel and sub-contractors will be instructed about the objectives of the plan and
informed of the responsibilities that fall upon them as a consequence of its
provisions. This is traditionally carried out during the induction process for new staff
members. Where source segregation and material re-use techniques apply, each
member of staff will be given instructions on how to comply with the CDWMP. Site
notices will be designed to reinforce the key messages within the plan and will be
displayed prominently for the benefit of staff.

8.0

WASTE RECORDS
When establishing the system for managing the details of all arisings, movement and
treatment of construction and demolition waste in the CDWMP, the use of electronic
tools should be considered to provide for convenient recording of information in a
useful format such as “Smart – waste”.
The Contractor will be required to arrange for full details of all arisings, movements
and construction and demolition waste to be recorded during all stages of the
proposed development. Each consignment of construction and demolition waste
removed from the site will be documented in the form of a Waste Movement Record
form, which will ensure full traceability of the material to its final destination. Separate
record forms will be completed in respect to each waste transfer that takes place.
The Contractor will also receive printed documents/records from waste disposal
companies employed, quantifying the exact amount of waste material removed from
site. The sheet from the disposal company also identifies how much material went to
landfill and how much went for recycling. All such records will be retained in a
designated location and made available for auditing of the CDWMP.

9.0

SUMMARY OF THE CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION
WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN
Waste will inevitably be generated during the construction and demolition phase of
the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge. It is intended that all steel and concrete
will be imported for use within the project area. At this stage it is anticipated that
there will be no excavated material for re-use on-site.
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Other than spoil material from excavations, waste arisings during the construction
phase will be minimised by the purchasing manager, who will time the ordering of
materials so as to reduce the likelihood of over-purchase or damage during storage.
Construction and demolition waste fractions will be segregated and stored on-site in
designated areas or containers in the waste storage area prior to transport by
licensed hauliers to facilities for segregation recycling and disposal.
A WMC will be appointed to ensure that the CDWMP is followed. Training will be
given to all staff so that they are aware of the CDWMP and know their
responsibilities.
Records will be kept to trace the inputs and outputs of the construction works at the
site and this should allow the Employer to make informed decisions regarding waste
management in the future. These records will be made available to the relevant local
authorities and the EPA should it be required.
The design and implementation of the detailed CDWMP, in conjunction with the EOP
for the River Suir Sustainable Transport Bridge, will provide for the optimum
planning/management and handling of waste generated by the project and will
ensure that there will be no worse than a neutral or imperceptible impact from waste
management practices during construction.
The contractor appointed to undertake the construction of the River Suir Sustainable
Transport Bridge will develop their own CDWMP based on their detailed plans, the
requirements of this outline plan, the requirements of the EIAR, the requirements of
the NIS and any commitments given as part of the project approval process and the
Employer’s requirements and specifications for executing the River Suir Sustainable
Transport Bridge.
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